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Abstract
This doctoral thesis addresses a problem in information retrieval, which has
recently captured the attention of media – the software-based detection of
disguised plagiarism forms. State-of-the-art plagiarism detection approaches are
capable of identifying copy & paste, and to some extent, lightly disguised
plagiarism. However, even today’s best performing systems cannot reliably
identify more heavily disguised forms of plagiarism, including paraphrases,
translated plagiarism, or idea plagiarism. This weakness of current systems
results in a large percentage of disguised scientific plagiarism going undetected.
While the easily recognizable copy & paste-type plagiarism typically occurs
among students and has no serious consequences for society, disguised
plagiarism in the sciences, such as plagiarized medical studies in which results
are copied without the corresponding experiments having been performed, can
jeopardize patient safety.
To address the weakness of plagiarism detection systems, this thesis
introduces Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD). Unlike existing
character-based approaches, which perform text comparisons, CbPD does not
consider text similarity alone, but uses citation patterns within documents as a
unique, language-independent "semantic fingerprint" to identify potentially
suspicious similarity among texts. The idea for CbPD originated from the
observation that plagiarists commonly disguise academic misconduct by
paraphrasing copied text, but typically do not substitute or significantly rearrange
the citations. Motivated by these findings, the author developed various CbPD
algorithms tailored to the different forms of plagiarism, and implemented them
in the first citation-based plagiarism detection prototype capable of detecting
heavily disguised plagiarism.
The advantages of the CbPD approach were demonstrated in evaluations
using three document collections. CbPD’s applicability for detecting strongly
disguised plagiarism was first demonstrated using the plagiarized thesis of
former German Minister of Defense, K.-T. zu Guttenberg. While conventional
approaches failed to detect a single instance of translated plagiarism in this
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thesis, CbPD identified 13 of the 16 translations. The effectiveness of the
approach was further demonstrated when applied to other authors and plagiarism
forms in the VroniPlag Wiki.
The practicality of the CbPD approach was demonstrated by the successful
identification of several plagiarism cases in the biomedical publication collection
PubMed Central Open Access Subset. As a result of a user study utilizing the
CbPD prototype, several plagiarism investigations have thus far been initiated.
One medical study and a plagiarized medical case report have since been
retracted. The evaluation also showed CbPD’s visualization of citation pattern
similarities to facilitate the verification of plagiarism. Additionally, it could be
shown that CbPD has a superior computational efficiency compared to existing
approaches, and produced significantly fewer false positives. CbPD is not a
substitute for, but rather a complement to existing approaches. A combination of
CbPD with current approaches into a hybrid system promises to ensure optimal
detection of both short literal plagiarism, as well as heavily disguised or
translated plagiarism.

Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation adressiert ein Problem des Information Retrieval,
welches aktuell viel Beachtung erfährt: Die softwarebasierte Erkennung
verschleierter Plagiate. Bislang genutzte Erkennungsverfahren können lediglich
exakte Kopien oder nur geringfügig veränderte Plagiate identifizieren. Selbst die
leistungsfähigsten Systeme können verschleierte Plagiatsformen, wie z. B.
Paraphrasen, Übersetzungs- oder Ideenplagiate, nicht zuverlässig erkennen,
wodurch derartige Plagiate oft unentdeckt bleiben. Unverschleierte Plagiate
werden zumeist von Schülern begangen und haben keine ernsten Folgen für die
Gesellschaft. Stark verschleierte, nicht maschinell erkennbare Plagiate hingegen
sind vor allem in wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten zu finden und können z. B. die
optimale Behandlung von Patienten gefährden, wenn eine plagiierte
medizinische Studie in Wirklichkeit nie durchgeführt wurde.
Durch Vorstellung eines neuartigen Erkennungsansatzes namens Citationbased Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) leistet die vorliegende Arbeit einen Beitrag
zur Lösung dieses Problems. Im Gegensatz zu existierenden
Erkennungsverfahren berücksichtigt CbPD nicht die zeichenbasierte Ähnlichkeit
von Dokumenten, sondern die Position und Reihenfolge der zitierten Quellen
(Zitationen) im Text. Auf Basis der Zitationen generiert CbPD einen
sprachunabhängigen „semantischen Fingerabdruck“ und nutzt diesen für einen
Vergleich der zu untersuchenden Dokumente. Die Idee zur Entwicklung der
zitationsbasierten Plagiatserkennung basiert auf der Beobachtung, dass
Plagiatoren zwar Texte paraphrasieren um Plagiate zu verschleiern, jedoch die
Zitationen üblicherweise weder ersetzen noch deren Reihenfolge signifikant
verändern. Auf Basis dieser Erkenntnis wurden auf die unterschiedlichen
verschleierten Plagiatsformen zugeschnittene CbPD-Algorithmen entwickelt.
Die Algorithmen erkennen Transpositionen und Mehrfachverwendung (Scaling)
von Zitationen und nutzen Heuristiken zur Berücksichtigung der
Wahrscheinlichkeit eines gemeinsamen Auftretens von Zitationen sowie der
Kontinuität von Zitationsmustern. Das CbPD-Konzept wurde in Form eines voll
funktionsfähigen Prototyps unter Verwendung von Java und HTML5 realisiert.
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Das CbPD-Verfahren wurde mittels dreier Testkollektionen evaluiert und mit
existierenden Verfahren verglichen. Die prinzipielle Eignung wurde zuerst
anhand der bekannten Doktorarbeit von K.-T. zu Guttenberg belegt. CbPD
erlaubte die Erkennung von 13 der 16 enthaltenen Übersetzungsplagiate,
während existierende Verfahren keines der Übersetzungsplagiate identifizieren
konnten. Die Wirksamkeit des CbPD-Verfahrens für Arbeiten weiterer Autoren
und andere Plagiatsformen konnte mittels der VroniPlag Wiki Kollektion belegt
werden. Die Praxistauglichkeit der CbPD konnte bewiesen werden, indem mit
Hilfe einer Nutzerstudie und des entwickelten Prototyps mehrere Plagiate in der
biomedizinischen Volltextkollektion PMC OAS aufgespürt wurden. Sechs
Untersuchungen der entdeckten Fälle wurden bislang eingeleitet und eine weitere
medizinische Studie wurde inzwischen zurückgezogen. Die Evaluation zeigte,
dass CbPD die Verifikation von Plagiaten durch die Visualisierung der
Zitationsähnlichkeiten erleichtert. Ausserdem konnte gezeigt werden, dass CbPD
gegenüber existierenden Verfahren eine signifikant bessere Laufzeiteffizienz
sowie eine deutlich geringere Rate falsch-positiver Ergebnisse aufweist. Die
Evaluation machte deutlich, dass CbPD kein Ersatz für existierende Verfahren
ist, sondern diese komplementiert. Die Kombination von CbPD mit existierenden
Verfahren zu einem Hybridsystem gewährleistet eine optimale Erkennung von
sowohl kurzen wörtlichen, als auch stark verschleierten semantischen oder
übersetzten Plagiaten.

1 Introduction
This doctoral thesis addresses an unsolved information retrieval problem: the
automatic detection of disguised plagiarism forms, including paraphrases,
translated plagiarism and structural and idea plagiarism.
Section 1.1 of this chapter introduces the problem setting of currently
non-machine-detectable academic plagiarism. Section 1.2 describes my
motivation for research, and Section 1.3 presents the resulting research objective
pursued in this thesis. Section 1.4 provides an outline of the thesis.

1.1 Problem Setting
The problem of academic plagiarism1 has been present for centuries. Yet the
widespread dissemination of information and communication technology,
including the Internet, has greatly contributed to the ease of plagiarizing. Many
online services exist to facilitate student plagiarism, including essay databases,
and text "synonymizer" tools, such as synomizer.com2, which outputs input text
with a list of synonyms for each word.
The most extensive study on plagiarism surveyed ∼82,000 students at North

American colleges. Approximately 40 % of the students admitted having
plagiarized within the last year [220]. However, students are not the only group
to plagiarize. In Germany, more than 30 prominent cases of academic dishonesty
among politicians recently made headlines. The German politicians who
plagiarized in their doctoral theses include former Minister of Defense,
Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg, and even the Federal Minister of Education and
Research, Annette Schavan. The question arises why cases of plagiarism, which
are apparent in hindsight, often remain undiscovered for so long. Why can
academic misconduct not be caught much earlier using plagiarism detection
software?
1
2

Refer to Section 2.1.1, page 10, for a definition of plagiarism.
http://www.synomizer.com
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D. Weber-Wulff, who conducts regular performance evaluations for
Plagiarism Detection Systems (PDS), gives a disillusioning summary regarding
available systems:
“[…] Plagiarism Detection Systems find copies, not plagiarism.”
([357], p. 6)
Substantial research on the approaches and systems aiding in the detection of
plagiarism has been performed for almost two decades. Currently available PDS
use sophisticated and highly efficient character-based text comparisons. These
approaches are capable of detecting verbatim and moderately disguised copies of
text reliably. However, the cleverly veiled and re-structured real-world
plagiarism more commonly found in research contains insufficient characterbased similarities, making it undetectable by current PDS.
Today, manual inspection of suspicious documents by experts or through
crowd-sourced projects, such as the VroniPlag Wiki [350], an online platform
used to expose plagiarism cases, represents the only reliable method to detect
more heavily disguised plagiarism. However, the time commitment required to
examine plagiarism manually is significant. The 48 cases3 in the VroniPlag Wiki
alone amounted to hundreds of hours, making manual inspection and crowdsourced examination unfeasible for examining lower-profile plagiarism or for
checking entire databases.

3

As of 2013-07-04. The VroniPlag Wiki is an ongoing project.
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1.2 Motivation
My motivation to research new approaches to plagiarism detection grew out of
my disillusionment with the state-of-the-art systems. Current software solutions
label themselves "plagiarism detectors". This is a misnomer because it leads
users to believe the software is indeed capable of detecting real-world
plagiarism, including the disguised plagiarism more common to research. In
reality, however, this is not the case.
While I believe that plagiarism should not be tolerated in student
assignments, I find that plagiarism in research – and particularly in the medical
field – has far more serious consequences to society. An example of a plagiarized
medical study4 [165] in Table 1, illustrates this point. The plagiarism discusses
the correct care for patients suffering from acute respiratory distress syndrome.
The key difference between the plagiarism and the original study are the
numbers stated in the results section. The excerpt from the medical study’s
results in Table 1 highlights the differences in reported values between the earlier
and later publication in red. Both the original and the plagiarism were retrieved
from an openly available subset of PubMed’s medical publication database.

4

This study was identified because it was retrieved among the top results by the
approach presented in this thesis. As I later discovered, the study had already been
retracted by the journal, although at the time of evaluation it was still available in the
database. Visit http://citeplag.org/compare/5583/117324 for a visual comparison of
the plagiarism and the original.
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Table 1: Excerpt from a Plagiarized Section Describing Experimental Results
Original [48]

Plagiarism [281]

PMCID: 1065018

PMCID: 2772258

PEEP had no effect on CO2 gap (median
[range], baseline: 19 [2–30] mmHg;
PEEP 10: 19 [0–40] mmHg; PEEP 15: 18
[0–39] mmHg; PEEP 20: 17 [4–39]
mmHg; ideal PEEP: 19 [9–39]
mmHg; P =0.18). Cardiac index also
remained unchanged (baseline: 4.6 [2.5–
6.3] l min-1 m-2; PEEP 10: 4.5 [2.5–6.9]
l min-1 m-2; PEEP 15: 4.3 [2–6.8] l min1 m-2; PEEP 20: 4.7 [2.4–6.2] l min-1 m2; ideal PEEP: 5.1 [2.1–6.3] l min-1 m2; P = 0.08).

PEEP had no effect on CO2 gap (median
[range], baseline: 18 [2–30] mmHg; PEEP
10: 18 [0–40] mmHg; PEEP 15: 17 [0–39]
mmHg; PEEP 20: 16 [4–39] mmHg; ideal
PEEP: 19 [9–39] mmHg; P =0.19).
Cardiac index also remained unchanged
(baseline: 4.7 [2.6–6.2] l min−1 m−2;
PEEP 10: 4.4 [2.5–7] l min−1 m−2; PEEP
15: 4.4 [2.2–6.8] l min−1 m−2; PEEP 20:
4.8 [2.4–6.3] l min−1 m−2; ideal PEEP:
4.9 [2.4–6.3] l min−1 m−2; P = 0.09).

Plagiarized studies typically do not only copy text, but are also more likely to
contain fictitious evaluations and results. Such fake medical studies jeopardize
the quality of medical research and can prevent patients from receiving optimal
treatment5. Furthermore, for the progression of scientific disciplines it is crucial
that researchers can trust the outcomes of past research. This motivated me to
develop a plagiarism detection approach better capable of detecting disguised
plagiarism as it occurs in higher education and in scientific research.

1.3 Research Objective
Motivated by the limitations of existing plagiarism detection systems, the
following research objective was defined:

5

For examples of harmful studies, refer to Section 7.3.4.

1.3 Research Objective

Propose, implement, and evaluate a plagiarism detection approach
capable of detecting non-machine-identifiable plagiarism forms, such
as paraphrases, translated plagiarism, and idea plagiarism.
To achieve this objective the following research tasks were derived:
Task 1:

Perform a comprehensive analysis of the individual
strengths and weaknesses of state-of-the-art plagiarism
detection approaches and systems.

Task 2:

Develop a plagiarism detection concept that addresses
the identified weaknesses of current plagiarism
detection approaches.

Task 3:

Design detection algorithms that employ the theoretical
concept introduced and are fitted to detect the
plagiarism forms currently not machine-detectable.

Task 4:

Implement a prototype of a plagiarism detection system
that employs the developed algorithms to demonstrate
the applicability of the approach in real-world scientific
document collections.

Task 5:

Evaluate the proposed concept in identifying strongly
disguised plagiarism forms by comparing detection
performance, user utility, and computational efficiency
to state-of-the-art systems. As proof of concept, identify
unknown and currently non-machine-detectable
plagiarism instances.

5
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1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 describes the problem setting, the research motivation, and the
corresponding research objective. The research objective is divided into five
research tasks pursued in this thesis.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the problem of academic plagiarism and
the existing research on plagiarism detection. Following a definition of what
constitutes plagiarism and the prevalent forms of plagiarism, the scope of
plagiarism in the academic and scientific environments is discussed. A detailed
examination of current plagiarism detection approaches is given, and the
challenges of detecting disguised and translated plagiarism are explained. This
chapter addresses Research Task 1 by reviewing and exposing strengths and
weaknesses of available plagiarism detection approaches.
Chapter 3 provides background information on citation-based document
similarity measures. After introducing relevant terminology, a review of the
literature introduces important measures, including Bibliographic Coupling and
Co-citation Analysis.
Chapter 4 presents the novel detection approach proposed in this thesis. I
coined this approach Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD). CbPD
addresses weaknesses of current plagiarism detection approaches. By analyzing
citation similarities within documents, CbPD can machine-detect currently nonautomatically detectable disguised forms of plagiarism. Chapter 4 addresses
Research Task 2 and Task 3 by proposing CbPD as a plagiarism detection
approach and designing detection algorithms using the introduced concept.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the Citation-based Plagiarism
Detection approach in a prototype, thus addressing Research Task 4.
Chapter 6 describes the CbPD evaluation framework and presents the
evaluation results. In the methodology section potential test collections, ground
truths and limitations of the evaluation are discussed. Chapter 6 addresses
Research Task 5 by evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach for
both known and yet unknown plagiarism cases.

1.4 Thesis Outline
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Chapter 7 provides a summary, discusses research contributions, and gives an
outlook on future work. The appendix includes a list of related publications, the
preliminary corpus analysis, the CPA/CbPD patent application, material related
to the prototype, and other resources as listed below.
A Preliminary PMC OAS Corpus Analysis .................................................... 266
A.1 Bibliographic Coupling ....................................................................... 266
A.2 Longest Common Citation Sequence .................................................. 273
A.3 Greedy Citation Tiling ........................................................................ 278
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B.3 Consolidation of Reference Identifiers ............................................... 302
B.4 Database Documentation .................................................................... 304
C Data and Source-code Downloads ............................................................... 311
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E Patent Application ....................................................................................... 318
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G Reactions of Contacted Authors .................................................................. 331
H Empirical Studies on Plagiarism Frequencies ............................................. 336
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I will use "we" rather than "I" in the subsequent chapters of this thesis, since I
published and discussed my ideas with others including my advisor and fellow
researchers. For more information on joint projects and publications, please refer
to the acknowledgements in Appendix D.

2 Plagiarism Detection
This chapter6 provides a background on academic plagiarism. The rapid
advancement of information technology and especially the dissemination of the
Internet have drastically increased the availability of information – not only for
legitimate purposes. Academic plagiarism is one form of undue information use
simplified by the abundance of information and ease of information access [161].
In academia, plagiarism, i.e. using the words or ideas of another person and
passing them off as one’s own, has been described by some as a “cardinal sin”
([249], p. 1), maybe even the “ultimate sin” ([21], p. 57). Plagiarism deprives the
original authors of the benefits of their work, including gaining academic
reputation or acquiring research funding. Plagiarism may even shift these
benefits to the plagiarist. Furthermore, plagiarism distorts the traceability of
ideas, arguments and results within academic literature, and withholds valuable
resources for discovering related material from the reader [306].
Given the volume of available information, detecting plagiarism through
manual inspection is time-consuming and hardly feasible ([71], p. 9). Therefore,
software capable of partially automating plagiarism detection has become
increasingly popular. This section reviews the extensive and rapidly growing
literature on research in academic plagiarism detection. Section 2.1 provides a
definition, explains the forms of plagiarism, and discusses the prevalence of
academic plagiarism. Section 2.2 gives a detailed description of plagiarism
detection (PD) approaches currently in use, and an overview of the most
effective PDS including performance evaluations follows in Section 2.3.

2.1 Academic Plagiarism
This section introduces the problem of academic plagiarism. Section 2.1.1
provides a definition, Section 2.1.2 characterizes the forms of academic
6

An abridged version of the literature review in this chapter has been published with
Norman Meuschke [228].
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plagiarism, and Section 2.1.3 concludes with a summary of the severity of the
problem.

2.1.1 Definition
Inspired by the five key characteristics of plagiarism according to Fishman7
([113], p. 5), we define plagiarism to encompass:
The use of ideas, concepts, words, or structures without
appropriately acknowledging the source to benefit in a setting
where originality is expected.
Other researchers commonly define academic plagiarism as literary theft, i.e.
stealing words or ideas from other authors [102, 250]. Theft describes the
deliberate appropriation of foreign property without the consent of the rightful
owner ([120], p. 125). The definition used in this thesis does not necessarily
characterize academic plagiarism as theft for the following reasons.
First, academic plagiarism need not be deliberate. Authors may inadvertently
fail to properly acknowledge a source, e.g., by forgetting to insert a citation, or
citing a wrong source; thereby committing plagiarism unintentionally [36, 219].
Additionally, a psychological memory bias called cryptomnesia can cause
humans to unconsciously attribute foreign ideas to themselves [268].
Second, academic plagiarists may act in consent with another author, but still
commit plagiarism by not properly acknowledging the original source. The term
collusion describes the behavior of authors, who write collaboratively, or copy
from one another, although they are required to work independently [71].
We include collusion in the definition of academic plagiarism.

7

Note, the five characteristics of plagiarism as defined by Fishman are: (1) the use of
words, ideas, or work products (2) attributable to another identifiable person or
source, (3) without attributing the work to the source (4) in a situation where there is a
legitimate expectation of original authorship (5) in order to obtain some benefit,
credit, or gain which need not be monetary ([113], p. 5).
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2.1.2 Forms of Academic Plagiarism
Real-world observations of academic plagiarism reveal a variety of commonly
found forms.
Literal plagiarism describes the undue copying of text with very little or no
disguise.
-

Copy & paste (c&p) is the most common form of literal plagiarism
and is characterized by adopting text verbatim from another source
[219, 358].

-

Shake & paste (s&p) refers to the copying and merging of text
segments with slight adjustments to form a coherent text, e.g., by
changing word order, by substituting words with synonyms, or by
adding or deleting “filler” words [357].

Disguised plagiarism subsumes practices to conceal unduly copied text [185].
We identified five forms of disguised plagiarism in the literature on plagiarism.
-

Paraphrasing is the intentional rewriting of foreign thoughts in the
vocabulary and style of the plagiarist without acknowledging the
source [71, 185].

-

Technical disguise refers to techniques that exploit weaknesses of
current detection approaches to make plagiarized content nonmachine-detectable. Examples include using homoglyphs, symbols
that visually appear similar or identical, or inserting random letters
in white font [151, 170].

-

Translated plagiarism is the manual or automated conversion of
text from one language to another with the intention of hiding its
origin [357].
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-

8

Structural and idea plagiarism8 encompasses the use of
compositional elements or a broader concept without due
acknowledgement of the source. Even if the text is in the author’s
own words, structural elements, such as outlines or the
presentation of ideas or content, such as the chosen research
approach, the experimental setup, the lines of argument or the
background sources used, may be similar on a level that would
have warranted acknowledgement [116, 219]. Inherent in its
definition, structural and idea plagiarism is not "obvious" and thus
it is not necessarily an indicator that a work is unoriginal or must
be retracted. Thus, the term "plagiarism" for structural and idea
similarity is justified often only for extreme cases. The presence of
structural or idea similarity can rather be a potential quality
indicator, e.g., to determine if a work qualifies to be published in a
top-journal or a mediocre journal, or if a dissertation meets the
highest demands or only satisfies the necessary requirement. We
combine structural and idea plagiarism into a single plagiarism
form, since it is extremely difficult for human examiners to judge
if potential structural plagiarism also copied ideas. Structural and
idea plagiarism represent one of the most controversial forms of
plagiarism to verify [362], because the decision on whether
structural or topical similarities exceed a legitimate level is highly
subjective.

There is no consensus on whether structural and idea plagiarism should be categorized
as a form of disguised plagiarism. However, for the definition of disguised plagiarism
in this thesis, i.e. forms of plagiarism containing little or no verbatim text overlap and
thus not being reliably detectable by PDS, structural and idea plagiarism can
reasonably be included in this category. Note that exceptional cases in which
structural plagiarism or idea plagiarism also contains paragraphs or sentences copied
in their entirety exist; however, this holds true for all plagiarism forms, they do not
have to be exclusive.

2.1 Academic Plagiarism
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Self-plagiarism is the partial or complete reuse of one’s own writings without
such reuse being justified. Presenting updates or providing access to a larger
community may justify re-publishing one’s own work, but still requires
appropriate acknowledgement of the previously published work [40]. Unjustified
reasons include trying to artificially increase one’s citation count [77].

2.1.3 Prevalence of Plagiarism in the Academic Environment
Academic plagiarism is not a new phenomenon. Since the 1920s, researchers
have analyzed the problem, focusing mainly on North American colleges. The
following studies give empirical evidence of the problem by providing reviews
on academic dishonesty in general [44, 74], collegiate cheating behavior [82,
364] and plagiarism in particular [102, 250].
The majority of studies use self-report surveys to evaluate plagiarism
behavior. The most extensive study on U.S. and Canadian campuses questioned
around 80,000 students over three years from 2002 to 2005 [220]. McCabe
reports 38 % of undergraduates and 25 % of graduate students self-reporting to
have paraphrased or copied at least a few sentences without indicating the
written source in the 12-month period prior to being questioned [220]. McCabe
assumes the true numbers to be higher, because students were more concerned
about their anonymity in this web-based assessment compared to earlier
paper-based surveys [221, 222]. We agree with this assumption, since
self-reports show a tendency to understate misbehavior [284].
The self-report studies often did not distinguish between the different forms
of concealed plagiarism or the degree of plagiarism obfuscation. However, for
studies indicating the prevalence of specific plagiarism forms, copy & paste and
shake & paste plagiarism, a few sentences in length, dominates [176, 220, 222,
223, 273]. Around 20 % of participants admitted to having plagiarized large
parts of a document or having obtained texts from fellow students or Internet
essay banks [176, 220, 273].
Other studies completed outside of North America that employed plagiarism
detection systems consistently found 20 % or more of the inspected documents
to contain suspicious content [23, 83, 329]. However, the fraction out of total
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plagiarism represented by the detected plagiarism remains unknown. The
presented studies only serve as "spotlights" on student plagiarism in different
countries. Yet, by reviewing these studies, as well as other extensive research
and particular cases observed in the literature [74, 82, 102, 250], we conclude
that plagiarism among students is a serious problem.
Assessments of academic dishonesty among post-graduate researchers are
rare. One large-scale survey of 2,000 doctoral students and their 4,000 associated
faculty members reported that 28 % of faculty members witnessed doctoral
students committing plagiarism. Seven percent of doctoral students and 8 % of
faculty members reported they had experienced plagiarism by faculty members
[324]. Another survey of approximately 3,250 scientists asking about personal
misbehavior yielded lower admitted incident rates. Only about 1 % of the
respondents self-reported having committed plagiarism. Martinson and Anderson
assess these results as “[…] conservative estimates […]” of the true frequency
([215], p. 738). They assume understatements and a response bias from
plagiarists who refused to participate.
Fröhlich, Martin and Williams, experts in the field of academic plagiarism,
agreed that persons and institutions that discover academic misbehavior often
treat such incidences in a clandestine manor. Therefore, only a small fraction of
incidences becomes public [116, 214, 366]. The aforementioned experts deduct
reasons that substantiate this assumption from known cases of misconduct.
Personal dependence and the fear of retaliation by the accused, or peers related
to the accused, may keep researchers from reporting or publicizing academic
misbehavior. Aversion of engagement in the laborious and time-consuming
inquiry needed for verifying misconduct is another obstacle to reporting. Fear of
losing credibility and scientific reputation often keeps institutions, including
universities, research centers or conferences, from publicizing cases of
misconduct or handling them as rigorously as they should.
Despite these obstacles, numerous cases of plagiarism in academia have
become public. Price reviews 19 cases of plagiarism, which the U.S. Office of
Research Integrity publicized as a result of evaluating medical research projects
between 1992 and 2005 [269]. Gutbrodt reports that the IEEE INFOCOM 2006
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conference, rejected 12 out of about 1,000 submitted papers after a scan using a
PDS revealed suspicious similarities [145].
Sorokina et al. used a self-developed PDS to scan approximately 285,000
texts in the scientific document database arXiv.org [307]. They found more than
500 documents to contain likely cases of plagiarism and approximately 30,000
documents (20 % of the collection) to likely be duplicates or to contain “[…]
excessive self-plagiarism […]” ([307], p. 12). Sorokina et al. categorized
documents in the excessive self-plagiarism class if their largest contiguous
amount of copy-free text was less than 20 % of total document length. As the
consequence of a different investigation, arXiv.org deleted 65 articles from 14
different authors for containing substantial plagiarism [15].
The project Déjà Vu [92, 104, 105, 114, 202, 321] used a text similarity
scanner [191, 254] to analyze abstracts of bioscience articles in MEDLINE® and
their full-texts in PubMed Central® (PMC) if available. MEDLINE is a
bibliographic index and PMC a digital full-text archive [335, 338]. The Déjà Vu
project identified 79,383 articles with highly similar abstracts. Manual checks of
4,515 full-texts identified 252 cases of likely plagiarism and 89 likely cases of
self-plagiarism [92]. Many reviews presented further plagiarism cases committed
in part by renowned senior scholars [69, 116, 214, 313, 361, 366].
Recently, the investigations of two crowd-sourcing projects, the GuttenPlag
Wiki and the VroniPlag Wiki exposed plagiarism in the doctoral thesis of former
German Federal Minister of Defense and documented 48 cases of plagiarism,
respectively9 [147, 350]. Some cases in the VroniPlag Wiki involve high-ranking
politicians, including the dissertations of members of the German Federal
Parliament [348], the European Parliament [64], and the former Vice President
of the European Parliament [226]. To date, the responsible universities have
verified and retracted the doctorates of nine offenders10 [350].
9
10

As of 2013-07-04. The VroniPlag Wiki investigations began in March 2011 and are
ongoing.
As of 2013-07-04. For a complete and up-to-date listing of retractions visit:
http://de.vroniplag.wikia.com/wiki/Übersicht
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In a similar case, a Hungarian magazine accused Hungary’s president, Pál
Schmitt, of having committed substantial plagiarism in his doctoral thesis. The
responsible university investigated the allegations, confirmed plagiarism on 197
of the 215 pages in the dissertation, and rescinded Schmitt’s doctorate [292].
Ironically, even two European ministers of education, were recently found to
have plagiarized. The Romanian Minister of Education, Ecaterina Andronescu,
was accused of plagiarism and falsification of data in 2012 [163]. The same year
in Germany, Annette Schavan, the German Federal Minister of Education and
Research was accused of plagiarism in her doctoral thesis. The accusations of
Schavan’s dissertation sparked a lengthy and heated political debate. The final
decision on the presence of plagiarism was made almost a year later, in February
2013, when the Heinrich-Heine University of Düsseldorf rescinded the doctorate
by a nearly unanimous vote on the grounds of “willful deceit” [153]. A. Schavan
stepped down from her political position but vowed to take the decision to court
[309].
We conclude that academic plagiarism is a pressing unsolved problem, also
among graduate and post-graduate researchers, although plagiarism research has
focused mainly on undergraduate students. Applying automatic detection
systems to student assignments is already common practice at many institutions
[18]. Scholarly publications, however, are checked far less routinely. By
applying string matching to the MEDLINE® database, the Déjà Vu project
identified numerous likely cases of plagiarism [104, 114]. Investigations like
these can only lead to speculations on the quantity of well-disguised plagiarism
in research that goes undetected. Empirical studies on plagiarism frequencies are
listed in Appendix H.
The following section describes current plagiarism detection approaches. By
pointing out the strengths and weaknesses of existing systems, we find that a
substantial number of plagiarism incidences are likely to remain undetected.

2.2 Plagiarism Detection Approaches
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2.2 Plagiarism Detection Approaches
This section first gives an overview of the generic mode of operation for all
plagiarism detection systems (PDS) and second presents technical descriptions of
the detection approaches employed by PDS.

2.2.1 Generic Detection Approach
Plagiarism detection is a hypernym for computer-based approaches, which
support the identification of plagiarism [318]. PD is an information retrieval (IR)
task supported by specialized IR systems, called plagiarism detection systems
(PDS). PDS implement one of two generic detection approaches: external or
intrinsic.
External PDS compare a suspicious document with a reference collection,
which is a set of genuine documents [318]. The comparison requires a document
model with defined similarity criteria. The task is to retrieve all documents that
contain passages that are similar, beyond a chosen threshold, to segments in the
suspicious document [319].
Intrinsic PDS statistically examine linguistic features of a text, a process
known as stylometry, without performing comparisons to other documents.
Intrinsic PDS report changes in writing styles as indicators for potential
plagiarism [97].
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Figure 1: Generic Plagiarism Detection Process

Most external PDS follow a three-stage retrieval process as illustrated in
Figure 1. In the first stage, PDS commonly apply computationally inexpensive
heuristic document models to reduce the retrieval space. The goal of this stage is
to identify a small fraction of the reference collection as candidate documents
from which the suspicious text could originate. Coarser fingerprinting (see
Section 2.2.3), string matching (see String Matching, page 26) or vector space
models (see Vector Space Models, page 28) are common detection approaches
used by PDS for this purpose.
In the second stage, candidate documents retrieved in the first stage undergo
a computationally more expensive detailed comparison. PDS usually apply
finer-grained variants of the detection approaches we will explain in Sections
2.2.3–2.2.4. PDS can either rely on a single detection approach, or implement a
combination of approaches. For example, a PDS may use a coarser fingerprinting
method or a vector space model for the initial retrieval stage and a more
fine-grained implementation of the same detection approach for the detailed
comparison stage. Likewise, a PDS may employ fingerprinting or vector space
model-based retrieval for the initial retrieval stage and an elaborate
string-matching procedure for the detailed comparison stage.
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In the third stage, PDS apply domain-specific, knowledge-based,
post-processing procedures to text segments retrieved in the second stage. The
goal of this stage is to eliminate false positives, which the specific detection
procedures in the previous stages are prone to produce. Typical cases of false
positives are correctly cited passages with high character based similarity [317].
The design of the procedures applied in the third stage depends highly on the
characteristics of the detection approach in the previous retrieval stages.
Many plagiarism detection approaches involve the comparison of billions of
lines of text in large reference collections, which inevitably leads systems to face
a trade-off between computational effort and accepting some degree of
information loss. The computational efficiency of systems, both in terms of time
and use of storage space, is thus an important consideration.
The literature on plagiarism detection emphasizes that no PDS are capable of
reliably identifying plagiarism without human review. An examiner is always
required to check the results of the automated retrieval and to verify if plagiarism
is present [185, 218]. Additionally, the perceptions of human assessors regarding
what constitutes plagiarism differ widely [275, 323]. Therefore, PDS cannot
fully automate the identification of plagiarism. These systems are only the first
step in a semi-automated plagiarism detection and verification process, which
requires careful consideration on a case-by-case basis [185].

2.2.2 Overview of Plagiarism Detection Approaches
This section gives an overview of PD approaches. We classify available
approaches by the type of similarity assessment they most prominently apply, as
either performing a local or a global similarity assessment, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Classification of Plagiarism Detection Approaches

The leaves of the tree diagram in Figure 2 show the detection approaches
typically used in local and global document similarity assessment. All detection
methods require a reference collection to run comparisons, except for stylometry.
The stylometry approach analyzes document suspiciousness intrinsically without
performing comparisons to other documents.
Local similarity assessment approaches analyze matches of confined text
segments in suspicious texts [316]. Section 2.2.3 describes fingerprinting, the
most common approach in this class of detection approaches.
Global similarity assessment approaches examine characteristics of longer
text sections, or the complete document, and express the degree to which two
documents are similar to each other in their entirety [316]. PD approaches that
employ term occurrence analysis typically make use of the entire text, i.e.
operate at the global level. Vector space models (VSM) or suffix data structures
are commonly used global document similarity assessment methods, as
explained in Section 2.2.4.
Figure 3 visualizes the concept underlying the global versus local similarity
assessment approach. In the left example, the text is processed according to local
similarity analysis, where all contiguous matching sequences, which share a
minimum number of words or characters with another document – not shown in
the figure – are highlighted. In the right example, the same text is marked up
according to a global similarity analysis approach, where only the word stems
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held in common with another similar document are used to form global term
vectors.
Local similarity analysis
At the first sight ``knowledge over
search'' is obvious on the one hand, but
too simple on the other: Among others,
the question remains whether or not he
could believe the alleged claim.
However, most of us think that it
develops from the search-plussimulation paradigm. This way one
could gain the maximum impact for
automated diagnosis problem solving,
simply by untwining the roles of search
and simulation.

Concept:
contiguous matching word sequences
analyzed

Global similarity analysis
At the first sight ``knowledge over
search'' is obvious on the one hand, but
too simple on the other: Among others,
the question remains whether or not he
could believe the alleged claim.
However, most of us think that it
develops from the search-plussimulation paradigm. This way one
could gain the maximum impact for
automated diagnosis problem solving,
simply by untwining the roles of search
and simulation.

Concept:
shared word stems analyzed, stop words
excluded

Figure 3: Local vs. Global Document Similarity Analysis
Source: Stein and Meyer zu Eissen [316]

The classification in Figure 2 reflects the most common application of the
presented detection approaches as part of a plagiarism detection system. For
example, PDS commonly apply vector space models or string-matching
procedures to the entire document. The procedures flag documents as suspicious
if the detected text matches exceed a certain fraction of the entire document
length. However, PDS can also employ vector space models or string-matching
procedures to analyze fragments of a text to detect more local similarities. Figure
2 applies to the monolingual PD setting and omits cross-language PD (CLPD)
for simplicity. CLPD approaches partially adapt building blocks from the
monolingual setup and partially use specifically designed cross-language
similarity assessments.
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We present all detection approaches, including CLPD, in the following sections.
For each approach, we present typical characteristics that influence its detection
capabilities. However, the detection performance achieved by individual
approaches depends heavily on their individual implementation and the test
collection chosen for evaluation. We highlight characteristic strengths and
weaknesses of detection approaches by presenting results of impartial PDS
performance comparisons in Section 2.3.1.

2.2.3 Fingerprinting
Fingerprinting is currently the most widely applied external plagiarism detection
approach [97]. Fingerprinting approaches represent a document by segmenting it
into substrings and selecting a subset of all the substrings formed. The substring
set is the fingerprint; its elements are called minutiae [158]. PDS often apply
hash functions to transform minutiae into space-efficient byte strings. PDS
compare a document by computing the document’s fingerprint and querying
each of the minutiae with a pre-computed index of fingerprints for all documents
in a reference collection, as Figure 4 shows.

Figure 4: Concept of Fingerprinting

Minutiae that match with other documents indicate shared text segments and
suggest potential plagiarism when exceeding the chosen similarity threshold
[41]. The fingerprinting methods proposed for PD differ in the parameters:
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chunking unit, chunk size, fingerprint resolution, chunk selection strategy and
the similarity function.
The chunking unit defines the segments into which a fingerprinting method
divides a text, and whether these segments are combined into larger composites,
called chunks. For example, the chunking units used in Figure 4 are sentences.
Table 2 summarizes chunking units proposed for fingerprinting methods.
Table 2: Overview of Chunking Units Proposed for Fingerprinting Methods
Chunking Unit
Character n-grams (n consecutive characters)

Words

[51, 57, 142, 154, 245, 285,
371]

All words

[33, 42, 111, 172, 203]

Stop words removed

[68, 158, 173, 297]

Stop words alone

[312]

Sentences

Hybrid terms

Used in

[41, 253]
Word-bound n-grams

[293]

Sentence-bound character n-grams

[56, 57]

Sentence-bound word n-grams

[307]

The chunk size determines the granularity of a fingerprint. Larger chunk sizes
are more restrictive selectors and thus benefit detection accuracy, because the
probability that documents share substrings decreases with increasing substring
length. Larger chunks are also computationally more efficient, because fewer
chunks must be stored for each document. Yet, large chunks are susceptible to
failure in detecting disguised plagiarism, because changing one character alters
the fingerprint of a rather long text segment. Small chunks better deal with
modifications, but require higher computational effort and tend to yield false
positives when matching common substrings that documents share by chance
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[154, 158]. Due to these trade-offs, chunk sizes differ. Table 3 lists the chunk
sizes of common fingerprinting methods found in the literature.
Table 3: Overview of Chunk Sizes Proposed for Fingerprinting Methods
Chunk Size

Used in

3-4 characters

[57]

single content words

[297]

3-5 content words

[158, 172, 203, 298]

7-10 content words

[42, 307]

8-11 stop words

[312]

The resolution is the number of minutiae, i.e., the number of hashed
substrings a fingerprint contains and can be either fixed or variable. More
minutiae are equivalent to encoding longer sections of the text. Thus, a higher
fingerprint resolution is positively correlated with detection accuracy, yet is
computationally more expensive [42, 158, 286].
Fixed-resolution fingerprints are computationally efficient, but yield lower
detection accuracy, especially for long documents [154]. When using
fixed-resolution fingerprints, a book may not share enough minutiae with a
paragraph copied from it to be detectable [286].
Variable-resolution fingerprinting methods compute more minutiae the
longer the document and thus encode a higher percentage of the text. This
increases detection accuracy, but requires higher computational effort. Full
fingerprinting considers all minutiae. However, the fingerprint index for a fullresolution fingerprinting PDS requires eight or more times the disk space of the
original document collection and significant processing time [33, 286].
Therefore, full-resolution fingerprinting PDS are not practical for collections
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containing millions of documents. Table 4 lists fixed or variable resolution
fingerprinting methods.
Table 4: Overview of Fixed and Variable-Resolution Fingerprinting Methods
Resolution

Used in

fixed

[154]

variable

[33, 41, 42, 57, 143, 173, 203,
208, 285, 297, 307]

The chunk selection strategy determines which text sections the fingerprint
encodes and thereby makes them comparable to other documents. A selection of
chunks is necessary, because the computational requirements of full-resolution
fingerprinting are too high for most practical use cases. Table 5 lists three
common chunk selection strategies described in the literature.
Table 5: Overview of Chunk Selection Strategies for Fingerprinting Methods
Chunk Selection

Used in

Common substrings

[208]

Probabilistic selection

[41, 42]

Frequency-based selection

[154, 235, 286]

The similarity function considers the minutiae that a suspicious text shares
with a document in the reference collection to calculate a similarity score.
Documents of the reference collection that exceed a certain threshold score
represent potential plagiarism sources [158]. One basic similarity function, as
used by Kasprzak and Brandejs, defines a fixed number of matching minutiae as
the threshold [172].
Another intuitive similarity function considers the fraction of all minutiae
𝑀(𝑑) of a suspicious document 𝑑𝑠 that overlap with minutiae of a genuine
document 𝑑𝑔 . Broder et al. coined this measure containment 𝑐(𝑑𝑠 , 𝑑𝑔 ), see
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Equation 2.1, because it represents the share of a suspicious document contained
within a source [42]. Broder et al. proposed using containment in conjunction
with a measure they termed resemblance, 𝑟(𝑑𝑠 , 𝑑𝑔 ), see Equation 2.2.
𝑐�𝑑𝑠 , 𝑑𝑔 � =
𝑟�𝑑𝑠 , 𝑑𝑔 � =

�𝑀(𝑑𝑠 )∩𝑀�𝑑𝑔 ��

(2.1)

�𝑀(𝑑𝑠 )∩𝑀�𝑑𝑔 ��

(2.2)

|𝑀(𝑑𝑠 )|

�𝑀(𝑑𝑠 )∪𝑀�𝑑𝑔 ��

Resemblance is the Jaccard coefficient for the sets of minutiae and hence
expresses the global similarity of the two sets. Resemblance and containment
have found frequent use in PD research along with other similarity measures [33,
41, 42, 67, 111, 203, 253]. More sophisticated similarity functions use the length
of documents [33], relative frequencies of minutiae [285], or maximal
differences in minutiae vectors [371].
The inherent challenge of all fingerprinting methods is to find a document
representation that reduces computational effort and limits the information loss
incurred, in order to achieve acceptable detection accuracy [97]. The parameter
choice of fingerprinting methods reflects this challenge. The combinations of
parameters that perform best depend on the nature and size of the collection, and
on the expected amount and form of plagiarism present.

2.2.4 Term Occurrence Analysis
Checking documents for verbatim text overlaps is an intuitive approach to
external plagiarism detection. Researchers frequently adopt the classical
computer science concepts of string matching and vector space models to check
for verbatim text overlaps. This section explains the principles of both
approaches and outlines their capabilities and limitations when used in PDS.

2.2.4.1

String Matching

String matching refers to searching for a given character sequence, or "pattern",
in a text. PDS employing string-matching approaches commonly use suffix
document models. Suffix data structures store each substring of a text and allow
for efficient comparisons. Using string matching for PD requires the computation
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of suffix document models for the suspicious document and for all documents in
the reference collection. Because the pattern to search for is initially unknown in
a PD setting, the detection procedure must select portions of the suspicious text
and check them against all other suffix models [20].
Baker was among the first to employ suffix trees for PD [19]. She augmented
the trees’ vertices with positional information that allowed detecting all matching
strings of maximum length. Baker defined a heuristic similarity threshold and
tailored her procedure to check source code for plagiarism. She suggested an
adaption of the algorithms to text plagiarism detection, but did not pursue this
application [20]. The Match Detect Reveal (MDR) system also employed string
matching for PD [232]. MDR adopted Ukkonen’s algorithm [336], which only
considers suffixes of full words for constructing the tree [234]. MDR used the
matching statistics algorithm of Chang and Lawler for overlap computation [63].
Khmelev et al. constructed a PDS using suffix arrays for document
representation and the "R-measure", i.e. the normalized sum of repeated
substrings, for similarity calculation [175]. Goan et al. used String B-Trees and
similarity assessments leveraging “[…] knowledge of common text patterns […]”
([137], p. 693) for PD. The authors presented no additional implementation
details.
The strength of substring-matching PD approaches is their accuracy in
detecting verbatim text overlaps. Suffix document models encode the complete
character information of a text, which distinguishes them from the document
models that most fingerprinting methods employ. If two documents share
substrings, suffix document models enable the detection of this overlap through
string matching.
The major drawbacks of string matching in a PD context are the difficulty of
detecting disguised plagiarism, which is attributable to the exact matching
approach, and the high computational effort required. At the time of writing, the
most space-efficient suffix tree [183], suffix array [177] and suffix vector [236]
implementations allow searching in linear time and require on average
approximately 8n of storage space, with n being the number of characters in the
original document. String B-Trees allow searching in 𝑂(log 𝐶), but also require
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multiple times the storage space of the original documents [183]. Additionally,
pre-computing suffix models is computationally expensive.
For very large document collections, the computational requirements prohibit
the practical application of elaborate string matching. Therefore, PDS commonly
apply computationally less expensive approaches, such as fingerprinting methods
to limit the document collection in the heuristic retrieval phase and subsequently
employ string matching in the detailed analysis phase (see Figure 1 in Section
2.2.1).

2.2.4.2

Vector Space Models

Vector Space Models (VSM) are a standard IR concept. VSMs consider the
terms of a text as unordered sets, represent the sets as vectors and compare the
vector representations using vector-based measures ([209], p. 120). We briefly
outline the basic building blocks of VSMs, their application for PD and the
strengths and weaknesses of the approach.
Most commonly, PDS use only one vector space model to encode the entire
document. However, some PDS employ multiple models that encode paragraphs
or sentences to perform a more local similarity assessment. This approach
increases detection accuracy, but is computationally more expensive. Table 6
lists publications describing either global or local VSM as part of a PDS.
Table 6: Overview of Local and Global VSM Proposed for Plagiarism Detection
Scope

Used in

global (document)

[88, 94, 158, 230, 299]

local (sentences)

[150, 171, 238]

Most VSM consider words as terms, yet any unit of text can quantify as a
term unit. Terms most often undergo preprocessing, i.e. a normalization and
selection process, prior to constructing the model. Preprocessing may include
stemming of words, de-capitalization, stop word and punctuation removal,
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number replacement or part-of-speech tagging [67, 150, 238, 252, 299]. Table 7
lists publications describing VSM for PD purposes using different term units.
Table 7: Overview of the Term Units of VSM Proposed for Plagiarism Detection
Term Unit

Used in

words

[94, 230, 299]

word n-grams

[24, 88]

Sentences

[150, 171, 238]

A term weighting scheme is a crucial part of all vector space document
models, because it determines the most relevant terms to check. PDS commonly
apply the classic tf-idf scheme, which considers a term’s frequency (tf) in a
document and normalizes it by the term’s inverse frequency in all documents of
the collection (idf) [94, 150, 171, 299]. The tf-idf scheme assigns high weights to
terms that occur frequently within the analyzed document, but infrequently in the
entire collection. The idea is that such terms are likely specific content words
that characterize a topic, which few other documents in the collection address.
The similarity function defines how matching terms of documents contribute
to the calculation of a similarity score. Numerous works use the standard cosine
similarity measure [94, 150, 238, 299]. More complex similarity functions
incorporate semantic information to increase the probability of identifying
disguised plagiarism, for example, by considering word synonyms. Kang et al.
propose a similarity function that assesses word matches, including synonyms
and vector overlap on the sentence level [171]. The similarity functions of
Tsatsaronis et al. [333] and Pera and Ng [252] give additional weight to
co-occurring, semantically related terms. Both works use the WordNet ontology
[109] to pre-compute the semantic relatedness of terms and the Wikipedia
encyclopedia [365] to calculate co-occurrence frequencies.
VSM are well-researched and well-performing approaches for identifying
verbatim text overlaps. The global similarity assessment on the document level
that most VSM perform tends to be detrimental to detection accuracy in PD
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settings. This is because verbatim plagiarism more often encompasses smaller,
confined segments of a text, which favors local similarity analysis.

2.2.5 Stylometry
Stylometry subsumes statistical methods to quantify and analyze an author’s
writing style [160, 169]. Authorship attribution (AA) is the dominant field of
application for stylometry and a prolific area of research beyond the scope of this
thesis. Juola and Stamatatos perform extensive surveys on the state of the art in
AA [169, 310].
Authorship verification is a problem class within AA and related to intrinsic
and external PD [169, 178, 319]. Authorship verification addresses the binary
decision problem of whether an alleged author wrote a given text or not.
Conducting stylometric comparisons in one of three possible categories can
solve this problem. According to Koppel and Stein [178, 319], these categories
include:

1. Comparing existing documents from the author in question with

a text doubtfully originating from the same author. This
represents the classical authorship verification problem.

2. Comparing a text of the author in question to other texts written

by different authors in order to identify similar sections. This
corresponds to the problem of external PD.

3. Comparing different text segments allegedly written by the

author in question to other text segments within the same
documents in order to identify suspicious differences. This
represents the intrinsic approach to PD, because it requires no
external sources.

The following section outlines the characteristic strengths and weaknesses of
stylometry and its contribution to intrinsic PD. We identified no applications of
stylometry for external PD, arguably because other PD approaches achieve a
better detection performance, refer to Section 2.3.1. We do not cover the
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classical authorship verification problems, because we cannot assume writing
samples from the author in question to be widely available in a PD setting.

2.2.5.1

Stylometry for Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection

Intrinsic PD approaches construct and compare models that quantify an author’s
characteristic writing style for individual segments of a text. The goal is to
identify sections that are stylistically different from other sections, and thus
potential indicators of plagiarism [97]. Technically, intrinsic PD approaches
solve a one-class classification problem. Genuine text segments that share
characteristic attributes represent the target class, while plagiarized segments
form outliers with divergent attributes. An automatic classification method must
learn the characteristics of the target class and use them for rejecting outliers
[260, 274, 319]. According to Stein et al., intrinsic plagiarism detection
procedures generally contain the following components [319]:
A decomposition strategy defines the segments compared by the detection
procedure. Using fixed-length segments based, for example, on character [311]
or word counts [97, 144, 319], is a basic strategy [310]. Another common
practice is structural segmentation, on the sentence [238], paragraph [322] or
chapter [339] level.
A style model defines the set of linguistic features analyzed by the detection
procedure. Style models generally use a unique combination of features selected
from over 1,000 features proposed for stylometry [144, 279, 319]. The majority
of features fall into one of the following categories [310, 319]:
-

Lexical features appear on the character level, e.g., n-gram
frequency, or on the word level, e.g., average word lengths or
syllables per word.

-

Syntactic features include word or part-of-speech frequencies.

-

Structural features include
punctuation frequency.

average

paragraph

length

or
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An outlier detection procedure operates on the feature vectors of the segment
and the overall document to identify significantly different elements. Many
classifiers for one-class classification problems are available [319]. Intrinsic PD
approaches commonly use traditional measures of dispersion, for example,
standard deviation or median absolute deviation [322], and vector comparisons
using cosine similarity [239]. Meyer zu Eisen et al. demonstrated
machine-learning approaches capable of learning the relative differences in
feature vectors [98]. Stein et al. applied methods using estimated feature
distributions in the target and outlier class [319].
An outlier post-processing procedure determines whether multiple outliers
form a larger section and are suspicious enough to be reported. Heuristic voting
[322] or meta-learning [319] are two approaches used to solve this task.
The advantage of intrinsic PD is its independence from a reference collection.
Thus, in theory, intrinsic PDS can give a quick overview of document segments
that need further assessment in a plagiarism investigation. The accuracy and
reliability of automated stylometric analyses depends on multiple factors,
including the observed linguistic features, genre, volume, and purity of the
analyzed text. For instance, quoted text, headings, tables or figures can
significantly skew style statistics [169, 310]. Joint publications are another
obstacle to text purity. Detecting writing style differences that signal potential
plagiarism, and not simply multiple authorship, is a challenge for these kinds of
documents [219]. Section 2.3.1 gives an overview of performance for state-ofthe-art intrinsic PDS.

2.2.6 Cross-Language Plagiarism Detection
Cross-language plagiarism detection (CLPD) aims to identify documents
plagiarized by translation from source documents in another language [259]. To
scale to large document collections, CLPD approaches should follow the
three-stage PD process composed of a heuristic retrieval, a detailed analysis and
a knowledge-based post-processing phase (see Section 2.2.1) [259].
For the heuristic retrieval phase, a CLPD approach may construct a
monolingual keyword index for the reference collection, extract, and machine-
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translate keywords from a suspicious document in another language, and query
the index with the translated keywords. Alternatively, a CLPD approach could
machine-translate the entire suspicious document prior to extracting keywords
and querying the index. In the second case, the detection approach could also use
a fingerprint index instead of a keyword index [259, 263].
For the detailed analysis phase, detection procedures can apply a number of
retrieval models from Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR). Such
models can either use pre-computed dictionaries [59, 266, 320], or character
similarities if the languages of the reference collection and the suspicious
document share sufficient syntactical similarities [224]. Dictionaries can be
trained by analyzing parallel [58, 257] or comparable corpora [259].
A detailed review of CLIR models is beyond the scope of this thesis. Potthast
et al. present such a survey and compare three models they regard as promising
for CLPD [263]. Both McNamee & Mayfield and Potthast et al., propose
approaches to cross-language text similarity comparison that are promising for
the detailed analysis phase of the CLPD process [224, 259].
As Section 2.3 shows, some prototypical PDS [172, 239, 371] machine
translate all documents in the reference collection prior to applying monolingual
PD approaches. However, this approach is only feasible for smaller local
collections [261].
Currently, CLPD attracts less attention than monolingual PD and most
research focuses on the similarity assessment in the detailed analysis stage [263].
We found no PDS that implements the complete CLPD process. Potthast et al.
view CLPD research as being “[…] still in its infancy” ([263], p. 15).

2.3 Plagiarism Detection Systems
The plagiarism detection software business is large, fast-paced and growing.
Companies offer an increasing variety of plagiarism detection systems, but many
cease to exist after a short life cycle [18, 356]. Available systems perform
external PD. We found no PDS in practical use that performed intrinsic PD. PDS
either compare documents within a user-defined corpus or check texts against an
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external collection, which usually includes some subset of the Internet. Appendix
J contains an overview of widely used systems.

2.3.1 Evaluations of PDS
Comparing the detection performance of PDS is challenging. Authors proposing
PDS prototypes often use non-standardized evaluation methods. In a review of
139 publications on PD, Potthast et al. found that 80 % of the papers used
individual corpora for evaluation and less than 50 % offered comparisons to
prior research [262].
We found two projects that address this lack of comparability. Both
benchmark PDS using standardized collections. The first project is the annual
PAN International Competition on Plagiarism Detection (PAN-PC), initiated in
2009 [260]. PAN is an acronym for "Plagiarism Analysis, Authorship
Identification, and Near-Duplicate Detection". Competitors in the PAN-PC
primarily present research prototypes. The second project is a comparison of
commercial and otherwise publicly available PDS, which a research group at the
HTW University of Applied Sciences in Berlin performs periodically [356]. We
will refer to this test series as the HTW PDS Tests. We will present results from
the PAN-PC in 2011 to point out the capabilities of state-of-the-art PDS
prototypes and subsequently discuss the findings from the latest HTW Test for
external PDS to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of PDS available to the
public.

Research Prototypes

2.3.1.1

The PAN-PC offers tasks for external and intrinsic plagiarism detection. The
evaluation corpus of PAN-PC’11 contained 26,939 documents, of which 50 %
were suspicious texts, and the remainder formed the reference collection.
Suspicious documents contained 61,064 artificially plagiarized sections, of
which 82 % were obfuscated by applying the following techniques:
-

Using automated or manual English translations of German
and Spanish text sections;
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-

Performing random shuffles, insertions, deletions or
semantic substitutions of terms;

-

Asking humans to paraphrase sections [264].

no obfuscation

automatic
translation

0.83
0.15
0.13
0.05
0.04
0.01

0.37
0.12
0.00
0.15
0.03
n/a

0.17

0.32
0.28

0.49
0.50
0.47

0.36

0.28

0.61

0.80

0.92

0.97
0.85
0.91
0.81
0.81
0.95

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.00

Plagdet Score

Figure 5 illustrates the results of the PAN-PC’11. The figure shows the
plagiarism detection (plagdet) scores of the five best performing external PDS
grouped by the obfuscation technique applied to the plagiarized text segments.

paraphrasing by
manual
translation
humans
Obfuscation Technique

automatic
paraphrasing
(multiple)

Grman & Ravas (0.56)

Grozea & Popescu (0.42)

Oberreuter et al. (0.35)

Cooke et al. (0.25)

Torrejón and Ramos (0.23)

Best PDS in PAN'10

Figure 5: Plagdet Scores for External PDS in PAN-PC’11
Source: [264]

The plagdet score considers the F-measure, which is the equally weighted
harmonic mean of precision (P) and recall (R), and combines this mean with the
granularity (gran) of the detection algorithm. Precision denominates what
percentage of all instances reported as suspicious by an algorithm are actually
plagiarism. Recall denotes what percentage of all plagiarized instances in the
collection a detection algorithm reports. The granularity reflects whether the
detection algorithms identified the plagiarized instance as a whole or in multiple
parts. The interval of the score is [0,1]. For the computation of the score, refer to
[261].
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For each of the five obfuscation techniques in Figure 5, the rightmost bars
with a dashed fill show the plagdet score of the best performing system in the
competition of the previous year: PAN-PC’10. However, these rightmost bars
meant for comparison are only a rough indicator of the advancement of detection
performance, because the evaluation corpus of PAN-PC’11 included more
obfuscated segments than the corpus of PAN-PC’10. Moreover, the corpus of
PAN-PC’11 included manual translations, whereas the corpora of all previous
competitions included only automatic translations. Each legend entry states in
brackets the overall plagdet score, which is the mean of the scores in the
individual groups.
Given the results, we conclude that state-of-the-art PDS can detect copies of
text segments with high accuracy. Detection rates for segments plagiarized by
humans are substantially lower than for non-obfuscated segments. For example,
the system of Grman & Ravas [140], which overall performed best in PANPC’11, achieved a recall of 𝑅 = 0.33 for manually paraphrased segments [264].

In other words, the best performing system failed to identify two-thirds of the
manually paraphrased plagiarism instances. There is a notable decrease in the
detection performance for automatically obfuscated passages in PAN-PC’11
compared to the earlier PAN-PC’10. We attribute this decline to the increased
amount of obfuscated test cases that organizers added to the evaluation corpus of
PAN-PC’11.
The seemingly good detection performance for automatically translated text
segments is misleading. The systems that performed well used automated
services for translating foreign language documents in the reference collection
into English. The employed services, such as Google Translate, are similar or
identical to the ones used to construct the translated, plagiarized sections in the
first place [263, 264]. The detection rate for manually translated plagiarism is
substantially lower. For instance, the best performing system of Grman & Ravas
achieved a recall 𝑅 = 0.26 for manually translated segments [264]. We

hypothesize that the translation undertaken by real authors when obfuscating
their plagiarism is more complex and versatile, and hence harder to detect by the
tested systems.
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Plagdet Score

Figure 6 displays the plagdet scores of the four systems participating in the
intrinsic detection track of PAN-PC’11. All systems performed significantly
worse than those in the external track.
1.0
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0.18

Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection Systems
Oberreuter et al. (0.33)
Akiva (0.08)
Best PDS in PAN'10

Kestemont et al. (0.17)
Rao et al. (0.07)

Figure 6: Plagdet Scores for Intrinsic PDS in PAN-PC’11
Source: [264]

The organizers attribute the good relative performance of the system
presented by Oberreuter et al. to exploiting the artificial way of creating most
plagiarized sections in the evaluation corpus. Artificial plagiarism in the
evaluation corpus was created by copying text from source documents regardless
of topical relatedness. This benefits the system of Oberreuter et al., which
evaluates the uniqueness of words relative to the rest of the analyzed documents
[246]. This approach is most likely not reproducible in realistic settings [264].
The performance of the remaining systems is in line with earlier PAN
competitions. For comparison, a naïve baseline approach of classifying all
segments as plagiarized achieved a recall 𝑅 = 0.46, precision 𝑃 = 0.23 and
plagdet score of 0.24 in 2009 [260].
Intrinsic PD requires longer texts to work reliably. Stein et al. analyzed a
subset of the PAN-PC’09 evaluation corpus. They excluded documents under
35,000 words from their evaluation for not being reliably analyzable. Stein et al.

report precision values ranging from 0.72 − 0.98 with corresponding recall
values ranging from 0.30 − 0.60 depending on the used sub-collection [319].
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Systems Available to the Public

The latest HTW PDS Test for external detection systems in 2010 evaluated 26
publicly available systems using 40 manually fabricated essays – of which 30
were written in German and 10 in English. Most documents contained
copy & paste or shake & paste plagiarism in longer sections of the text. The
sources of plagiarism are available on the Internet, except for one document,
which originated from a DVD encyclopedia. Five plagiarism cases were
manually or machine translated from English to German and one from French to
English [356]. If authors disguised plagiarism, they employed moderate text
alterations. According to the observations of the evaluators, the obfuscation
resembles the common plagiarism behavior of students [357]. We view the
resulting obfuscation to be comparably weaker than the manually rewritten
segments contained in the PAN-PC’11.
The organizers use a three-class scale to benchmark the reliability of tested
PDS. The exact scoring criteria depended on the individual test documents. For
instance, the organizers judged whether a PDS could identify all sources of a
plagiarism (3 points), nearly all sources (2 points), some sources (1 point) or no
sources (0 points) [357].
Figure 7 displays the number of test cases discovered by the top five systems
in the HTW PDS Test 2010. Most undetected cases resulted from the six
translations in the corpus. Due to the light obfuscation, the systems identified
most other plagiarism cases more or less completely.
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Figure 7: Performance of the Top Five Publicly Available PDS
Source: [356]

2.3.2 Technical Weaknesses of PDS
Technical weaknesses can significantly decrease the detection accuracy of PDS.
The term technical disguise subsumes techniques to obfuscate plagiarism by
exploiting technical weaknesses of PDS. Technical disguise solely affects the
machine internal representation of text, which the PDS processes, while keeping
the text unaltered to the human eye.
One example of technical disguise is inserting characters with font color
identical to the background into plagiarized text. This renders the text as
nonsense to the PDS. A similar disguise for plagiarized text is replacing letters
from the original alphabet with letters from foreign alphabets that feature
visually identical glyphs [248].
Heather demonstrated three methods of technical disguise that are especially
suitable for altering documents in PDF format [151]. The first two methods both
alter the mapping between visible glyphs to machine-processable characters.
PDF files store text as a sequence of numerical character identifiers (CIDs).
Special mappings in the PDF link CIDs to both the visible glyphs, i.e. the
character shapes, as well as their machine-processable character codes. The first
method Heather describes alters a PDF’s mapping between CIDs and
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machine-processable character codes and the second method alters the mapping
between glyphs and CIDs. For example, using either method, a plagiarist can
change the mapping so that the glyph representing the letter ‘e’ points to the
character code for the letter ‘x’. As a result, text will appear normal to the reader,
but is uninterpretable by the PDS. The third method converts the plagiarized text
into a graphic. To avoid triggering a warning by the PDS for containing no
analyzable text, the plagiarist can include genuine but unrelated text. The phony
text can then be hidden by formatting it in a background color, or by placing it
behind the graphic, or beyond the physical boundaries of the page.

2.4 Conclusion
In reviewing the research on plagiarism among students, we showed that the
issue has been generating concern for decades. Compared to plagiarism among
students, plagiarism among post-graduate scholars received less research
attention. However, sporadic studies showed that post-graduate scholars do
engage in plagiarism. Evidence from various cases of plagiarism also suggested
that plagiarists in the sciences tend to disguise their misconduct more
sophisticatedly and therefore are caught less often. In recent years, an increasing
number of journals and conferences have begun to employ plagiarism detection
systems to check submitted manuscripts routinely.
Our review of detection approaches and their performance shows that PD
approaches face an inevitable tradeoff between detection accuracy and
computational effort. Table 8 summarizes the capabilities of current PD
approaches in detecting the different forms of plagiarism.
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Table 8: Capabilities of Current Plagiarism Detection Approaches

Character-based (Char.)

X

Detection rate:

[19, 137, 175, 232]
[285, 370]
[57, 142, 245, 293, 307]
[24, 238, 252, 328, 333]
[22, 190, 252, 333]

X

X

[172, 239, 263, 371]

X X

Good

References

X

Exact String Matching
Approximate String Matching
Fingerprinting
Vector Space Models
Semantic Enhancements

Cross-language (CLPD)
Stylometry (Style)

Idea

Translated

Shake & Paste

Undue Paraphrase

Copies

Cross-lingual PD

Mono-lingual PD

Intrinsic PD

Extrinsic PD

Detection Approach

Near copies

Form of
plagiarism

Application

[97, 238, 319, 322]

Fair

Poor

Unfit

We showed that all external monolingual PD approaches rely on
character-based similarity between documents. Therefore, the detection accuracy
of these methods decreases with increasing disguise of plagiarism.
String-matching methods exhibit the strongest dependence on character-based
similarity. By applying suitable term selection, fingerprinting or vector space
model approaches are more stable against character alterations, but incur
information loss and fail when character-based similarity falls below a certain
level. The lack of textual overlap also makes translations and idea plagiarisms
impossible to detect for character-based methods.
External, cross-language plagiarism detection is not mature or reliable at the
time of writing [263]. Machine translating all documents in the reference
collection not written in the target language, an approach applied by some
prototypes in the PAN-PC is not scalable in practice [261].
The results of the PAN competitions, the HTW PDS Test and other studies
[157, 170, 218, 282] prove that state-of-the-art PDS, which implement external
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detection methods, find incidences of verbatim and slightly modified copying
with high accuracy, given the sources are accessible to the PDS. D. Weber-Wulff
summarizes the current state of PDS as follows:
“[…] PDS find copies, not plagiarism.” ([357], p. 6)
“[…] for translations or heavily edited material, the systems are
powerless […]” [360]
Aside from text alterations, technical disguise can fool existing PDS. The
major systems seem to have implemented no countermeasures yet, but we expect
that integrating additional checks to reveal technical disguise will present a
minor challenge to future PDS.
Many researchers recognize the need to incorporate semantic information
into similarity checks to allow detecting disguised plagiarism [22, 190, 252,
333]. In the experiments of Bao et al., considering synonyms increased detection
performance by factor two to three. However, the processing time increased by
factor 27 [22]. We regard current character-based PD approaches that include
semantic analysis as computationally too expensive for most practical PD tasks.
Intrinsic plagiarism detection using stylometry is another approach that can
overcome the boundaries of character-based similarity by comparing linguistic
similarity. Given that the stylistic differences between plagiarized and original
text are significant, and not due to legitimate multiple authorship, stylometry is a
capable aid in identifying disguised plagiarism. When a plagiarist paraphrases
text to the point where it resembles the expressions of the plagiarist, stylometry
fails. The results of PAN-PC 2010, PAN-PC 2011, and the experiments by Stein
et al. [319] indicate that stylometry only works reliably for document lengths of
at least several thousand words. This restricts the applicability of this method for
PD. We found no PDS in practical use that performed intrinsic PD.
In conclusion, the research on academic plagiarism detection has led to the
development of PDS capable of detecting literal plagiarism, for example
copy & paste or shake & paste type plagiarism. However, PDS remain unable to
reliably detect strongly disguised plagiarism forms, such as paraphrases,
translated plagiarism and idea plagiarism.

3 Citation-based Document Similarity
This chapter describes related work on citation-based similarity measures and
relevant terminology. While Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) makes
use of citations for similarity computation, the related work section is relatively
short for the following reasons:
-

To date, citation analysis has been used mainly to identify
semantically related documents and not for plagiarism detection
purposes. Therefore, no directly related prior work is available.

-

To date, almost all citation-based similarity measures analyze
citation relationships on the document level. This global citation
analysis is insufficient for the purpose of plagiarism detection,
which requires analyzing intra-document citation relationships,
including the order and proximity of citations to pinpoint local
similarities.

-

Co-citation Proximity Analysis (CPA), an approach proposed by
the author of this thesis, presents the first citation-based similarity
measure that considers the relative position of citations within a
document’s full-text to improve the accuracy of Co-citation
analysis (see the patent application in E and [126]).

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 reviews terminology
relevant to citation-based document similarity measures. Section 3.2 introduces
citation-based document similarity measures relevant for the development of the
CbPD approach. As a supplement to Section 3.2, Appendix I gives a summary of
studies evaluating the performance of existing citation-based document
similarity measures. This chapter concludes by placing the different similarity
measures in context and explaining their role for the development of the CbPD
concept.
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3.1 Terminology
This section introduces relevant terminology for citation-based similarity
computation and places the terms in context of the pursued research.

3.1.1 Citation vs. Reference
The terms citation and reference are often used inconsistently, although they
have distinct meanings in library and information science as discussed in ([187],
pp. 42-45). Technically speaking, a reference in a document A is a bibliographic
note that describes a document B. If document A contains a reference to
document B, then B receives a citation from A ([96], p. 204).
However, authors commonly use the term citation ambiguously to express
“receiving a citation”, e.g., [168, 187], to express “giving a citation”, e.g., [199,
330], or to refer to an “in-text citation”, i.e. to refer to the position at which a
source is cited in the text, e.g., [99, 106]. An in-text-citation is a short text string
in the body of academic texts that serves as a marker and points to an entry
(reference) in the bibliography [155]. Overcoming the ambiguity of the term
citation is difficult, because no widely accepted terminology exists to distinguish
clearly between the different notions of “citation”. As Larsen points out, a clear
terminological distinction would require coining new terms ([187], p. 43).
We abstain from introducing new terms, to avoid confusion for domain
experts. Instead, we use the term reference to refer to entries in the bibliography
and the term citation either to refer to in-text markers, which point to references,
or to denote the number of times a document is referenced by other documents.
We clarify the desired notion by giving appropriate context. If a distinction
between citation and reference is unnecessary, we use the more common
expression, citation. For instance, we refer to similarity approaches that use
citations, references, or a combination thereof as citation analysis or citationbased approaches. We use the verbs citing and referencing synonymously to
indicate that a document refers to another work. Similarly, we use being cited
and being referenced interchangeably to describe works that were credited by
another work.
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Figure 8 illustrates this terminology. There is a 1: 1 relationship between a

document and each of its references and a 1: 𝐶 relationship between a single
reference and corresponding in-text citations.
Doc. B

Doc. B receives citations
from Doc. A and Doc. E
Doc. A
cites / references
Doc. B

Doc. E

Doc. B
is cited / is referenced
by Doc. A

Doc. A
[1]
[3]

[2]

in-text citations

[1]
Bibliography
[1] Doc. B
[2] Doc. C

references

[3] Doc. D

Figure 8: Citations and References in Scientific Documents

3.1.2 Similarity vs. Relatedness
The terms similarity and relatedness are used interchangeably in current
literature. However, in certain situations, the connotation of these terms can be
quite different. Similarity in lexical and structural characteristics can point to
potential plagiarism. This is why text similarity can have a negative connotation
in the academic community. Text relatedness has no such negative connotation,
implying only a content-based, semantic similarity between documents. We find
this connotation of the terms significant, although by no means universal. Each
individual having his or her own definition of these generically used terms
further challenges a clear definition. For these reasons, we will not dissect the
nuanced meanings of similarity and relatedness, but rather regard the terms as
equivalent and use only "similarity".

3.1.3 Dimensions of Similarity: Lexical, Semantic, Structural
Similarities between texts can take on several forms. The majority of current
publications on information recommendation and retrieval systems simply use
the term document similarity without giving much attention to the types of
similarity. For example, many authors use the terms lexical and structural, or
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subject and topical similarity interchangeably. The distinctions between
similarity forms, however, are of importance for this work.
For the purpose of this work, we distinguish between three distinct similarity
dimensions for documents: lexical, semantic, and structural. These dimensions
of similarity may occur individually, or in combination.
Lexical similarity measures the degree to which a set of words in two
documents or document sections, e.g., sentences or paragraphs, is similar. For
example, if the lexical similarity of two sentences is 1, they exhibit a 100 %
overlap in their vocabularies and word order.
Semantic similarity measures the similarity of two or more texts based on their
conceptual meaning. For example, the statements “the earth is round” and “the
world is a globe” are not lexically similar, because they share no words aside
from “the” and “is”. Yet, the statements are semantically similar, because their
meaning is synonymous.
Distinguishing lexical from semantic text similarities is a common problem
in information retrieval. Tsatsaronis quantified lexical text similarities by using a
VSM (see Section 2.2.4 on page 26) and similarity measures including Cosine,
Jaccard, Dice and TF-IDF [334]. These approaches solely compare the textual
representation of words and not their semantic content. Resnik [276], O’Shea
[247], and Charles [231] discussed different dimensions of semantic similarity.
We define two papers as semantically similar if they address the same or a
similar research objective.
Structural similarity11 in texts is a term we use to describe similarities in the
composition of two or more documents. Structural similarities in text can take on
various forms as discussed in the following chapters. An example of document
structural similarity is the occurrence of shared citations in similar order in two
documents.
11

The term is unrelated to the structural similarity (SSIM) index; a concept for
measuring similarity between two images, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_similarity.
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This section presents link- and citation-based similarity measures. These
measures are independent of the lexical, syntactical and style characteristics of a
text. So far, citation-based measures have not been used for the purpose of
plagiarism detection. Therefore, no related work using citations for plagiarism
detection exists. This section presents citation-based measures that were
introduced for general document similarity computation purposes.
Of the citation-based measures, Bibliographic Coupling, Co-citation, and
Co-citation Proximity analysis are the measures with most direct relevance to the
CbPD approach. Although these measures were not developed with the aim to
detect plagiarism, reviewing them contributes to the understanding of the CbPD
approach proposed in this thesis. A summary of studies examining the
applicability of the citation-based similarity measures introduced in this section
for different retrieval tasks is provided in Appendix I.

3.2.1 Direct Citation
Direct citation is the most intuitive approach to measure citation-based
similarity. Direct citation, also known as intercitation, considers two documents
similar if one cites the other. Each citation relationship is bidirectional as
illustrated in Figure 9.

Doc A

cites
is cited-by

Doc B

Figure 9: Doc A cites Doc B, while Doc B is cited-by Doc A.

Figure 10 visualizes the direct citations in a citation graph [17]. The node on
the left is a paper from 1986. Nodes to the right represent more recent papers that
either directly cited the 1986 paper, or that cited the 1986 paper indirectly by
citing a paper which cited the 1986 paper further down the line. In this way,
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citation graphs can visualize valuable information about the popularity of
publications.

Figure 10: Visualization of a Citation Graph
Source: [17]

Search engines for scientific documents typically use the cited-by
relationship to identify topically related documents or to rank search results.
Topically related documents that are more recent can be identified by browsing
cited-by relations, since cited documents are generally published earlier than the
documents that cite it. High cited-by scores indicate higher popularity and
relevance of a document [26]. Traversing cite relationships is useful for verifying
information by checking the cited source or to identify further reading.

3.2.2 Bibliographic Coupling
In 1956, Fano suggested the grouping of academic papers using citation relations
rather than on content [108]. Kessler coined this concept Bibliographic Coupling
and argued for its usefulness as a measure for subject similarity. Documents are
bibliographically coupled if they both cite at least one identical reference. The
coupling strength represents the number of shared references. In Figure 11, the
coupling strength of documents A and B equals 2, since both cite documents C
and D.
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coupling
strength = 2

Doc. A

Doc. B
References
[1] Doc. G

[2] Doc. D

[2] Doc. C

[3] Doc. F

[3] Doc. D

Time

References
[1] Doc. C

Doc. C

Doc. F

Doc. D

Doc. G

Figure 11: Bibliographic Coupling between Documents

Bibliographic Coupling strength (BCS) can be expressed as the Jaccard Index
of the references in two documents, as shown by Equation 3.1:
𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑑1 , 𝑑2 ) =

�𝑅𝑑1 ∩ 𝑅𝑑2 �
�𝑅𝑑1 ∪ 𝑅𝑑2 �

(3.1)

In this notation, d denotes a document and R d the set of documents, which

are cited by d, i.e., the references of d. The more references two documents

d1 and d2 have in common, the more they are related. If the sets R d1 and R d2 are

empty, the coupling strength is zero.
Bibliographic Coupling expresses a relationship between documents based on
earlier documents as established by the authors when choosing their references.
This relationship is static and intrinsic to the coupled documents, since it solely
depends on the references in the respective works and does not change over time
[304].
Several researchers questioned the usefulness of Bibliographic Coupling as a
similarity measure. Martyn criticized that Bibliographic Coupling cannot
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guarantee that two authors refer to the same piece of information when citing a
work [216]. He concluded that Bibliographic Coupling is merely an indication of
there being a probability, with unknown value, of the existence of a relationship
between two documents. Evaluations by Vladutz & Cook support Martyn’s
conclusion by showing that 15 to 19 % of the bibliographically coupled
documents they analyzed showed no subject similarity [346].
Further criticism of Bibliographic Coupling includes that absolute coupling
strength cannot guarantee a unit of similarity that is comparable across different
document pairs. Kessler and Weinberg demonstrated that review articles tend to
have higher coupling strengths because such articles generally contain more
references [174, 363]. Considering relative Bibliographic Coupling, i.e. the
fraction of shared and non-shared references in a document, can provide some
remedy to this problem, but does not eliminate it. Small as well as
Marshakova-Shaikevich criticized the static nature of Bibliographic Coupling for
being suboptimal in reflecting changes in the perception of concepts and ideas
expressed in the respective articles [213, 301]. This can be detrimental to
mapping emerging trends and the evolution of a research field.

3.2.3 Co-citation
In an effort to address the static nature of Bibliographic Coupling, both Small
and Marshakova-Shaikevich independently published the Co-citation concept in
1973 [213, 301].
Two documents are co-cited if they are jointly cited by at least one later
work. The number of documents that jointly cite the two earlier documents
determines the strength of the co-citation relationship and the cardinality of the
co-citation score. Figure 12 demonstrates Co-citation for the document pair A
and B Documents A and B are jointly cited by documents C and D, and hence
have a co-citation strength of 2.
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Doc. C
References
[1] Doc. A
[2] Doc. B
Time

Doc. D
References
[1] Doc. A
[2] Doc. B
Doc A

Doc B

co-citation strength = 2
Figure 12: Co-citation Relationship between Documents

Alternatively, co-citation strength (CCS) can be expressed as a fraction, as
shown in Equation 3.2:
𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑑1 , 𝑑2 ) =

�𝐵𝑑1 ∩ 𝐵𝑑2 �

�𝐵𝑑1 ∪ 𝐵𝑑2 �

(3.2)

In this notation, 𝐵𝑑i stands for the set of “citing” documents, i.e. the pool of

other documents that cite document 𝑑𝑖 . The number of citing documents that
two cited documents 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 have in common determines their subject

similarity.
A co-citation relationship between two documents is extrinsic to the
documents in question because the co-citation relationship is established using
“incoming” links. Co-citation strength depends on the frequency with which
other texts – that is subsequently published works – cite earlier publications. For
this reason, co-citation has a tendency to fail for very recent publications. In
contrast, Bibliographic Coupling measures the static “outgoing” links shared by
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two documents. While the bibliographic coupling strength between two
documents can be established immediately after the documents are published and
the strength does not change over time, co-citation reflects changes in the
relationship between documents over time depending on how frequently the
authors of subsequent papers co-cite the earlier papers [301, 304].
Bibliographic Coupling and Co-citation have received considerable attention
in research and were rapidly adapted for numerous purposes, including literature
retrieval [103], research front analysis [270], and mapping science, which
includes measuring the impact of scientists, and diverse performance evaluations
of articles, journals, and research concepts [117, 119, 136, 294, 304].

3.2.4 Amsler
In 1972, Amsler fused the concepts of Bibliographic Coupling and Co-citation to
take advantage of their individual strengths12 [13]. The measure is normalized by
the total number of citations. By definition, relatedness is defined as zero if
neither 𝑑1 nor 𝑑2 have parents or children. The more citations either the parents

or children share, the more related they are. Equation 3.3 defines the Amsler
measure:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑑1 , 𝑑2 ) =

�(𝐵𝑑1 ∪ 𝑅𝑑1 ) ∩ (𝐵𝑑2 ∪ 𝑅𝑑2 )�

�(𝐵𝑑1 ∪ 𝑅𝑑1 ) ∪ (𝐵𝑑2 ∪ 𝑅𝑑2 )�

(3.3)

A similar approach proposed in 2010 is Inter-Connection [368]. It also uses
both incoming and outgoing citations (links) by transforming them into
undirected links.

3.2.5 Co-citation Proximity-based Methods
Co-citation Proximity Analysis (CPA) was proposed in 2006 by the author of this
thesis [122, 126]. This similarity measure builds on the co-citation analysis
12

The definition is based on a paper of Couto [79], because the original technical
report of Amsler is neither available in common literature databases, nor
available from the department where it was published. We contacted other
authors who cited the report, but found that they had not seen the original
publication either and instead relied on descriptions from other papers.
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approach, but differs in that it exploits the information implied in the placement
of citations within the full-texts of documents. CPA rests on the assumption that
documents cited in close proximity to each other within a document’s full-text
also tend to be more closely related than documents cited farther apart.
Citing Document
This is an example text with references to different documents.
This is one reference. This is an example text with references to
different documents. Two very similar references [1],[2]. This is an
example text with references to different documents.This is an
example text with references to different documents.Another
example. Another example.
This is an example text with references to different documents.
Another example. This is an example text with references to
different documents.
This is an example text with references to different documents.
Another example. This is an example text with references to
different documents. Another example. This is an example text
with references to different documents.Another example. Another
example. Another example. This is an example text with
references to different documents.Another example.
Another example. This is an example text with references to
different documents.This is an example text with references to
different documents. Another example. This is an example text
with references to different documents.Another example. Another
example. This is an example text with references to different
documents [3]. Another exampleThis is an example text with
references to different documents.
Another example. This is an example text with references to
different documents.Another example. This is another reference.
Another example. This is an example text with references to
different documents.Another example. This is an example text
with references to different documents. Example. This is an
example text with references to different documents.

Doc B

Doc A
related

Doc C
strongly
related

Figure 13: Co-citation Proximity Analysis

Figure 13 illustrates the concept. CPA rates documents B and C as more
strongly related than documents B and A, because the citations to B and C are
within the same sentence, while the citations to B and A are separated by several
paragraphs.
The advantage of the CPA measure, compared to Co-Citation, is an
improvement in precision [55, 106, 126, 198, 199, 351]. Other widely used
citation analysis approaches – Bibliographic Coupling, Co-citation or the Amsler
measure – do not take into account the location or proximity of citations within
documents. The CPA measure allows a more granular automatic classification of
documents and can be used to identify not only related documents, but also the
specific sections within texts that are most related.
The CPA similarity measure calculates a Citation Proximity Index (CPI) for
each set of documents cited by an examined document. Cited documents are
assigned a weight of

1

2𝑛

, where n stands for the number of structural components
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separating the citations. Structural components can be measured in various
increments, depending on the "resolution" of document similarity to be
examined, for example, local versus global similarity. We define the smallest
structural components for CPI calculation as citation groups, then sentences,
followed by paragraphs and chapters, and at the highest level the entire
document or even all volumes of a journal.
There are several variations of the CPA algorithm:
-

Basic-CPA – the basic form described above

-

Extended-CPA – considers the tree structure and citation
arrangement within citation groups

-

Multidimensional-CPA – uses additional information, including
the impact (e.g., measured by citation counts)

-

Hybrid-CPA – combines the CPI with other similarity measures,
e.g., character-based measures. This boosts performance especially
for documents with insufficient citation information.

3.3 Conclusion
Various citation-based measures for document similarity computation exist.
Currently, these measures are used to identify related literature, for example, in
recommender systems for academic literature. No citation-based similarity
measure has so far been used for the purpose of plagiarism detection.
Nonetheless, the citation-based approaches presented in this chapter are relevant
for the following reasons:
Bibliographic Coupling – In addition to identifying topically similar papers,
Bibliographic Coupling is suitable to be expanded to additionally reflect
structural document similarity. We consider this similarity measure suitable as a
baseline approach, see Section 4.2.1, to represent a very simple citation-based
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plagiarism detection approach, although Bibliographic Coupling was not
developed, or previously used, for this purpose.
Co-citation – This similarity measure is only indirectly relevant for the purpose
of plagiarism detection, since it measures relatedness between two documents on
the global document level from the perspective of citing authors. It is suitable to
identify documents that address, for example, the same research question, but is
not suitable to identify documents that share structural similarity. This measure
however is relevant, since it provides the basis for the CPA measure.
Co-citation Proximity Analysis (CPA) – The CPA measure is relevant for the
understanding and development of the CbPD approach for two reasons:
1.

CPA was the first citation-based similarity measure that
considered the position of citations and their proximity to each
other within the full-text of a document. Given the novelty of the
approach, the author filled a patent application (see Appendix E).
This citation position information allows identifying similar
citation patterns between documents, which provide the basis for
the CbPD approach proposed in this thesis (see Section 4.1).

2. CPA is used by the CbPD approach to identify citation
substitutions as discussed in Section 7.3.2, page 214.

4 Citation-based Plagiarism Detection
When the author first considered the use of citation information as a method to
detect plagiarism, he assumed this concept had already been explored or even
integrated into today’s plagiarism detection systems (PDS). After all, citations
and references of scholarly publications have long been recognized as containing
valuable semantic relatedness information for documents, as demonstrated in
Section 3.2.
However, no publications or available systems considered the use of citation
information for plagiarism detection purposes, despite plagiarism detection being
a well-researched field with hundreds of publications. Given that this application
of citation information had not yet been explored, the author proposed a citation
pattern analysis approach for plagiarism detection and coined it Citation-based
Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) [127].
Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) subsumes methods that
use citations and references to determine similarities between
documents in order to identify plagiarism.
The underlying concept of CbPD is introduced in Section 4.1 and the citation
characteristics analyzed by the CbPD algorithms are described in Section 4.2.
Challenges to citation pattern identification and the potential transposing and
scaling of copied citations by plagiarists is addressed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
introduces an adaption of Bibliographic Coupling for plagiarism detection and
describes the design of the CbPD algorithms. Section 4.5 summarizes the
projected applicability of each of the introduced algorithms to detect the various
forms of academic plagiarism and Section 4.6 introduces two additional scores
for assessing the degree of suspicion for the citation patterns identified by the
CbPD algorithms13.

13

Parts of these sections have been published with Norman Meuschke [129].
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4.1 Concept
Ideally, plagiarism detection systems should detect both lexical and semantic
similarity among documents. The detection capabilities of a PDS heavily depend
on the similarity assessment performed by the PDS, which can be expressed in
terms of a similarity function. The similarity function defines which
characteristics of which textual markers are to be analyzed and how those
characteristics are to be considered for computing a numeric similarity score.
Each identifiable element of a text is a potential marker. We distinguish between
two types of markers:
-

language-dependent markers (e.g., character-n-grams, words, or
other terms) and

-

language-independent markers (e.g., citations, formulas, or dates).

-

marker overlap, i.e. the percentage of markers that documents
share in common

-

marker distinctiveness, i.e. how common are markers that
documents share within the entire collection

-

marker order, i.e. how similar is the order of occurrence for shared
markers in the text

-

marker proximity, i.e. how close to each other do shared markers
occur in the text

Markers with defined characteristics represent a pattern. Commonly used
characteristics to distinguish patterns and quantify the similarity of patterns
include:

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, current PD approaches can only reliably
identify lexical similarity, i.e. character-based similarity as it is common in
copy & paste plagiarism. The reason for this limitation is that current approaches
consider only language-dependent markers and a limited set of characteristics for
similarity computation. For instance, vector space models (VSMs) consider the
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overlap and distinctiveness of document terms. These approaches also consider
the proximity of terms to some degree by constructing several VSMs for specific
sections within a document. Fingerprinting methods are specialized index
retrieval procedures, which consider the overlap, distinctiveness, and order of
terms within patterns, yet they ignore the order of patterns.
Researchers initially explored attempts to detect semantic similarity
(disguised plagiarism) by extending the set of considered language-dependent
markers, for example, through Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or by including
thesauri in the detection procedure to identify synonym replacements. However,
such approaches are currently not practically feasible for plagiarism detection
due to their computational complexity (refer to Section 2.3).
Because semantic similarity is very difficult to machine-detect, the idea
motivating the research presented in this thesis is to measure structural similarity
as an approximation for semantic similarity. The overarching concept of CbPD,
which the author termed Sequential Pattern Analysis, is to consider a
combination of language-independent and language-dependent markers, as well
as the combination of all four similarity characteristics: overlap, distinctiveness,
order and proximity for performing a similarity assessment.
Employing Sequential Pattern Analysis to detect strongly disguised academic
plagiarism requires language-independent markers in academic texts. For this
purpose, we regard using citations, and the citation patterns14 that result, as a
coherent approach for the following reasons:

14

-

Citations are widely available in academic texts. Scientific
publications without citations are rare, because presenting research
without referring to any prior or related work is hardly possible.

-

Citations are language-independent and less ambiguous than
words. Paraphrasing or even translating allows expressing the

Citation patterns are sub-sequences of the complete citation sequences, which contain
shared citations between two documents and potentially intermediate non-shared
citations.
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same content in many different ways. However, the publications
an author cites to back a given fact are often very specific. Even if
citations are substitutable, identifying them will require knowledge
of existing literature.
Citations allow inferring semantic information. This inferable
information becomes even more rich, if we take into account the
exact placement of all citations within the full text of a document.
However, even if the positions of citations within a document are
unknown and only the bibliography is available, it is usually easy
for an expert to recognize the research focus of a scientific paper.

-

Document A

Document B

Doc C

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is a in-text citation [1]. This is
an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage of
citation analysis for plagiarism detection. Another example for an in-text citation [2].

Section 1

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with
references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for
plagiarism detection.
This is a in-text citation [1]. This is an example text with references to different
documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This
is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage of

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with
references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for
plagiarism detection. This is an example text with references to different documents
for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.

citation analysis for plagiarism detection.

Section 2

Another in-text citation [2]. tThis is an example text with references to different
documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This
is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage of
citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is a repeated in-text citation [1].
This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with
references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for
plagiarism detection.

Doc D

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with
references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for
plagiarism detection. Here’s a third in-text citation [3]. This is an example text with
references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for
plagiarism detection.

Setion 3

A third in-text citation [3]. This is an example text with references to different
documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This
is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage of
citation analysis for plagiarism detection. a final in-text-citation[2].

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.

References

Doc A

Citation Pattern
C
D
E
Doc A
Doc B
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[1]
[2]
[3]

Doc E

[1]
[2]
[3]

Doc B

C

C

Pattern Comparison
D

D
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C
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E

Citation Pattern
D
C
E

D

Ins.
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Figure 14: Depiction of CbPD Concept

Figure 14 depicts the general concept of citation pattern analysis for
plagiarism detection. Document A and document B are shown as citing the
documents C, D and E. Given their shared references, documents A and B likely
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discuss semantically similar content. More interestingly, however, they cite the
three sources in a similar order within their full texts. Document B simply scales
the citations to document C and D, see dashed lines in Figure 14. When
comparing the citation patterns of documents A and B, i.e. their unique
fingerprints, a citation pattern agreement of length three results, see gray
highlights in Figure 14. The concept of CbPD thus allows for a document
similarity computation even in the absence of text-based similarity among
documents.
The concept behind CbPD is demonstrated by means of an example in the
following thought experiment in which the reader may partake.
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Experiment
Randomly open any set of 2-5 pages from the previous pages in this
thesis.
-

First, estimate the time it would take to paraphrase these pages to
make the text unidentifiable by current PDS.
Next, estimate the time it would take to research alternative
works for each citation.

We estimate that paraphrasing a single page would take a plagiarist no
more than an hour. However, finding alternative sources, which state
“x was the first to propose y” or “study a contradicts study b and c”
requires either expert knowledge, or time invested into research. Some
sources are impossible to substitute, since only one source can be
cited, for example, in the case of well-known theories, a certain
painting, experiments or mathematical proofs, and initial papers
introducing a new concept. Similarly, when plagiarizing content
summarized in tables and figures, citations cannot be substituted
without losing informational value.
In the case of this thesis, the author assumes that at least half of all
citations are not substitutable without major rewriting, or without
raising suspicion among knowledgeable readers. Certainly, it is
possible to paraphrase scientific text and to delete all hard-tosubstitute citations, but this significantly lowers the quality, and likely
raises suspicion among the reviewers, making it difficult to publish an
article at a reputable venue.

4.1.1 Citing Behavior
To understand the suitability of using citations to identify semantic similarity
between documents, one must consider the reasons why authors cite. Garfield
pioneered the field of author citing behavior, publishing the earliest paper
detailing possible motivations for author citation [118], and found that authors
cite for complex reasons. Garfield’s list is extensive, but can be summarized into
seven overarching motivations, defined by Brooks as [43]:
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-

persuasiveness – using references to convince peers of research
validity

-

positive credit – paying homage and giving credit to previous work

-

currency – the "prestige" factor that is associated with referring to
the most current publications in a field

-

operational information – references to the concepts, theories, and
techniques borrowed from another author

-

reader alert – providing readers with background information, or
pointing to new findings

-

social consensus – references chosen dependent on the author’s
belief of accepted norms or consensus in an academic field

-
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negative credit – criticizing, correcting or disputing other works

We found the research on citation motivations to confirm the assumption that
academic citations are carefully considered, independent markers, suitable for
creating a digital fingerprint. This naturally makes citations difficult to
substitute. While authors choose their citations for more than a single reason, for
example, the scholars questioned by Brooks attributed 70.7 % of their references
to multiple citation motives [43], Brooks nonetheless found that authors choose
each citation with very specific goals in mind.
The following section explains which citation characteristics the CbPD
algorithms analyze to identify suspiciously similar citation patterns for creating a
document’s citation-based fingerprint.
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4.2 Citation Characteristics Considered
Identical citations in two documents do not automatically indicate plagiarism.
This section outlines the characteristics considered by the CbPD algorithms to
identify suspiciously similar citation patterns that may indicate plagiarism.

4.2.1 Bibliographic Coupling Strength
As explained in Section 3.2.2, the Bibliographic Coupling (BC) strength, which
is the absolute number or fraction of references that two academic documents
have in common, is a well-known similarity characteristic. A high BC strength
usually indicates topical similarity in the research described. Because BC is a
document-wide similarity measure, it does not allow pinpointing specific areas
of highest similarity. Nonetheless, BC is a useful measure for CbPD, since
documents sharing no references (BC strength = 0) can be excluded from a

citation-based similarity assessment altogether. Therefore, the CbPD algorithms
consider BC strength as one of several characteristics.

4.2.2 Probability of Citation Co-occurrence
The probability that two documents share citations depends on multiple factors,
which the CbPD algorithms use to quantify the degree to which matching
citation patterns are treated as suspicious.
Existing citation counts influence future citation counts. If a document is
already highly cited, the likelihood of that document gathering additional
citations increases. Merton termed this phenomenon the Matthew effect15 in
science [227]. Current search engines for academic literature, e.g., Google
Scholar, increase the Matthew effect, because they use the number of citations a
document received as the most important criterion to rank search results, as we
demonstrated in [26]. Documents ranked highly by search engines have a higher
likelihood of gaining additional citations.
15

The term refers to the line in the Gospel of Matthew: “Everyone who has will be
given more.” (Matthew 25:29, NIRV).
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Imagine two documents C and D, where document C is frequently cited by
others, while document D is cited more rarely. Assume 500 documents cite C,
but only 5 documents cite D. Now, if two independent documents, A and B both
cite C, this indicates some degree of similarity between them. However, if they
both cite D, this is a much stronger indicator of similarity between documents A
and B, since D is only cited rarely. Thus, higher citation counts indicate a higher
probability of co-citation occurrence and this must be taken into account when
assessing citation pattern suspiciousness.
Time influences the likelihood of citation co-occurrence because papers tend to
receive more citations over time [255, 291]. Increasing citations also increase the
probability of documents being co-cited. We ran first experiments on adjusting
the CbPD algorithms to compensate this influence on the similarity score, by
comparing the expected citations per unit of time if texts A and B were published
at different times.
The topic of research influences the likelihood of two documents sharing
citations. Documents addressing the same or very similar topics are more likely
to contain citations to identical sources. We derived this assumption from
empirical evaluations using co-citation analysis to identify clusters in academic
domains [139, 302].
Author ties are another factor increasing the probability of co-citation. Research
shows that a document A is more likely to be cited by a document B if the
author(s) of document B is/are connected to the author(s) of document A [225].
For example, former co-authors, or researchers who know each other personally,
tend to cite publications of their colleagues more frequently, a behavior called
cronyism [225].

4.2.3 Order and Proximity of Citations
Sharing identical citations in close proximity and/or similar order are intuitive
indicators that the text segments containing the respective citations are
semantically similar. Therefore, proximity and similar order of citations are the
most important characteristics of citation patterns. Certain document sections
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commonly contain more citations than others. For example, related work
sections contain more citations than summaries. Therefore, shared citation
patterns in document sections other than in the related work section can be
stronger indicators of potentially suspicious similarities.

4.3 Challenges to Citation Pattern Identification
There are several challenges to citation pattern identification, which the
citation-based detection algorithms must overcome. Sections 4.3.1–4.3.4 briefly
present these factors: unknown pattern constituents, citation transpositions,
citation scaling, and insertions and substitutions of citations by the plagiarist as
challenges that make accurate citation pattern detection a non-trivial task.
Section 4.4 describes how the design of the citation-based detection algorithms
addresses these challenges.

4.3.1 Unknown Pattern Constituents
Unlike in string matching, the pattern in a CbPD analysis, i.e. the sub-sequence
of citations in a suspicious text, which the detection algorithm must search for
within the original text, is initially unknown. Individual citations shared by two
documents are comparatively easy to identify. However, it is highly unlikely that
all shared citations are attributable to plagiarism. As mentioned earlier in this
section, the detection algorithms must consider additional characteristics,
including proximity and order of citations, to distinguish potentially suspicious
citation patterns from unsuspicious commonly shared citations.
For example, assume the documents A and B share eight citations. A
plagiarized text segment contains three of the shared citations “[1,2,3]” and the
remaining five shared citations are distributed throughout the document along
with non-shared citations and do not represent plagiarism. The citation sequences
of the two documents might look like this:
Doc A (Original):
Doc B (Plagiarism):

123xxx4xx5x6x78
xx5xxx4x312xx7x8

4.3 Challenges to Citation Pattern Identification
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The numbers 1–8 represent shared citations and the x represents non-shared
citations. Given only the above sequences, it is initially unclear which subsequences represent a potentially suspicious citation pattern. The detection
algorithms must consider the proximity and order of the shared citations 1–3 to
identify them as potentially suspicious.

4.3.2 Transpositions
The order of citations in the unoriginal text segments may be transposed when
compared to the original segment. Causes of citation transpositions are different
citation styles, or the rearranging of longer text segments, which is typical in
shake & paste plagiarism.
Assume the original sentence:
Studies show that <finding1>, <finding2> [3,1,2].
A second author may express the semantically identical content as:
Studies show that <finding1>, <finding2> [1-3].

4.3.3 Scaling
Scaling denotes the use of the same citation more than once.
Assume the original text:
Study X showed <finding1>, <finding2> and <finding3> [1].
Study Y objected <finding1> [2]. Assessment Z proved
<finding3> [3].
A second author may paraphrase the text and scale the citation to study X:
Study X showed <finding1> [1], which was objected by study Y
[2]. Study X also found <finding2> [1]. Assessment Z was able to
prove <finding3> [3], which had already been indicated by study
X [1].
So, in the original text this results in the citation sequence: [1],[2],[3] while in
the paraphrase we have the sequence: [1],[2],[1],[3],[1].
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4.3.4 Insertions or Substitutions of Citations
Authors may paraphrase text segments and include the citations from other
documents, or they may insert additional non-shared citations or substitute the
existing citations with semantically similar non-shared citations.
The resulting citation sequences of two documents may equal:
Doc A (Original):
Doc B (Paraphrase):

12345678
12x3xx45x6xx7x8

As in the earlier examples, numerals represent shared citations and the letter
x denotes non-shared citations. Paraphrasing in such a manner may not constitute
plagiarism, yet still represents a similarity between the two documents that may
be of interest to a reader, for example, to trace the origin and progression of
ideas.

4.4 Design of Citation-based Detection Algorithms
No prior research has examined citation-analyzing algorithms regarding their
suitability to detect plagiarism. To fill this empirical knowledge gap, we
designed and evaluated algorithms that focus on different factors when it comes
to assessing citation-based similarity. We included algorithms that perform
global and local similarity assessments16, as well as algorithms that consider the
order of citations and algorithms that ignore the order.
Table 9 displays the categories of similarity assessments, local vs. global and
order-preserving vs. order-neglecting, according to which we designed the
detection algorithms. We first examined whether we could adapt similarity
functions from other areas of application. Since citation sequences of documents
are equivalent to strings, string processing lent itself to searching for potentially
suitable methods. A string refers to any collection of uniquely identifiable
elements linked in such a way that each element, except for exactly one leftmost
16

Refer to Figure 3 on page 21 for an explanation of the definition of "global" and
"local".
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and exactly one rightmost element, has one unique predecessor and one unique
successor [305]. From string processing, we selected the longest common subsequence and Greedy String Tiling (GST) algorithms to be adapted for CbPD.
Considering the challenges to citation pattern identification outlined in Section
4.3, we designed a new class of similarity assessment algorithms termed Citation
Chunking explained in Section 4.4.4. Additionally, we tested Bibliographic
Coupling on its suitability as a CbPD algorithm.
Table 9: Categorization of Evaluated Similarity Assessments
Global Similarity
Assessment

Local Similarity
Assessment

Order
preserving

Longest Common
Citation Sequence

Greedy Citation
Tiling

Order
neglecting

Bibliographic
Coupling

Citation Chunking

4.4.1 Bibliographic Coupling (BC)
Bibliographic Coupling is one of the oldest and most widespread citation-based
similarity measures for academic texts. The measure, as described in Section
3.2.2, considers the absolute number or fraction of shared references, but ignores
order and position of citations for similarity computation. Like all citation-based
approaches, Bibliographic Coupling has thus far not been used for plagiarism
detection. Thus, we tested its applicability for this use case. However, we
expected Bibliographic Coupling alone to be an insufficient plagiarism indicator,
since it solely considers global document similarity and does not allow
pinpointing the position of plagiarized text segments.
The following three sections present the designed CbPD detection
algorithms, which in contrast to Bibliographic Coupling, consider the order in
which authors cite sources and the proximity of the citations in the full text to
compute document similarity. We hypothesize these approaches to be more
suitable for the purpose of plagiarism detection.
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4.4.2 Longest Common Citation Sequence (LCCS)
The Longest Common Citation Sequence (LCCS) is a detection algorithm we
developed by adapting a traditional similarity measure for text strings. The
LCCS is defined as the maximum number of citations that match in both
documents in the same order, but can be interrupted by non-matching citations.
Each document pair has either exactly one or no LCCS. For instance, the
sequence (3, 4, 5) is a sub-sequence of (2, 3, 1, 4, 6, 8, 5, 9) [81].

The following example illustrates the LCCS measure, here with a length of
three:
Doc A: 2, 3, 1, 4, 6, 8, 5, 9
Doc B: 3, 8, 9, 4, 10, 11, 5
LCCS: 3, 4, 5

We adapted LCCS to strictly account for the order of citations, unlike
Bibliographic Coupling, which is order-ignoring. Intuitively, measuring LCCS
yields high similarity scores if a plagiarist uses longer parts of another text
without alterations or only minor changes of the source’s citations. LCCS is thus
suitable for identifying potential plagiarism where text or ideas have been copied
in the same order, but also allows for arbitrarily sized gaps of non-matching
citations. This may be the case for copy&paste plagiarism concealed using basic
rewording, e.g., through synonym replacements. If a plagiarist performed
significant reordering within plagiarized text segments (shake & paste
plagiarism) or permuted the sequence of citations, the LCCS approach is
unsuitable.

4.4.3 Greedy Citation Tiling (GCT)
Greedy Citation Tiling (GCT) is an adaption of a text string similarity function
proposed by Wise [367]. Wise designed the original Greedy String Tiling (GST)
procedure explicitly for use in PD. Several other researchers successfully applied
GST in systems for detecting plagiarism of software source code [5, 267].
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GCT identifies all matches of consecutive shared citations in identical order,
called citation tiles, in two citation sequences. Tiles are substrings of shared
citations in both sequences that are not extendable to the right or left without
encountering a citation that both sequences do not share. GCT permanently links
the longest individual matches in both sequences and stores them as a tile. A tile
is a tuple, 𝐶 = (𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , 𝐴), which consists of the starting position of a match in the
citation sequence of the first document (𝐴1 ), its starting position in the citation

sequence of the second document (𝐴2 ), and the length of the match sequence, (𝐴).

According to this notation, the first tile for the example in Figure 15 is written as
I (1,5,3). Matching numbers represent citations to the same work, and extraneous
citations are denoted by "x". Roman numerals are used to mark the matching
citation tiles, of which there are three in Figure 15.

Document 1 (s1) 1

2

Document 2 (s2) 4

5
II

I
3

x

x

4

x

x

1

2

Tiles: I (1,5,3)

II (6,1,2)

II
5
3
I

x

III
6

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

6
III

III (8,12,1)

Figure 15: Greedy Citation Tiles

As Figure 15 shows, GCT only identifies substrings of matching citations,
i.e. matching citations in exactly the same order, if these matches are longer than
a definable minimum length. Yet, the GCT algorithm can cope with
transpositions in the order of individual tiles.
To illustrate the GCT approach, Figure 16 shows the application of the
algorithm for identifying a citation tile assuming a global minimum match length
of 2. For every citation in the citation sequence of document 1 (denoted as 𝐴1 (in

the figure), the algorithm iterates through the citations in the citation sequence of
document 2 (denoted as 𝐴2 in the figure). GCT strictly identifies longer tiles
before shorter tiles by transforming only the longest matches found in the same
iteration into tiles. If, for example, a match of length 3 and a match of length 4
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minimum match length = 2
1st Iteration:
no match of
sequence 1 to
1st element of
sequence 2

2nd Iteration:
match [1] with
length <
minimum
match length

3rd Iteration:
match [1,2,3]
sufficiently
long, no other,
esp. no longer
matches

4th Iteration:
match [2,3]
ignored
because of
prev. markings
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Legend:
Iterator position in sequence 1 or 2 at the beginning of an iteration
Iterator positions during an iteration
Match counter in sequence 1 or 2
a

Auxiliary arrays with unmarked position entries

a

Auxiliary arrays with „marked“ position entries (part of a prior match)

Figure 16: Identification of a Match Using Greedy Citation Tiling
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are found in the same iteration, then only the match of length 4 would become a
tile for that iteration, even if both matches exceed the global minimum match
length. Citations that become part of a tile are inserted into auxiliary arrays,
which "marks" them as no longer available for matching, leaving them ignored
in future iterations. In this way, matching citations cannot contribute to multiple
tiles. For the next iteration, the algorithm reduces the length of the longest match
in the previous iteration by one and uses this number as the new maximum
match length. The algorithm thus identifies the next-shorter matches to the
matches marked in the previous iteration. The iteration continues until no
matches longer than or equal to the global minimum match length remain.
Wise proved that the GST algorithm produces the optimal coverage of
matching elements with tiles if the minimum match length is one [367]. The
worst case complexity of the algorithm is 𝑂(𝐶3 ). Wise designed the GST

algorithm primarily to identify shake & paste plagiarism. Greedy Citation Tiling
can serve the same purpose, but in contrast to the text string-matching approach,
GCT was developed with the intention to identify paraphrases.
The GCT approach focuses on identical order of citations. Finding such exact
matches is a strong indicator for text similarity. GCT is able to deal with
transpositions in citation patterns that result from rearranging text segments,
which is typical for shake & paste plagiarism. However, the approach is not
capable of detecting citation scaling or transpositions of individual citations. To
address citation scaling and transpositions, we designed another class of
detection algorithms we coined Citation Chunking.

4.4.4 Citation Chunking (Cit-Chunk)
Citation Chunking (Cit-Chunk) is a set of heuristic detection algorithms, which
we developed to identify citation patterns regardless of potential citation
transpositions and/or scaling. Cit-Chunk owes its name to a strategy of selecting
text fragments, so-called "chunks", which character-based fingerprinting
algorithms commonly employ [41]. A citation chunk is a substring of a
document’s citation sequence with a variable size. The main idea of Cit-Chunk is
to consider shared citations as textual anchors where local citation patterns are
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likely to exist. Citation Chunking consists of three steps: formation of chunks,
the optional merging of chunks, and the comparison of chunks.
Due to the novelty of CbPD, there is no empirical data on how citations are to
be compared for PD purposes. Therefore, we developed and evaluated (see
Chapter 6) different variations of the algorithm by implementing multiple
approaches for each of the three steps of Citation Chunking. The following
sections describe each step of the algorithm in detail.

4.4.4.1

Formation of Chunks

In this first step, the Cit.-Chunk. algorithm searches for shared citations as
starting points for constructing citation chunks. Beginning at shared citations, the
algorithm forms chunks by dynamically increasing the considered substring of
the document’s citation sequence according to a chunking strategy.
Choosing a suitable chunking strategy to determine the start- and endpoint of
a citation chunk is tricky, because no solution fits all plagiarism scenarios.
Larger chunks are better suitable to detect global similarities by compensating
for transpositions and scaling. Smaller chunks are better suitable to pinpoint
local areas of high similarity.
By modeling the behaviors of plagiarists and the typical citation patterns that
result, we derived the following three chunking strategies.
Chunking strategy 1 (consecutively shared strategy) – citations must be
consecutively shared to form a chunk. Chunking strategy 1 is the most
restrictive. It highlights confined text segments with very high citation-based
similarities. Strategy 1 is ideal for detecting potential cases of copy & paste
plagiarism, which plagiarists may have concealed by rewording or translation.
Doc A: x, 1, 2, 3, x, 4, 5, 3, x, x
Doc B: x, x, 3, 2, 1, x, 5, 3, 4, x
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Chunking strategy 2 (prior citations strategy) – citations form a chunk
depending on the previous citations. Chunking strategy 2 includes a citation in
a chunk if the number of non-shared citations separating it from the last shared
citation is smaller than the number of shared and non-shared citations that are
already included in the chunk currently under construction.
We denote the number of non-shared citations separating shared citations as
𝐶 and the number of shared and non-shared citations in the chunk under
construction as 𝐴. A citation is included in the chunk if 𝐶 ≤ 𝐴. Therefore,

chunking strategy 2 allows for sporadic non-shared citations that plagiarists may
have inserted to make their text appear more "genuine". The variable s is a
threshold value that determines the sensitivity of the algorithm. The optimal
value of 𝐴 depends on numerous factors comparable to the threshold length for

character-based approaches. One factor, for example, is the rate of false positives
that is deemed acceptable.
Chunking strategy 2 can detect cases in which plagiarists adopted and
disguised longer text segments or logical structures from another text, as well as
cases of concealed shake & paste plagiarism from different sources.
Doc A: x, 1, 2, 3, x, x, 4, 5, x, x, x, x, x, x, 6, 7
Doc B: 3, 2, x, 1, x, x, 4, x, x, x, x, x, 5, 6, 7, x
Chunking strategy 3 (distance threshold strategy) – Citations form a chunk
if their distance in the text falls below a certain threshold. Chunking strategy
3 defines a textual range in which plagiarism is deemed likely. Studies showed
that plagiarism more frequently affects confined text segments, i.e. only one or
two paragraphs, rather than extended text passages or the entire document [176,
220, 222, 223, 273]. Building upon this knowledge, chunking strategy 3 only
considers citations within a specified range to form chunks (see Figure 17).
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Document A

“sliding window” , length
approx. 1 paragraph

This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage
of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is a in-text citation [1]. This is an
example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage of citation
analysis for plagiarism detection. Another example for an in-text citation [2].
This is an example text with references [3] to different documents for illustrating the
usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.
This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage
of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with references to
different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism
detection. This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating
the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.
This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage
of citation analysis for plagiarism detection. This is an example text with references to
different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism
detection. Here’s a third in-text citation [3, 4]. This is an example text with references to
different documents for illustrating the usage of citation analysis for plagiarism
detection.
This is an example text with references to different documents for illustrating the usage
of citation analysis for plagiarism detection.

References
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Result:
Chunk 1: [1,2,3]
Chunk 2: [3,4]

Figure 17: Illustration of Chunking Strategy 3
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Because plagiarists may change the segmentation of plagiarized text,
strategy 3 analyzes textual proximity in terms of multiple text units, including
characters, words, sentences, and paragraphs. Defining a suitable maximum
distance for the proximity of citations in the text is highly dependent on the
individual corpus analyzed. If document length is short and individual
documents contain fewer sections and paragraphs, altering the text structure is
more difficult for a plagiarist. Therefore, a relatively small maximum distance is
most suitable to detect plagiarism in short documents with few sections. In
contrast, reordering text usually becomes easier the longer the document.
To determine a suitable proximity threshold, we analyzed the average
number of hierarchically subordinate text constituents (e.g., characters and
words) contained within hierarchically superordinated text constituents (e.g.,
paragraphs). For example, in one document, a paragraph may on average contain
120 words and 720 characters. If less than 120 words separate one shared
citation from another shared citation, chunking strategy 3 would include the
second shared citation in the chunk. Using this approach, a CbPD algorithm
employing chunking strategy 3 can deal with artificially created paragraph
split-ups.
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4.4.4.2

Merging of Chunks

To assess the impact of larger chunk sizes, we developed a merging step for
citation chunks. The merging procedure iterates through all chunks formed
according to one of the chunking strategies described in the previous section.
The merging combines chunks to outline longer sections of text with shared
citations that could point to, for example, idea plagiarism. The merging
procedure combines chunks if the number of non-shared citations 𝐶 is smaller or

equal to the number m of shared citations in the previous chunk, (𝐶 ≤ 𝐴).
Iteration 1: XXX, x, XX, x, x, XXX, x, x, x, x, x, x, XX
(merge red and purple? n=1, m=3)
Iteration 2: XXXXX, x, x, XXX, x, x, x, x, x, x, XX
(merge purple and blue? n=2, m=2)
Iteration 3: XXXXXXXX, x, x, x, x, x, x, XX
(merge purple and blue? n=6, m=3)

In the example above, the merging procedure combines all but the chunk
furthest to the right, because the distance of XX to the previous chunk is too
large. The merging step is optional, i.e. the Citation Chunking algorithms can be
applied with or without the merging of chunks after they have been formed
according to one of the chunking strategies.
Figure 18 summarizes the formation of chunks according to all three
chunking strategies and the optional merging step in a flow chart.
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4.4.4.3

Comparison of Chunks

Following the formation of chunks, and their optional merging, as described in
the previous two sections, the Citation Chunking algorithm compares chunks
against each other regardless of the order of citations in the chunks. In this way,
the algorithm accounts for potential transpositions and/or scaling. The number of
shared citations within the compared chunks is the measure of similarity.
We implemented two strategies for comparing citation chunks. The first
strategy compares each chunk of the first document with each chunk of the
second. The comparison algorithm stores chunk pairs as matches if these pairs
have the highest citation overlap among all pairs. If multiple chunk pairs have an
equal overlap, the algorithm stores all combinations with maximum overlap.
The second method only considers the chunks of a single document and
compares them to the unaltered citation sequence of the second document. The
algorithm "slides" "each chunk of the first document over the entire citation
sequence of the second document. The algorithm assigns the chunk to the
position in the citation sequence with the maximum citation overlap.

4.5 Projected Suitability of CbPD Algorithms for
Plagiarism Forms
This section classifies the three CbPD algorithms – LCCS, GCT and Cit-Chunk
– presented in Section 4.4, according to their projected detection performance for
the types of citation copying which may occur in the various forms of
plagiarism.
Table 10 distinguishes between local and global plagiarism. Local plagiarism
primarily affects the sentence level, while global plagiarism encompasses
document-wide plagiarism, see Section 2.2.2. The table makes only a projection
of algorithm suitability, which we derived by examining a sample of 17 known
cases of plagiarism identified using the VroniPlag Wiki and Retraction Watch17.
The classification should thus be viewed with reservation.
17

http://retractionwatch.wordpress.com/
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Local and global plagiarism can both contain identical, transposed, scaled, or
a combination of transposed and scaled citation copying. If, for instance, a
plagiarist translates a text verbatim, the order of citations is unlikely to change
much. In Table 10, such a case falls in the category "identical". If, however, a
plagiarist translates a text freely, possibly altering the arrangement of sentences
or paragraphs, this can result in different citation patterns. Such a case would fall
in the categories "transposed", "scaled", or a combination thereof.
Table 10: Overview of CbPD Algorithm Detection Performance

Local

Plagiarism form

LCCS

GCT

Cit-Chunk

Identical (copy & paste,
translations)

-

++

+(+)

Transposed (shake & paste,
translations)

-

-

+

Scaled (shake & paste,
paraphrases)

-

-

+

Transposed & scaled
(paraphrases)

-

-

+

++

++

+(+)

Transposed (shake & paste,
translations)

+

-

+(+)

Scaled (shake & paste,
paraphrases)

+

-

+(+)

Transposed & scaled
(paraphrases)

+

-

+(+)

Global

Identical (copy & paste,
translations)

Detection rates: ++ good | + fair | - low | (+) performance depends on chunking
strategy

The LCCS algorithms best indicate suspicious similarity if a document shares
a large fraction of its citations in similar, yet not necessarily identical order, with
another document. This algorithm is a global similarity measure, because it
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represents the single longest sequence of citations that matches in the same order
in both documents, when non-matching citations are ignored. Therefore, local
forms of plagiarism often do not contain enough copied citations to trigger
suspicion in an assessment using LCCS. In cases of extensive global plagiarism,
the LCCS approach performs quite well, despite potential local re-arrangements
of citations.
Greedy Citation Tiling was designed to detect copy & paste plagiarism and
verbatim translations on both the local sentence level and the global document
level. Such forms of plagiarism often contain citations copied in identical order,
which the exact matching approach of GCT can detect with high accuracy.
Greedy Citation Tiles with a length of three or greater are typically indicators of
text segments with a semantic similarity worth examining. Even slight alterations
in the citation sequences can prevent the formation of longer citation tiles.
Therefore, the detection performance of GCT decreases rapidly if text segments
are paraphrased, freely translated, or reordered, as in shake & paste plagiarism.
The detection performance of Citation Chunking depends on the chunking
strategy, refer to Section 4.4.4, which is why performance indicators are in
brackets in Table 10. Chunking procedure 1 includes only consecutive shared
citations; chunking procedure 2 includes shared citations in a certain range
within the citation sequence. Both chunking procedures perform identically to
Greedy Citation Tiling for local or global plagiarism forms containing identically
copied citations. The performance of chunking procedure 3, which includes
shared citations within a certain range, depends on the split-up of plagiarized text
segments in the suspicious document. In general, Citation Chunking is the best
approach for detecting plagiarism, even in the presence of citation transposition
or scaling, on both the local and global document level. Depending on the
plagiarism form, chunking procedures 2 and 3 in particular can detect local and
global plagiarism forms that contain transpositions and/or scaling of shared
citations.
Since all CbPD algorithms require a minimum amount of citations to reliably
calculate a citation-based similarity, the citation-based detection approach is not
suitable to identify suspicious similarity for short plagiarized fragments.

4.6 Assessment of Identified Citation Patterns
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Therefore, we consider the CbPD approach as a complement and not as a
substitute to the currently used character-based approaches.

4.6 Assessment of Identified Citation Patterns
The citation patterns identified using the CbPD algorithms must subsequently be
analyzed and assessed according to their degree of plagiarism suspicion. As
described in Section 4.2, two main factors influence the degree of suspicion of
matching citation patterns. The first is the probability of the shared citations in
the matching patterns co-occurring by chance. The second is the number,
proximity, and order of shared citations in the matching patterns, which we
summarized using the term "continuity".
In this section, we describe the design of two scores to evaluate the likelihood
that the identified citation patterns represent an instance of suspicious similarity,
by taking into account these two factors: probability of citation co-occurrence
and probability of citation pattern continuity. We termed the scores the Citing
Frequency-Score and the Continuity-Score for a citation pattern.

4.6.1 Citing Frequency-Score (CF-Score)
To incorporate the citation frequencies of documents into the assessment of a
citation pattern’s degree of suspicion, we devised the Citing Frequency-Score
heuristic, or CF-Score.
The probability of authors citing identical sources independently of each
other depends on many factors, including similarity of their research objectives,
popularity of the cited source, relationships among the authors, etc. Most of these
factors are hard to quantify. However, citation counts can quantify the
"popularity" of a source document. Intuitively, two "popular" sources A and B,
which both received 100+ citations, are more likely to appear in a matching
citation pattern than two sources C and D, which received only three citations
each.
Therefore, we consider citation patterns containing highly cited documents to
be less likely a result of undue practices, but rather to represent commonly cited
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standard literature in a field. Contrarily, we regard citation patterns occurring
less frequently as a stronger indicator for potentially suspicious document
similarity.
One possible method to estimate the probability of co-occurrence of citations
is to use retrospective citation information to compute a 𝐶 × 𝐶-matrix for all 𝐶

citations in a corpus so that each element of the matrix represents the number of
times that two citations co-occur in a document of the corpus. However, we
decided not to follow this approach, because it is computationally expensive,
especially if not only the co-occurrence of citation pairs, but larger citation
groups must be considered.
To derive a computationally less expensive estimation of co-occurrence
probability, we make the simplified assumption that the occurrence of citations is
statistically independent. With this assumption, the probability of a reference r
pointing to a source document X equals the count of all references to document
X, 𝑟𝑥 , in a given corpus divided by the size N of that corpus:
𝑃(𝑟𝑥 ) =

𝑟𝑥

(4.1)

𝑁

Because rarely cited documents are more predictive and should receive a
higher score, we inverse the ratio of the probability to equal

𝑁

𝑟𝑥

. We expect that

the value of frequently cited sources in predicting uncommon, highly specific
content similarities does not decrease in direct proportion to the number of
citations these sources gather. Due to a lack of empirical data, we used the square
root of the total number of references to a source, �𝑟𝑥 , as a starting point for

determining a suitable denominator for the score.

The CF-Score for a citation 𝑐𝑖 that links to a reference 𝑟𝑗 , which represents

the source document X, computes as:
𝐶𝐶�𝑐𝑖 (𝑟𝑗 )� =

𝑁

�𝑟𝑥

(4.2)

To compute a CF-Score for a citation pattern 𝑝𝑘 that consists of n citations

𝑐1 … 𝑐𝑛 that link to m references 𝑟𝑗 , we accumulate the CF-Scores of all citations
in the pattern: 𝐵𝐶(𝑝𝑘 ) = ∑𝑛1 𝐵𝐶(𝑐𝑖 (𝑟𝑗 )).
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Analogously, we compute the CF-Score for a pair of documents 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 that share

q matching citation patterns 𝑝𝑘 by accumulating the CF-Scores of the matching
𝑞

patterns: 𝐵𝐶(𝑑1 , 𝑑2 ) = ∑1 𝐵𝐶(𝑝𝑘 ).

To exemplify the computation of CF-Scores for citation patterns, we assume
a corpus of 1,000 documents. In this corpus four documents A, B, C and D have
the

following

citation

counts:

𝑟𝐴 = 100, 𝑟𝐵 = 50, 𝑟𝐵 = 10, 𝑟𝐷 = 5.

Furthermore, we imagine two document pairs X, Y and X, Z that share the
following citation patterns: X, Y: (A, B) (A, C) and X, Z: (C, D).

The resulting CF-Scores for the document pairs compute as:
𝐵𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐵𝐶(𝑝1 (𝐴, 𝐵)) + 𝐵𝐶(𝑝2 (𝐴, 𝐵))
=�

1,000
√100

+

1,000
√50

�+�

1,000
√100

+

1,000
√10

𝐵𝐶(𝑋, 𝑍) = 𝑃(𝑝1 (𝐵, 𝐷)) = �

� = 657.65

1,000
√10

+

1,000
√5

(4.3)

� = 763.44

The example shows that although the document pair X, Y shares more citation
patterns, the single pattern that document X shares with document Z scores
higher, because it consists of rarely cited sources.

4.6.2 Continuity-Score (Cont.-Score)
To include the continuity of a citation pattern, i.e. the number and proximity of
matching citations in the pattern, into the assessment of a pattern’s degree of
suspicion, we devised the Continuity-Score.
Within a citation pattern, each matching citation that follows another
matching citation, after 𝐶 or less intermediate non-matching citations should

increase the Cont.-Score of the pattern. The score increase in this case should be
greater than 1 for not reflecting a simple count of matching citations, which we
record separately. Furthermore, the score increase should be larger if fewer nonmatching citations separate two subsequent matching citations.
Lastly, the score should increase in proportion to the number of previous
matching citations that fulfill the criterion of having a maximum of 𝐶

intermediate, non-matching citations separating them from the preceding
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matching citation. This characteristic of the equation reflects that the similarity
of citation patterns increases progressively with the length of sequences of
matching citations in the pattern. Equation 4.4 defines the Cont.-Score:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶. −𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑚𝑚𝑚 �𝑎 −

1

𝑛+1

𝑖
𝑖−1
∙ �𝑝�𝑐𝑀
� − 𝑝�𝑐𝑀
� − 1�, 1�

(4.4)

1

𝑐𝑀
1
𝑖
𝑖−1
𝑎 = �𝑎 + 1� 𝑝�𝑐𝑀 � − 𝑝�𝑐𝑀 � ≤ 𝑛 + 1 , 𝑖 > 1�
𝑖
𝑖−1
1 𝑝�𝑐𝑀
� − 𝑝�𝑐𝑀
� > 𝑛 + 1 ,𝑖 > 1

The equation considers a base score a for matching citations. For the first
1
matching citation in the pattern 𝑐𝑀
we set the base score equal to 1. We

𝑖
|𝑖 > 1 in the
increment the base score for each subsequent matching citation 𝑐𝑀
𝑖
from the previous
pattern if not more than 𝐶 non-matching citations separate 𝑐𝑀
𝑖−1
. We express this condition in terms of the sequential
matching citation 𝑐𝑀

position 𝑝(𝑐) of citations.

To penalize non-matching citations between matching citations, we subtract a
penalty value of 1⁄(𝐶 + 1) for each non-matching citation. If more than 𝐶

non-matching citations separate two matching citations, the base score is set
back to 1. If 𝐶 intermittent non-matching citations separate the matching

citations, the summand would be 0. If more than 𝐶 non-matching citations exist

in between, the summand would be negative. We disallow the Cont.-Score of a
pattern to become less than the count of matching citations in the pattern through
the application of the 𝐴𝑚𝑚() operator. This operator ensures that the minimum

score increase for each matching citation is 1. We assume that the suitable
maximum threshold for the number of non-matching intermittent citations, 𝐶, is

collection-dependent and identifying this threshold requires a case-by-case
consideration. For documents in disciplines that generally cite more references,
e.g., the life sciences, the threshold should be set higher than in disciplines that
typically cite fewer references, e.g., mathematics.
Figure 19 illustrates the computation of the Cont.-Score for two citation
patterns assuming an allowed maximum number of intermittent non-matching
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citations 𝐶 = 3. Arabic numerals represent matching citations and the x denotes

non-matching citations. In the figure, both citation patterns contain eight
matching citations. This relatively high number of matching citations leads to the
Cont.-Score of both patterns being greater than the length of the pattern. The
Cont.-Score of the second pattern equals about 1.7 times the score of the first
pattern. In this example, the higher score could signal that the second pattern is
more likely to be one long match, and hence more suspicious. The first pattern is
likely to represent three smaller matches, which are less suspicious.
5
1
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2-0.25∙0

x

x

3-0.25∙3

Pattern Length = 8
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Cont-Score = 1+2+2.75+3.75+4.75+5.5+6.5+8 = 34.25

Figure 19: Cont.-Score Computation for Citation Patterns

4.7 Conclusion
The concept of Citation-based Plagiarism Detection for the first time uses the
information on semantic relatedness contained in citations as a method to detect
plagiarism.
To cover four different plagiarism forms and the unique styles of citation
pattern copying which result, we adapted Bibliographic Coupling and developed
three algorithms: Longest Common Citation Sequence, Greedy Citation Tiling,
and Citation Chunking. The algorithms examine citation patterns regarding three
factors as shown in Table 12, transpositions, scaling and global vs. local
comparison.
-

Transpositions describe whether the order of shared citations must
be identical.
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-

Scaling describes whether shared citations may occur multiple
times.

-

Global vs. local similarity describes whether the plagiarism occurs
document-wide or only locally.

Each algorithm features unique strengths. By combining the four approaches,
we intend to address the various forms of local and global plagiarism.
Table 11: Overview CbPD Algorithms
(CbPD)
Algorithm

Transpositions
detectable?

Scaling
detectable?

Global
vs.
local

Projected
capability to
detect

Bib. Coup

Yes

yes

global

Likely to produce
false positives

LCCS

Partially

no

global

paraphrases,
translations

GCT

No

no

local

paraphrases,
translations

Cit-Chunk

Yes

depends on
chunking
strategy

local

strong
paraphrases,
structural and idea
plagiarism

In addition to the CbPD algorithms, we proposed the Citing FrequencyScore, which considers the probability of co-occurrence of identical citations by
chance, and the Continuity-Score, which reflects the number and proximity of
matching citations in a pattern, to assess the probability that a citation pattern
indicates plagiarism. The next chapter presents the implementation of the CbPD
algorithms in a prototypical plagiarism detection system.

5 Prototype: CitePlag
This chapter describes the implementation of the Citation-based Plagiarism
Detection (CbPD) approach in a first prototype: CitePlag. The prototype has a
Java backend and a HTML5 frontend. CitePlag is available under an open source
license18. Figure 20 illustrates CitePlag’s system architecture, which is composed
of four components: a document parser, a relational database, a detector, and a
web-based frontend.

CitePlag

Document
Parser

Detector

citation & doc. data

detection
results

Database

detection
results

Frontend
www.citeplag.org

Figure 20: CitePlag’s System Architecture

The database stores the document’s bibliographic data as extracted by the
document parser and stores the results of the CbPD and character-based
algorithms, which are implemented in the detector. The web-based frontend
retrieves the detection results from the database and visualizes them for human
inspection. The following four sections present more details on the components
of the CitePlag prototype.

18

The source code is available for download; refer to Appendix C.
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5.1 Document Parser
The document parser extracts metadata, citations, and references from the input
documents and stores the data in the database. Parsing citation data and matching
this data with the references in the bibliography of documents is essential for
CbPD. Automatic extraction of citation data is not a trivial task. Hundreds of
citation styles exist and the application of these styles is often inconsistent due to
inadvertent mistakes when citing. Additionally, technical characteristics of
different file formats, for example, different PDF versions, make the extraction
process error-prone [195].
When we began researching CbPD, the available citation parsers were only
able to process a document’s bibliography, but could not recognize citations
within the full-text or match these to the entries in the bibliography. To address
this weakness, we added to the open source software ParsCit19 the following
crucial functionalities:
-

parsing citations within the document’s full-text including the
footnotes

-

matching these citations with the corresponding entries in the
bibliography

-

identifying the exact positions of citations in the document
including chapter, section, paragraph, sentence, word and character
count

These improvements and extensions are now part of the official ParsCit
release. Currently, we are still working on improving the citation extraction
accuracy:
-

19

-

for different file formats (PDF, PS, etc.) and versions thereof
for different citation styles

http://aye.comp.nus.edu.sg/parsCit/

5.1 Document Parser
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Figure 21 illustrates the general parsing procedure for PDF files using
the adapted version of ParsCit. Citation extraction performs reliably for
the most common citation styles. However, in some academic fields
citation styles are inconsistent. In the legal field, for example, footnote
citations and in-text citations may be used alternatingly. Such
discrepancies in citation formatting currently leads to unsatisfactory
parsing results. For the discussion on parsing errors and their
consequences, refer to Section 6.4.1 on page 141.

Figure 21: General Document Parser

For the evaluation of the PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS)
presented in Section 6.4, parsing the references was not necessary, because the
National Library of Medicine, which hosts the PMC OAS corpus, offers all
documents in a machine-readable XML format. The National Library of
Medicine XML format is termed NXML, and includes markup for document
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metadata, citations and references. For the purpose of CbPD, determining the
exact positions of citations within a document’s full-text is necessary. We
measured the positions of citations in terms of the character, word, sentence,
paragraph, and section counts. The parser applies Java text processing methods
to acquire character counts and evaluates the corresponding tags in the NXML
texts to obtain the paragraph and section position of citations. NXML texts do
not provide markup for sentences and words. Thus, identifying the boundaries of
these elements requires a pre-processing step.
We developed an independent subcomponent to the parser, the
Sentence-Word-Tagger (SW-Tagger), to perform the pre-processing step of
identifying sentence and word boundaries. After the SW-Tagger completes
pre-processing, a second subcomponent, the data parser, extracts all relevant data
and imports it into the database. Figure 22 illustrates this two-stage parsing
process for NXML documents. Appendix B presents technical details on the
SW-Tagger and the data parser.

5.2 Database
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NXML Document Parser
PMC
Doc.
<xml>
</xml>

Tagged
Doc.
<xml>
</xml>

SW-Tagger
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sentence and Word Markup:
Substitution of XML markup (placeholders)
Invocation of SPToolkit
Word markup based on regular expressions
Reinsertion of original XML markup
Data Parser

Recognition and Import of Document Data:
1. Invocation of SAX parser and content handler
2. Customized content handler recognizes NXML
tags and the markup of SW-Tagger
3. Database update through JDBC

SPToolkit

SAX Paser

Content
Handler

CitePlag
Database

Figure 22: Two-stage Parsing Process for NXML Documents

5.2 Database
We chose the open source software MySQL for database management. Figure 23
depicts CitePlag's data model using the Entity Relationship Model (ERM)
notation. Relationship connectors link the attributes that participate in the
relationship. Most table and attribute names are self-explanatory. The size of
database including all tables is about 530 GB. Appendix B.4 presents a detailed
description of the tables and attributes.
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Figure 23: ER Data Model for the CitePlag Database

5.2.1 Consolidation of Reference Identifiers
In the process of creating the database, the consolidation of reference identifiers
was a challenge to be overcome. The reference strings in documents contained in
the PMC OAS often include different document identifiers, e.g., PubMed IDs
(PMID), Medline IDs (MEDID) or Digital Object Identifiers (DOI). PMIDs and
MEDIDs are identifiers assigned by the National Library of Medicine to
documents in the PubMed database and the Medline index. Digital Document
Identifiers are maintained by the DOI Consortium and can be obtained by
anybody upon request and payment of an administration fee. In addition to these
numerical identifiers, we computed Reference Title Keys (RefTitKeys) and
Reference Author Keys (RefAuthKeys), which represent the first 40 ASCII
characters of the title or of the author names in a reference. We used a
combination of the RefTitKey and the RefAuthKey to identify references that
did not have numerical identifiers.
By examining references manually, we found that all document identifiers
available in the PMC OAS were subject to error from incorrect assignments by
authors or processing by the NLM. For instance, for some references with a
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PMID and a DOI, the PMID corresponded neither to the document, nor to the
DOI. Furthermore, authors did not use identifiers consistently for citing sources.
Some authors stated no identifiers, some used a PMID, and others preferred a
DOI.
Accurate identification of matching references is a prerequisite for a CbPD
analysis. For this purpose, we consolidated available document identifiers after
importing the data into the CitePlag database. Appendix B.3 describes the
applied consolidation procedure in detail. The current disambiguation methods
of the CbPD prototype are basic. However, we expect that research on informed
heuristics and machine learning can improve disambiguation procedures.

5.3 Detector
The detector component of the CitePlag prototype implements the CbPD
algorithms as described in Section 4.4. Figure 24 outlines the main components
of the detector using a UML class diagram. We implemented each CbPD
algorithm as a stand-alone Java class. The class "CitationPatternChecker" is a
central hub that instantiates the different analysis classes. CitationPatternChecker
also bundles functionality, which all CbPD algorithms require, e.g., determining
the set of shared references. The other classes are multithreaded implementations
for subtasks related to input and output operations on the CitePlag database. The
source code is available for download; refer to Appendix C. To determine and
visualize the character-based similarities we used the open souce software
Encoplot (see Appendix J).
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Figure 24: UML Class Diagram for CitePlag Detector

5.4 Frontend
The CitePlag frontend retrieves detection results from the database and
visualizes citation-based and character-based similarities for the PDS user.
Current plagiarism detection software solely visualizes character-based
similarity. For CbPD, however, citation pattern visualization is crucial to help
users discover and navigate the sections in documents potentially featuring
strongly disguised plagiarism. We believe that numeric similarity scores without
proper visualization are insufficient for both character-based and citation-based
PDS. To assist the human examiner, we developed a frontend to visualize the
computed similarities.

5.4 Frontend
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Figure 25: CitePlag’s Document Similarity Visualization

The frontend was developed in collaboration with students from the HTW
Berlin20. Among other features, the CitePlag frontend offers interactive
document navigation, highlighting for matching citations and text segments, as
well as statistics summarizing identified similarities, refer to Figure 25. A
HTML5 compliant browser, such as Chrome, Firefox or Safari, is required.
CitePlag features a customizable side-by-side document visualization, see #1
in Figure 25, to efficiently browse academic documents for text and citation
similarities and aid the user in identifying plagiarism. The suspicious document
is displayed on the left and the potential source document is displayed on the
right. When clicking on highlighted text or citation similarity in either document,
the respective section in the other document is retrieved. The visualization of text

20

I wish to acknowledge the contributions to the frontend by André Gernandt, Leif
Timm, Markus Bruns, Markus Föllmer, and Rebecca Böttche from the HTW Berlin –
University of Applied Sciences.
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and citation similarities is customizable to the user’s preferences in the menu bar,
see #2 in Figure 25, under the ‘settings’ tab.
A scrollable central document browser, see #3 in Figure 25, enables
interactive and quick document navigation. The document browser schematically
compares the two documents selected in the ‘documents’ tab using the CbPD
algorithm selected by the user, see #4 in Figure 25. The higher the text similarity
among sections, the darker they are marked in red. By highlighting matching
citations and connecting these in the document browser, CitePlag visualizes both
the easy to spot global and copy & paste plagiarism instances, as well as the
local and heavily disguised plagiarism instances. A collapsible cluster side tab,
see #5 in Figure 25, recommends additional documents with high similarity
scores, which are selectable for subsequent comparison. The cluster view tab
also allows the user to set weighting coefficients for the individual CbPD
algorithms thus creating a hybrid CbPD algorithm with customized emphasis.
In the documents tab of the menu bar, documents can be selected using
PubMed or PubMed Central IDs or uploaded from the local file system. The
menu bar also features a ‘help’ tab and a document ‘statistics’ tab. Under the
statistics tab, the user can view two graphs summarizing the document being
compared. The first graph shows the stacked lengths of text overlap per page for
the selected document (see Figure 26 for this graph). A second graph, which the
user can select, shows the Bibliographic Coupling strength per page.

5.5 Conclusion
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Figure 26: CitePlag’s Document Statistics

5.5 Conclusion
The CitePlag prototype described in this chapter is the first implementation of a
citation-based approach to plagiarism detection. The CitePlag system
architecture consists of a parser, which extracts the required bibliographic data
from documents and stores them in the database. The database provides this
document data to the detector. The detector runs the CbPD algorithms and stores
the results in the database, from where the frontend retrieves the detection results
and visualizes them for human inspection. CitePlag is accessible at:
http://www.citeplag.org

6 Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation
This chapter21 presents the evaluation framework and the evaluation results of
the Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) approach. By evaluating the
performance of CbPD for both known and currently unknown plagiarism cases,
this chapter addresses Research Task 5. Employing the commonly used
plagiarism evaluation frameworks to gauge the effectiveness of the CbPD
approach in identifying disguised plagiarism proved challenging for several
reasons:
1.

No existing method is capable of detecting strongly disguised
plagiarism forms for which the CbPD approach was designed. This
makes a meaningful comparison to existing approaches difficult.

2.

Due to the covert nature of disguised plagiarism and the lack of reliable
methods for detecting it, the true extent of disguised plagiarism present
in any non-fabricated collection is unknown, thus a ground-truth can
only be approximated.

3.

Existing artificially created test collections are unsuitable, since they do
not realistically represent the sophisticatedly disguised real-world
plagiarism committed by experienced scientists.

For these reasons, a straightforward CbPD performance evaluation is not
feasible. The methodology section addresses the requirements of a suitable test
collection and the challenge of deriving a ground truth for heavily disguised
plagiarism forms. Instead of a single evaluation using only one corpus, we
perform multiple evaluations using three distinct test collections. This threestage evaluation process pursues the following questions:

21

A journal article containing excerpts from this evaluation chapter, with particular
focus on the results obtained from the PMC OAS evaluation, has been accepted for
publication in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and
Technology [135].
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1.

How suitable is CbPD for identifying plagiarism, in particular
translated plagiarism, in a collection of identified plagiarism
instances, where an extensive manual verification has resulted in
a reliable ground truth? (Refer to the evaluation using the
GuttenPlag Wiki in Section 6.2.)

2. How suitable is CbPD for identifying plagiarism in a collection

of identified plagiarism instances from multiple authors featuring
diverse plagiarism styles? (Refer to the evaluation using the
VroniPlag Wiki in Section 6.3.)

3. How suitable is CbPD for identifying plagiarism in a large
collection of scientific publications likely featuring strongly
disguised and currently undiscovered plagiarism instances?
(Refer to the evaluation using the PubMed Central Open Access
Subset in Section 6.4.)

6.1 Methodology
Plagiarism detection systems are specialized information retrieval (IR) systems22.
The evaluation of IR systems is a mature, empirical research discipline for which
methodological standards have been established. According to Manning [209],
the standard IR systems evaluation framework comprises four components:
1.

a suitable document collection

2. clearly defined information needs

3. relevance judgments, i.e. assessments about which documents
fulfill which information needs

4. performance metrics
22

PD is sometimes considered as a Natural Language Processing (NLP) problem.
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A single ‘suitable document collection’, was not readily available for an
evaluation of CbPD. The main challenge is that there is no currently existing
large-scale test collection of academic plagiarism containing non-artificially
created plagiarism, where at the same time all occurrences of plagiarism are
known and verified. Therefore, most studies resort to evaluating PDS using
artificially created plagiarism (see Section 2.3.1). However, using artificial
plagiarism is not an option for evaluating the capability of PDS to detect heavily
disguised, realistic plagiarism.
The second component, ‘clearly defined information needs’, at first seems
easily established. Naturally, the goal when using the CbPD approach is to
identify instances of strongly paraphrased text, translated plagiarism, structural
plagiarism or idea plagiarism. However, upon closer examination, the
subjectiveness of human judgment on plagiarism allows no clear definition of
what constitutes plagiarism in a given circumstance. Therefore, we uniformly
defined the information need for the user study as:
“A retrieved document must fulfill the information need of an examiner in a real
plagiarism detection scenario, i.e. the document features similarities, which the
examiner would likely find valuable to be made aware of.”
The third component, ‘reliable relevance judgments’, is challenging to obtain,
because the level of document similarity that constitutes plagiarism varies
widely, especially for disguised forms of plagiarism. Even for the comparatively
easy to identify literal text similarities, PDS tend to set varying thresholds,
because examiners’ opinions differ on the level of textual similarity that
constitutes plagiarism (see Section 6.1.2). To increase the reliability of human
relevance judgments and increase inter examiner agreement in the user study, we
provide a set of uniform guidelines for classifying and rating the retrieved
documents.
The fourth component, ‘performance metrics’, is only feasible if reliable
relevance judgments exist for a document collection.
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In summary, the rigid four-component evaluation framework applied to IR
systems is applicable to the evaluation of CbPD only to a limited extent.
Currently, no available framework exists where all components are suitable for
the goal of our evaluation. Therefore, we evaluated CbPD using three distinct
document collections. Each collection offers unique benefits in terms of the
characteristics making it suitable as a test collection for CbPD evaluation. The
following section discusses the requirements of an ideal test collection and
subsequently describes the three chosen collections.

6.1.1 Test Collection Requirements
To evaluate the effectiveness of CbPD in detecting realistic, strongly disguised
academic plagiarism, an ideal test collection should contain:
1.

non-fabricated plagiarism – to reflect realistic disguise

2.

verified cases of plagiarism – to allow for a ground truth
approximation and derive performance indicators

3.

academic citations – within readily accessible full-text

4.

a variety of documents – many authors, a variety of academic
disciplines and different languages

5.

optional: machine-readable citations

First, the test collection must contain non-fabricated cases of plagiarism to
allow a realistic evaluation of CbPD’s ability to detect strongly disguised
plagiarism. Academic plagiarists are highly motivated to avoid detection and
meet the high quality standards of peer-reviewed journals. Therefore, we assume
that only real-world cases of paraphrased, translated, or idea plagiarism
accurately exemplify the creative disguise tactics employed by plagiarizing
scientists in order to deceive both their peers and the public. Most plagiarism in
existing test collections lacks a sufficiently sophisticated disguise because it was
artificially fabricated. For example, paraphrases were created using automated
methods, or texts were machine translated using Google Translate.

6.1 Methodology
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To introduce more realistically disguised plagiarism into the evaluation
corpora of the PAN competitions 2010-2013, Potthast et al. contracted human
writers using the crowdsourcing platforms Amazon Mechanical Turk (PAN 2010
and 2011) and oDesk (PAN 2012 and 2013) [262, 264, 265]. The contractors
were provided with a web crawl dataset of approximately 1 billion web pages, a
specialized search engine and modified word processing software. The writers’
task was to use only the dataset and software tools provided to them to produce
plagiarized articles of approximately 5,000 words by paraphrasing web pages in
the given dataset. The modified software tools monitored the writers’ searches
for and use of source documents. This approach produced the most realistic test
cases of disguised plagiarism currently available; however, the articles of the
PAN collections were unsuitable for an evaluation of CbPD, because they
included no citations. Additionally, it remains doubtful whether articles written
by contractors without expert knowledge accurately resemble the plagiarism
disguise of scientists who often work months or even years on publications.
Second, an ideal test collection should contain verified cases of plagiarism to
allow the derivation of a ground truth to quantify and compare the detection
performance of PD approaches. The true amount of plagiarized content in any
non-artificially created collection will most likely never be fully known.
However, a thorough manual examination of a document collection can identify
a large fraction of plagiarism instances, hence allowing the establishment of a
derived ground truth, equivalent to a gold standard data set.
Third, a test collection used for CbPD evaluation must contain academic
citations, and the full-text of the documents must be available.
Fourth, the test collection should ideally comprise a variety of academic
documents from different authors, academic disciplines and languages to reflect
diverse, real-world plagiarism styles.
Fifth, the presence of machine-readable citations is a desirable test collection
feature; however, it is not a mandatory prerequisite, since we adapted the open
source citation parser ParsCit to parse citations within the full-text according to
our needs (see 7.3.1 for more information).
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Since artificially created plagiarism cases are not suitable for the intended
evaluation, we turned to the use of real plagiarism cases. The unique challenges
of using real-world plagiarism are discussed in the following section.

6.1.2 Test Collection Challenges
There are several challenges associated with using real-world test collections for
plagiarism detection system evaluations.
The most prominent limitation posed by any real-world collection is the
unavailability of a ground truth. While for fabricated test collections, the precise
amount of plagiarism is known, the true extent of plagiarism in real-world
collections remains unknown. Even the most resource-intensive manual
identification efforts are likely to miss some instances of plagiarism in large
collections. Thus, calculating precision and recall and comparing the results to
the results obtained from other collections provides only a limited insight into
the true detection performance of the evaluated PDS.
The second limitation of real-world plagiarism collections arises from the
inconsistencies in human judgment regarding plagiarism. Even when assuming
all plagiarism instances can be identified for a real-world plagiarism case, expert
examiners may disagree on whether plagiarism has taken place. Such
discrepancies in opinions could be observed in recent plagiarism investigations
involving the dissertations of high-ranking politicians, e.g., the conflicting
verdicts reached by plagiarism investigators regarding the dissertation of D.
Dähnert, compared to the dissertation of Mrs. Schavan23. This limitation in the
23

The German Technical University Cottbus (BTU) refused to rescind the doctorate
of D. Dähnert, although investigations by the VroniPlag Wiki identified 44% of total
pages in his thesis to contain at least one instance of plagiarism [350]. The BTU
Cottbus, however, declared the work to contain only “technical weaknesses” but no
“conscious manipulation of data” or other “deceptive practices” [359]. On the other
hand, in a plagiarism investigation led by the Heinrich Heine University, the
dissertation of Annette Schavan was rescinded despite her thesis containing few literal
text overlaps, refer to Section 2.1.3, page 16. Dähnert is a director at the energy
company, Vattenfall, which, according to the words of Mr. Kunze is a valuable
industry partner of the BTU Cottbus having provided the University with several
million euros in third-party funds [258]. Debora Weber-Wulff, professor for Media
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inconsistencies in human judgment regarding plagiarism is due in part to three
main contributing factors.
1.

The definition of plagiarism and what constitutes academic
plagiarism under certain circumstances, remains subjective.

2.

In evaluations of real-world plagiarism, examiners are
susceptible to be swayed by external factors. For example,
political, economic, and social ties, as well as the context in
which evidence is presented, and the document similarity
visualization method used can contribute to volatile human
judgment.

3.

The extent of similarity that may be regarded as legitimate
largely depends on the scientific field and the document type,
e.g., case study, literature review, medical standards update, etc.

Additional concerns associated with real-world document collections for use
in PD evaluations have been outlined by Potthast and include:
-

The distribution of detected real-world plagiarism is skewed
towards ease of detectability [262].

-

The acquisition of real-world plagiarism is resource intensive,
especially in the case of concealed plagiarism [262].

-

Publishing real-world cases may require consent of both
plagiarists and the original author [262]. If a real-world
collection does contain plagiarism, then it has usually not yet
been made public or been verified. This is a problem, because
once an accusation has been made – be it just or unjust – the

and Computing at the HTW Berlin, comments that zu Guttenberg, who was forced to
rescind his doctorate, made a mistake in selecting his university, because standards
seem to vary [359].
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accusation can result in serious negative consequences for the
accused.
The next sections introduce the three real-world document collections we
identified as promising for an evaluation: the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag Wikis,
and the PubMed Central OAS collection.

6.1.3 GuttenPlag Wiki
The GuttenPlag Wiki [147] is the result of a crowd-sourced project aimed to
expose all instances of plagiarism in a single work: the doctoral thesis of former
German Minister of Defense, Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg. A law professor
happened to detect plagiarized sections in Mr. zu Guttenberg’s doctoral thesis by
chance [146]. After the popular politician repudiated the accusations as
“abstruse”, volunteers initiated the GuttenPlag Wiki project [147] to investigate
the accusations. The project identified 1,218 plagiarized text fragments from 135
sources24. Zu Guttenberg subsequently retracted his initial claim of a flawless
thesis; his doctorate was renounced and he eventually stepped down from his
political position. In part due to the widespread media attention, zu Guttenberg’s
thesis represents one of the most thorough plagiarism investigations to date.
As of April 3rd 2011, the joint investigation efforts revealed approximately
64 % of all lines of text in the thesis to be plagiarized. Of the 393 main text
pages in the thesis, 371 pages, or almost 95 %, contained plagiarism. The
following barcode-representation of the document illustrates the findings.

24

As of 2011-04-03.
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Legend
Red sections – pages with plagiarism from multiple sources
Black sections – pages with plagiarism from one source
White sections – plagiarism-free pages
Blue sections – table of contents and the bibliography

Figure 27: Plagiarized Pages in zu Guttenberg’s Thesis
Source: [147]

Although no ground truth exists regarding the total amount of plagiarism
present in the thesis, we assume that the thousands of person-hours invested by
volunteers and experts at the responsible university led to the identification of a
very large fraction of the total plagiarism contained in the document.
In summary, the key advantages of the GuttenPlag Wiki are:
-

The analyzed thesis contains real plagiarism, including
disguised paraphrases and translations, which were created
with a noticeably high motivation to conceal the misconduct.

-

The extremely thorough, manual verification of plagiarism
instances allows for a ground truth approximation of total
plagiarism in the thesis.

-

The thesis is a comprehensive academic work with a sufficient
number of citations.

6.1.4 VroniPlag Wiki
The VroniPlag Wiki [350] is an ongoing, crowd-sourced project investigating
academic plagiarism allegations. Volunteers manually analyzed 23
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dissertations25 of German politicians and scientists and identified ∼3,600

plagiarized fragments, which are freely accessible on the web. These real-world
plagiarism instances from a variety of authors and disciplines represent different
styles of plagiarism and diverse citing behavior. As with any real-world
plagiarism collection, examiners may not have identified all plagiarized
fragments, thus no ground truth exists. However, the carefully verified cases of
plagiarism allow for a ground truth approximation.
The key advantages of the VroniPlag Wiki are:
-

The large collection of manually examined documents from
different authors and disciplines contains real academic
plagiarism, representing various forms of plagiarism.

-

The thorough verification of plagiarism instances allows for a
ground truth approximation of the total amount of plagiarism in
the examined documents.

-

The documents are comprehensive academic works with
suitable amounts of citations.

Both the VroniPlag and the GuttenPlag Wikis are collections of text
fragments featuring high character-based similarity, since suspicious text overlap
is typically what led to the plagiarism suspicion in the first place. Thus, many
plagiarism cases in the VroniPlag and GuttenPlag Wikis could naturally have
also been identified using available character-based PDS. This is why we
additionally apply CbPD to the large real-world collection PMC OAS, where
plagiarism, if present, does not necessarily feature high character-based
similarity.

25

The VroniPlag Wiki is an ongoing project and new plagiarism instances are
continuously identified. At the time of analysis, 2012-05-10, the collection
consisted of 23 works containing 3,345 instances of plagiarism in the confirmed
category (the category we considered for an evaluation of CbPD). These
instances of plagiarism originated from 636 literature sources.
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6.1.5 PubMed Central OAS
The PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS) is a continuously
expanding archive of open access (OA) full-text journal articles from the
biomedical and life sciences. The OA Subset is part of the full-text archive
PubMed Central (PMC) and contained 234,591 articles by approximately
975,000 authors from 1,972 peer-reviewed journals at the time of evaluation26.
PMC and the PMC OAS are maintained by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), a sub-unit of the National Library of
Medicine (NLM).
Given its large size and numerous authors, the PMC OAS is representative of
diverse citation styles and potentially many different forms of plagiarism. The
mostly reputable journals in the PMC OAS and their thorough peer-review
process foster the assumption that yet-undiscovered plagiarism instances will be
sparse. However, if present, they may be more strongly disguised, i.e. cleverly
paraphrased and modified with less copy & paste or shake & paste plagiarism,
given that they have withstood detection.

26

As of 2011-04.
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Figure 28: Data Sets and Information Systems Related to the PMC OAS

In summary, the unique advantages of the PMC OAS are:
-

The open-access collection is large and contains scientific
articles from many authors.

-

The collection contains peer-reviewed articles from reputable
journals, and the articles are freely available as open access
full-text.

-

The PMC OAS provides articles in an XML-document format
that offers machine-readable markup for metadata and
citations.
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6.1.6 Summary and Comparison of Test Collections
We found no single test collection suitable for a plagiarism detection evaluation
that fulfilled all five criteria: non-fabricated plagiarism, verified cases of
plagiarism, available academic citations in the full-text, and a diversity of
scientific documents (and ideally, but optionally machine-readable citations) as
described in Section 6.1.1.
The PAN-PC collection fulfills none of the outlined criteria, except for
containing verified cases of plagiarism. The collection contains few academic
works, and these not in their entirety, meaning availability of full-texts is missing
and citations – if present – are incomplete. Furthermore, most plagiarism in the
collection is artificially fabricated and does not reflect realistically disguised
plagiarism.
The collection used for the HTW PDS Tests does not fulfill the outlined
criteria because most texts are artificially plagiarized essays under 1.5 pages,
which contain few or no citations. The few strongly disguised, manually
translated plagiarism cases in the collection are not sufficient to compile a test
collection of suitable size. A collection of partially plagiarized short answers
compiled by Clough et al. [72] is equally unsuitable, because the texts do not
contain citations.
Table 12 shows the collection properties and the forms of plagiarism
contained in available test collections. No collection on its own is ideally suited
for an evaluation of the CbPD approach. However, by combining the unique
characteristics of the GuttenPlag Wiki, the VroniPlag Wiki, and the PMC OAS,
the performance of CbPD can be evaluated on a combination of the most suitable
corpus characteristics.
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Table 12: Characteristics of Test Collections for PD Evaluation
Plagiarism Form

PMC OAS

234,591
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The GuttenPlag Wiki features strongly disguised plagiarism instances and a
very thorough manual investigation that allows for one of the most accurate
ground truth approximations of any non-fabricated collection. These
characteristics make it ideal for a primary evaluation of the detection
performance of CbPD. However, because all the plagiarism of the GuttenPlag
Wiki stems from a single author28, the results of analyzing this collection should
not be generalized. We bridge this weakness by including the VroniPlag Wiki
plagiarism collection in the CbPD evaluation framework. The VroniPlag Wiki
27
28

As of 2012-05-10.
According to the claims of Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg.
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contains strongly disguised instances of plagiarism originating from many
authors, allowing an evaluation of CbPD for diverse plagiarism styles and
academic citing behavior.
Both the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag Wikis contain only verified instances of
plagiarism. Therefore, the collections allow the retrieval only of true positives
(TP), i.e. the actual plagiarism identified by CbPD in a collection of verified
plagiarism. Detecting false positives (FP), i.e. text erroneously flagged as
plagiarism, is not possible due to the missing full-texts and the uncertainty as to
whether examiners have identified all plagiarized text fragments. Despite the
extremely thorough manual examinations, a small fraction of all plagiarism may
nonetheless have escaped detection for both collections. Determining the number
of false negatives (FN), i.e. plagiarism that remains undetected, and true
negatives (TN), i.e. non-plagiarized text rightfully not identified as suspicious, is
also not possible for the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag Wikis. Table 13 summarizes
the categories into which detection results can fall.
Table 13: Detection Categories for Plagiarism
Plagiarism

Non-Plagiarism

Identified

True Positive (TP)

False Positive (FP)

Not identified

False Negative (FN)

True Negative (TN)

The absence of FP and TN in the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag Wikis prevents
establishing a baseline for citation match occurrences, i.e. the rate of citation
matches that may legitimately occur among non-plagiarized documents. To
address these limitations, the PMC OAS is a valuable addition to the VroniPlag
and GuttenPlag Wiki collections. Using the PMC OAS, we can test the ability of
CbPD to identify yet undiscovered plagiarism in a large scientific collection
containing diverse document types. This collection also allows for the
quantifying of retrieved false positives. The main drawback of the PMC OAS
collection is the nonexistence of a ground truth, which must first be established.
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6.2 Evaluation using GuttenPlag Wiki
The thorough manual investigation of plagiarism in the GuttenPlag Wiki can
serve as a ground truth approximation, which is necessary for a comparative
evaluation of available plagiarism detection methods with the CbPD approach.
For details on the GuttenPlag Wiki and its suitability as a test collection, please
refer to the discussion in Section 6.1.2. Previous evaluations, as presented in
Section 2.3.1, show that disguised plagiarism is especially difficult to detect
using conventional character-based PDS. In the evaluation of CbPD, we
therefore examine the translated plagiarism in the GuttenPlag Wiki, because this
form of plagiarism is one of the most difficult to identify and is not present in the
largest evaluation collection; refer to Section 6.4.
At the time of investigation29, the GuttenPlag Wiki identified plagiarized
passages on 31 pages within the thesis, which had been translated from English
into German. We analyzed30 these 31 pages for matching citations with their
identified sources. To compare CbPD with currently used detection methods, we
selected three popular character-based PDS:
Ephorus – ranked among the top three performing systems, featuring
60 % –70 % detection accuracy in the 2010 HTW PDS Test
[356].
Ferret (v. 4.0) – a free PDS that, like Ephorus, uses fingerprinting
[203]. We ran the application with default settings, i.e., Ferret
searches for matching word tri-grams.
WCopyFind (v. 3.0) – a free PDS using substring matching [35]. We
ran the application with default settings, except for the
detection parameters shortest phrase to match, which we
decreased to three words, and fewest matches to report, which
we decreased to 50 words.
29
30

2011-04-10
This analysis has been published [132].
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By choosing these three systems for comparison, we include one of the top
scoring systems according to the HTW PDS Test, Ephorus, and we include
systems employing distinct character-based approaches: fingerprinting and
substring matching. Ephorus requires payment from its users, while the other
two systems are available free of charge. Because Ferret and WCopyFind depend
on local availability of possible source documents, we downloaded all digitally
available sources identified by the GuttenPlag Wiki project and provided them to
the PDS.
The results we obtained when using character-based PDS on the GuttenPlag
Wiki confirmed observations from prior PDS evaluations as discussed in Section
2.3.1. Manually querying search engines, such as Google, yielded high detection
rates for copy & paste plagiarism. Depending on the time invested and keywords
selected, we could even find paraphrased and translated plagiarism through
manual web searches.
The three PDS, especially Ferret and WCopyfind, which work with local
document comparisons, delivered good results for identifying copy & paste
plagiarism, given that the sources were available. The performance of Ephorus
was disappointing. Despite the large fraction of (almost) verbatim plagiarism in
the thesis, the system found only 2 % of the text to match the sources of
plagiarism. Given the online availability of 77 sources from which text sections
were plagiarized, and with only 63 sources not being available for free online
[147], this result is unsatisfactory.
As expected, all three systems failed to identify 90 % or more of more
creatively paraphrased sections and could not detect a single instance of
translated plagiarism. Table 14 gives an overview.
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Table 14: Comparison of Detection Results

Plagiarism form

Character-based

Citation-based

Copy & paste

∼70 %
Good results even for
short fragments

Unsuitable
Short fragments cannot be
detected

Disguised plagiarism

< 10 %

Idea/structural plagiarism

0%

Translated plagiarism

<5%

Depends on fragment length
∼30 %
Some cases could be
identified

∼80 %
13 out of 16 fragments
could be identified

The results should be treated with reservation, since it is uncertain whether
the GuttenPlag Wiki examiners identified all plagiarized fragments (see the
related discussion in Section 6.1.2). The detection rates stated may therefore be
too high, especially for the more difficult to detect idea plagiarism.
Figure 29 shows the citation patterns of all translated plagiarism fragments in
the thesis of zu Guttenberg as identified by the GuttenPlag Wiki project. The
depicted patterns are the results of applying Citation Chunking according to
strategy two (see Section 4.4.4) or LCCS (see Section 4.4.2) to individual
fragments. Except for pages 44, 226 and 300, all pages that contained translated
plagiarism shared identical citations in a similar order with the source documents
of the respective plagiarism. This becomes especially clear after cleaning the
citation sequences by removing unshared citations in both documents in their
corresponding positions. The last row of Figure 29 exemplifies this ‘cleaning’ of
citation sequences for the pages 242–244.
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Page
30
39
44
223
224
225
226 f.
229 231
232 233
234
235
239
240
242
242
244
246
247
267
268
300

-

Sources
Bouton01
Guttenberg06
CRS92_Pream.
Guttenberg06
Tushnet99
Vile91
Guttenberg06
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
Vile91
Guttenberg06
CenturyFnd99
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
Vile91
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
Vile91
Vile91
Guttenberg06
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
Vile91
Guttenberg06
Murphy00
Guttenberg06
Buck1996

242 244

CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06

242 244

CRS92_Art.V
Guttenberg06
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no shared citations

no shared citations

no shared citations

Legend:
Boxes of the same color represent in-text citations to identical
sources.
Intermediate blank boxes indicate one or more citations to
non-shared sources.

Figure 29: Citation Patterns for Translated Plagiarism
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While the character-based PDS were unable to detect a single instance of
translated plagiarism, applying the citation-based approach allowed the
identification of 13 out of 16 translated plagiarized fragments in zu Guttenberg’s
thesis. Given the thorough investigation undertaken by hundreds of volunteers,
this number provides a reasonably accurate quantification of total translated
plagiarism detectable by the CbPD approach.
D. Weber-Wulff and K. Köhler also analyzed the Guttenberg thesis using
five commercial character-based PDS and a ground truth derived from the
GuttenPlag Wiki investigations [361]. Weber-Wulff and Köhler considered the
20 source documents from which Mr. zu Guttenberg plagiarized the largest
quantities of text, and measured which fraction of those source documents the
systems could identify. This approach is slightly different to ours, because we
recorded the percentage of plagiarism that the PDS could detect. Despite these
differences, the results of the study were in line with our analysis. The worst
performing systems in the study of Weber-Wulff and Köhler, Ephorus and
PlagScan, both of which identified only 5 % of the source documents. The best
performing PDS, iThenticate, identified 23 %. Of the 20 documents from which
Guttenberg plagiarized most heavily, one source authored by Vile was in English
and was the source of six instances of translated plagiarism [344]. Weber-Wulff
and Köhler classified the article by Vile as “[…] maschinell unauffindbar”,
meaning it was “not machine detectable” [361].
The zu Guttenberg thesis shows that citations in translated and rearranged
text segments often remain in identical order, or in close proximity, which allows
for their detection using the proposed CbPD algorithms. Our evaluation of this
real-world plagiarism case demonstrates the unique strength of the CbPD
approach in detecting strongly disguised plagiarism.
To view a visualization of a strongly disguised, translated text excerpt from
the Guttenberg plagiarism case visit the CitePlag prototype:
http://www.citeplag.org/compare/6861131
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6.3 Evaluation using VroniPlag Wiki
The VroniPlag Wiki collection of plagiarism served to evaluate the performance
of the CbPD approach for confirmed plagiarism cases from a variety of authors
[350]. For an overview of the characteristics that make the VroniPlag Wiki a
suitable test collection refer to Section 6.1.4.
In the VroniPlag Wiki, examiners either categorized plagiarized fragments as
"confirmed" or as "suspicious" instances. For the purpose of the evaluations in
Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, we only considered the text fragments31 labeled
"confirmed", approximately 92 % of total fragments in the collection, with the
assumption that these instances generated no controversy about the presence of
plagiarism.
We32 performed three distinct evaluations using the VroniPlag Wiki. The first
examined what fraction of plagiarism the CbPD approach could identify out of a
random sample of plagiarized fragments containing different plagiarism forms,
see Section 6.3.1. The second evaluation tested the ability of CbPD to detect
translated plagiarism, see Section 6.3.2, and the third examined a single
plagiarism case to test whether sufficient citation-based similarity remains for
CbPD to be effective for academic texts containing more creatively paraphrased
or heavily disguised plagiarism, see Section 6.3.3. The results obtained using the
VroniPlag Wiki collection are available for review and download as an Excel
file. See Appendix C for access details.

6.3.1 Evaluation: Random Sample of Sources
The first evaluation using the VroniPlag Wiki tested the ability of CbPD to
identify confirmed instances of plagiarism regardless of the plagiarism form, i.e.

31
32

At the time of analysis: 2012-05-10. The VroniPlag Wiki project is ongoing and
new plagiarism instances are continuously added.
I would like to acknowledge the contributions of all VroniPlag Wiki volunteers and
the help of Corinna Breitinger and Norman Meuschke in analyzing the corpus of the
VroniPlag Wiki.
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copy & paste, shake & paste, paraphrasing, or translated plagiarism. The
following question was addressed:
How capable is the CbPD approach in identifying plagiarized
documents out of a collection containing known plagiarism?
To select a random sample of plagiarism regardless of type, we considered
the 636 literature sources from which authors were known to have plagiarized31.
For the analysis, we only included the 198 source documents from which authors
plagiarized at least five text fragments. These slightly more extensive instances
of plagiarism are more likely to contain citations. Yet, the fragments may stem
from any location in the text, e.g., the introduction may contain two plagiarism
instances, while the other three instances occur in the conclusion.
Shorter instances of plagiarism are less likely to adopt the citations of the
source document, which makes them difficult, if not impossible, to detect using
CbPD. However, we do not see this as a threat to the value demonstrated by
CbPD, because plagiarism spanning more than a few sentences is likely to
contain citations and thus be exposed using CbPD. Since existing systems
already perform well in identifying short copy & paste plagiarism, being able to
identify more serious yet disguised plagiarism forms is of importance.
From the 198 qualifying source documents from which at least five text
fragments were plagiarized, we took a random sample of 25 sources. For each of
the 25 sources, we compared the citation patterns in the source to the citation
pattern in the respective fragments that plagiarized from the source.
This citation pattern analysis was performed manually. The following
barriers prevented an automatic extraction of citations. First, documents in the
VroniPlag Wiki collection are from diverse disciplines, e.g., law, medicine,
philosophy, and engineering. Each discipline has its own unique citation styles,
making automatic citation extraction error-prone. Second, the full-texts for most
source documents are not digitally available, making automatic citation
extraction laborious, because the documents would have to be scanned and
converted into machine-readable text. Third, some citations contain errors, for
example, misspelled author names or incorrectly cited publication dates, which
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can more easily be corrected manually. For real-world document collections, the
presence of some errors in citation information is unavoidable.
By choosing manual citation extraction over an automated extraction
approach, we could achieve a higher accuracy and minimize extraction errors.
The citation information in the VroniPlag Wiki collection is at times incomplete,
since plagiarized fragments are presented as short excerpts taken from the fulltext (some only 1 to 3 lines). Additionally, we cannot be certain that all
investigators consistently include citations when preparing the excerpts for
inclusion in the collection. Whenever a document’s full-text was available
online, we accessed it to confirm the citations in the plagiarized fragments and in
the source. Yet, most full-texts were unavailable to us, which represents a source
of error in this evaluation.

6.3.1.1

Results

We split the results into three categories, as shown in Table 15. The first
category contains sources with five or more matching citations33 in close
proximity, which is a strong indicator of plagiarism. The second category
includes sources with three to four matching citations in close proximity, which
is a potential indicator of plagiarism. The third category contains sources with
two or fewer matching citations, which is an insufficient indicator for potential
plagiarism. Of the 25 randomly selected sources, nine sources shared clearly
suspicious citation matches with seven dissertations that plagiarized from these
sources. The documents contained between six and 97 matching citations in
close proximity to each other. The dissertations from the authors with initials Dv,
Awb, Bds, Mh, Ub, each contained suspicious citation matches with one source,
while the works of Lm and Pes contained suspicious citation matches with two
sources.
In addition to identifying seven dissertations as highly likely to contain
plagiarism, CbPD also identified two dissertations, the works of the authors with
33

We use the term “matching citations” for citations of identical sources, which a
plagiarized document shares with the source document.
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initials Ah and Bds, with three or four matching citations, as possible plagiarism
candidates. The dissertations of another seven authors contained no citations, or
featured insufficient citation pattern similarities to be identified as plagiarism
using the CbPD approach.
It is interesting to note that the plagiarist with initials Mh translated the text
from LeBaron 2005 [188] (highlighted in gray in Table 15) from English to
German. Being a translation, this example of plagiarism shares no literal text
overlap with its source aside from a copied quote. Despite the low characterbased similarity in the plagiarized fragments, 18 citations are similarly arranged,
allowing the CbPD approach to reliably detecting such cases of translated
plagiarism.
In summary, we found the CbPD approach capable of reliably identifying a
significant fraction of plagiarism. Of the 15 authors who plagiarized from the
random sample of 25 sources, the CbPD approach could identify the theses of
seven authors (∼47 %) as likely to have been plagiarized (green in Table 15).
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Table 15: Citation Matches between Plagiarism and Source Fragments in the VroniPlag
Wiki
# fragments
Plagiarized
from Source
(≥ 𝟓)

Rand.
Sample
#ID

Source
Document
(Author, Year)

Initials
of respective
Plagiarist

9

Randelzhofer 1991b

Dv

31

97

18

Vahl 1995

Awb

24

93

17

Stelkens 1998

Pes

10

24

1

Nork 1992

Bds

41

21

6

Schurig 1981

Lm

9

21

25

LeBaron 2005

Mh

6

18

14

Roeser 1988

Ub

17

14

13

Kropholler 1997

Lm

14

6

23

Hoppe 1970

Pes

5

6

21

Martens 1995

Ah

9

4

4

Hüffer 1995

Ah

6

4

5

Kuehn Becker 1999

Bds

5

3

3

Krause 1998

Gc

17

1

19

Lehmann 1984

Mw

7

1

10

Tavlas 1993

Skm

5

1

7

Mathiopoulos 1983

Mm

5

1

22

Stadtentwicklung 1991*

Sh

71

0

15

Veit 1969

Skm

10

0

8

Puhle 1983*

Mm

8

0

2

IZMF (web)*

Vs

7

0

11

Stadtumbau (web)*

Jg

7

0

12

Hartje 1990

Bds

7

0

16

Harpprecht 1982

Mm

7

0

20

Mathiopoulos 1982

Mm

7

0

24

Huber 2001

Bds

6

0

Citation
Pattern
Matches

* no citations present in source document

Green: 5 or more citation order matches – very strong indication of plagiarism
Orange: 3-5 citation order matches – likely indication of plagiarism
Red: 2 or fewer citation order matches – insufficient indication of plagiarism
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6.3.2 Evaluation: Translated Plagiarism
The second evaluation using the VroniPlag Wiki collection tested the
performance of CbPD on instances of translated plagiarism. The following
question was addressed:
How many of the seven dissertations containing translated
plagiarism can the CbPD approach identify?
Discovering strongly disguised forms of plagiarism containing little or no
character similarity is the strength of the CbPD approach. Thus, an evaluation of
real-world, heavily disguised plagiarism cases is central to assessing the
performance of CbPD. VroniPlag Wiki investigators found seven of the 23
authors34 to have engaged in translation plagiarism. These seven dissertations
contained a total of 146 translated fragments, of which 95 fragments (65 %)
featured citation information. For the evaluation, we recorded the similarities in
citations between these 95 citation-containing translated plagiarism fragments
and their sources.

6.3.2.1

Results

We split the results into three groups according to the success in identifying the
plagiarized document using CbPD. The first group contains plagiarism with five
or more citation pattern matches with their sources (a strong indicator of
plagiarism). The second category contains plagiarism with three to four citation
pattern matches with their sources (a likely indicator of plagiarism) and the third
category contains plagiarism with two or fewer citation pattern matches (an
insufficient indicator of plagiarism).
Of the seven dissertations containing translated plagiarism, the dissertations
of five authors showed a suspicious overlap in their citation order compared with
the confirmed sources from which they plagiarized. The translated plagiarism
cases of the authors with initials Mm (two sources contained suspicious citation
overlap), Mh (four sources contained suspicious overlap), and Gc, Awb and Skm
34

As of 2012-05-10.
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showed between four and 24 matching citations in close proximity or in the
identical order as their source documents. Table 16 summarizes the findings.
Of the 28 sources from which authors plagiarized, about one-third of sources
(nine) contained three or more citations in an order similar to their respective
plagiarized text. As pointed out in Section 6.3.1, we classified such similarity as
a likely indicator of plagiarism. The two dissertations the CbPD approach was
unable to identify as suspicious (red in Table 16) featured only five and seven
citation-containing plagiarized fragments, while three of the four dissertations
that were identified as highly suspicious featured 20 or more citation-containing
fragments.
Table 16: Citation Matches for Translated Plagiarism in VroniPlag Wiki
source-based
overview

fragment-based
overview
Plagiarist
Initials

Mm
Mh
Gc
Awb
Skm
Dv
Cs
Totals

Fragments
analyzed

Fragments
containing
citations

33
30
24
12
30
12
5
146

26
23
20
4
10
7
5
95

Fragments
containing
at least 1
matching
cit. with
source
18
19
6
3
4
4
1
55

Sources
from which
plagiarist
transl.
plagiarized
4
7
3
1
6
5
2
28

Highest
citation
order
match
from a
single
source

Sources
with 3 or
more
matching
citations
2
4
1
1
1
0
0
9

33
17
10
6
4
2
1
-

Green: 5 or more citation order matches – very strong indication of plagiarism (LCCS match)
Orange: 3-5 citation order matches – likely indication of plagiarism (LCCS match)
Red: 2 or fewer citation order matches – insufficient indication of plagiarism

Figure 30 visualizes the citation patterns of three translated plagiarism
instances compared with their source. Aside from a few insertions (white bars)
and some minor transpositions in citation order, the citation patterns extending
over several pages were suspiciously similar.
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Page
180-186

219-252

75-81

Source Document

Citation Patterns

Plagiarism*
M. Wool dri dge 2002
Heun, Mi cha el ^
LeBa ron 2005
Heun, Mi cha el ^
Guggi s berg 1971
Ma thi opoul os , M.^

^ ful l text una va i l a bl e. Not a l l ci ta ti ons
outs i de of pl a gi a ri zed fra gement s ecti ons
a re known.

Legend

* Ci ta ti on pa tterns were a na l yzed on a
fra gment-s ource ba s i s . Due to ful l text
una va i l a bi l i ty, the ci ta ti on pa ttern for the
s um of fra gments gi ven i n Vroni Pl a g ma y
s l i ghtl y di ffer from the compl ete ci ta ti on
pa ttern i n the ful l text.

Whi te lines indicate one or more citations of nons ha red s ources.

Li nes of i dentical color represent in-text ci tations
to the s a me sources.

Di a gonally s tripped lines are inserted
s pa ceholders. They do not represent citations,
a nd only s erve to better vi sullay a lign the
ma tching ci tations.

Figure 30: Citation Patterns for Translated Plagiarism in the VroniPlag Wiki

In conclusion, the CbPD approach could identify five of the seven theses
containing translated plagiarism as likely plagiarism, given their suspicious
citation pattern matches. The results show that the copying of citations, if present
in the source, was common behavior among five of the seven plagiarists, even
when the plagiarized text was translated. This observation of plagiarism behavior
in VroniPlag Wiki indicates that the CbPD approach is promising for detecting
strongly disguised translated plagiarism in real-world plagiarism settings.
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6.3.3 Evaluation: Plagiarism Case Heun
Investigations of Michael Heun’s dissertation [156] by VroniPlag Wiki
examiners found that the author plagiarized 56 text fragments35 from a single
source authored by Matthias Unser [337]. Most of these fragments are extensive
and run more than a paragraph in length. The unique characteristic of Heun’s
plagiarism from Unser is that it gives a realistic example of extensive plagiarism,
in which the plagiarist invested much effort into disguising the plagiarism, e.g.,
masking copied text through synonym replacements or paraphrasing, while at the
same time copying citations. Both documents were available as full-text.
An examination of Heun’s plagiarism from the source document, tested the
performance of CbPD in identifying extensive, yet disguised academic
plagiarism. The evaluation addressed the following question:
Are fewer citations copied, or is the citation order transposed in
such a way that CbPD may not be effective in a case where an
author copies extensively, yet makes an effort to paraphrase and
disguise plagiarism?
We randomly selected 15 pages of Heun’s thesis for comparison against the
source document by looking up the first entry in the reference list of Heun’s
dissertation (Aarts H.B.) and beginning the extraction of the 15-page excerpt on
the page where this source was first cited, on page 140 [156].

6.3.3.1

Results

The resulting consecutive 15-page excerpt of Heun’s dissertation contained 301
citations. Of these, 192 citations matched the respective citations in the source
document in identical or only slightly transposed order. This represented a
63.8 % citation overlap in a 15-page excerpt. Such high citation overlap is very

35

At the time of analysis: 2012-06-10. The Frankfurt School of Finance and
Management retracted the doctorate of Michael Heun as of 2012-10-17, refer to
http://de.vroniplag.wikia.com/wiki/Mh.
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suspicious and would be a strong indicator of potential plagiarism even in the
absence of character-based similarity.
Figure 31 visualizes a 2-page excerpt from the 15-page citation pattern
analysis. The figure shows the citation patterns for pages 145–146 of Heun’s
thesis on the left and the arrangement of citations in the source document by M.
Unser on the right. Identical colors represent the individual matching citations or
entire matching citation groups. Black lines in the figure separate the citation
groups. A citation group is defined as a collection of several references contained
in a single in-text citation, for example, [author A, author B, author C] is a
citation group of size three. Note that for the full 2-page excerpt visualized in
Figure 31, no non-shared citations were present.
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Plagiat

Hehn 2007
S. 145-146
Dörner (1990)
Dörner (1986)
Forkel (1995)
Hastie and Pennington (1995)
Kluwe (1990)
Kluwe (1995)
Kirsch (1988)
Newell and Simon (1972)
Seel (1991)
Schwarz (1982)
Sternberg (1996a)
Banyard et al. (1995)
Simon (1979a)
Slovic et al. (1977a)
Tergan (1986)
Zimbardo (1992)
Pervin (1987)
Oldenbürger (1981)
Fürstenau (1994)
Richter (1996)
Tergan (1986)
Wessels (1984)
Dörner (1987)
Dörner (1988)
Kluwe (1979)
Zimbardo (1992)
Fürstenau (1994)
Dutke (1994)
Kluwe (1990)
Kluwe (1995)
Opwis (1985)
Reason (1990)
Seel (1991)
Simon (1991)
Johnson-Laird (1983)
Johnson-Laird (1995)
Gentner und Stevens (1983)
McCain (1992)
Anderson (1986)
Fürstenau (1994)
Svenson (1988)
Pitz et al. (1976)
Schneider (1992b)
Dörner (1986)
Harte, Westenberg and Someren
Hogarth (1981)
Kirsch (1971)
Kozielecki (1975)
Payne (1980)
Pitz und Sachs (1984)
van Raaij (1988)
Shafir, Simonson and Tversky
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Quelle
Unser 1999
S. 156-158
Dörner, D. (1990)
Forkel, M. (1995)
Hastie /Pennington (1995)
Kirsch, W. (1988)
Schwarz, N. (1982)
Dörner, D. (1986)
Kluwe, R. H. (1990)
Kluwe, R. H. (1995)
Newell, Simon (1972)
Seel, N. M. (1991)
Sternberg, R. J. (1996a)
Banyard, P. (1995)
Simon, H. A. (1979a)
Slovic, P./Fischhoff,
Tergan, S.-O. (1986)
Zimbardo, P. G. (1992)
Pervin, L. A. (1987)
Oldenbürger, H.-A. (1981)
Wessels, M. G. (1984)
Dörner, D. (1987)
Dörner, D. (1988)
Kluwe, R. (1979)
Zimbardo, P. G. (1992)
Fürstenau, B. (1994)
Richter, A. (1996)
Tergan, S.-O. (1986)
Fürstenau, B. (1994)
Dutke, S. (1994)
Kluwe, R. H. (1990)
Kluwe, R H (1995)
Opwis, K. (1985)
Reason, J. (1990)
Seel, N. M. (1991)
Simon, H. A. (1991)
Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1983)
Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1995)
Gentner, D./Stevens, A. L. (1983)
McCain, R. A. (1992)
Anderson, N. H. (1986)
Fürstenau, B. (1994)
Svenson, O. (1988)
Pitz, G. F./Leung, L. S. ...(1976)
Schneider, S. L. (1992)
Casey, J. T./Delquie, P. (1995)
Dörner, D. (1986)
Harte, J. M./Westenberg, M. R.
Hogarth, R. M. (1981)
Kirsch, W. (1971)
Kozielecki, J. (1975)
Payne, J.W. (1980)
Pitz, G. F./Sachs, N. J. (1984)
Raaij, W. F. v. (1988)

Figure 31: Citation Pattern Matches in the Dissertation of M. Heun
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In analyzing 15 pages of plagiarized text from a single source, we found that
M. Heun copied citations almost without transpositions. To visualize not only
citation patterns, but also the typical text disguise of plagiarism found in Heun’s
thesis, Figure 32 shows a side-by-side comparison of a plagiarized text excerpt
and the source. Citations are renumbered from one through seven in both texts,
such that identical numbers represent identical sources with lines drawn between
the matches. Although the texts are in German, knowledge of German is not
required to see that sentence structure and word choice are notably different in
the plagiarism and source. Heun meticulously paraphrased the copied sentences
and replaced key words with synonyms. In Figure 32, identical colors highlight
semantically identical text sections that have been paraphrased. Character-based
similarity is limited. Only one fragment contains four words in identical order
and three fragments contain two words in identical order. These character-based
similarities are additionally underlined in Figure 32.
Plagiarism: Heun 2007 [156]
pp. 139-140

Source: Unser 1999 [337]
pp. 152-153

Legend
Colored Text = semantic similarity (paraphrases/synonym word replacements)
Underlined = character-based similarity (two or more words in identical order)
Aus
dem
Blickwinkel
der
Entscheidungstheorie
werden
diese
Daumenregeln (rules of thumb) oft als
irrational interpretiert [1]. Hingegen
betonen Vertreter ... Bewältigung der
Komplexität der Umwelt [2].
Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die
Verwendung
von
Heuristiken
in
dynamischen Situation oft effizienter
sind als die statische klassische
Entscheidungstheorie [3].

Diese Daumenregeln können zwar auch
zu einer zielkonformen Entscheidung
führen, bieten aber keine Gewähr für die
Optimalität der gefundenen bzw. für die
Existenz irgendeiner Lösung. Während
aus entscheidungstheoretischer Sicht
eher die „Irrationalität“ dieser Regeln
betont wird, [1] stellen Vertreter ... Bewältigung der Umweltkomplexität in den
Vordergrund [2]. Ferner ist zu beachten,
daß die klassische Entscheidungstheorie
statisch ist und die be-obachteten
Heuristiken in dynamischen Situationen
oftmals sehr effizient sind. [3]

6.3 Evaluation using VroniPlag Wiki
Als Folgen dieser simplifizierten
Selektionsregeln können die folgenden
Punkte identfiziert werden: [4] ...

Dazu
gehören
insbesondere
die
Uminterpretation bzw. Vernachlässigung
von nicht passend erscheinenden
Informationen [5], das nicht vollständige
Aufnehmen und suboptimale Verarbeiten
von Informationen aufgrund vergangener
Erfahrungen bzw. Gewohnheitsmäßiger
Verhaltensweisen [6] sowie die
Reihenfolge der Informationsaufnahme
gemäß dem subjektiven Grad der
Wichtigkeit [7].
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Die Anwendung dieser vereinfachten
Auswahl-prinzipien führt jedoch auch
dazu, daß [4] ...
Vorhandene Informationen werden
zugunsten dieser Alternative interpretiert
und widers-prüchliche Informationen
vernachlässigt [5]. Ferner fuhren in der
Vergangenheit gemachte Erfahrungen
bzw. gewohnheitsmäßige
Verhaltensweisen dazu, daß
entscheidungsrelevante Informationen
nicht im erforderlichen Umfang
aufgenommen und suboptimal
verarbeitet werden [6]. Der Grad der
subjektiven Wichtigkeit der Information
bestimmt außerdem, welche
Informationen in welcher Reihenfolge
aufgenommen werden [7]
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Figure 32: Strongly Disguised Plagiarism in the Dissertation of M. Heun

Several sections of Heun’s plagiarized text contain insufficient characterbased similarity to reasonably arouse suspicion using character-based PDS.
Character-based systems generally require at least 15 % of n-grams, each
commonly spanning three to four words, to match in the analyzed text [85].
Heun’s dissertation thus provides examples where character-based PDS would
fail to identify plagiarism instances that CbPD can detect, e.g., the seven
citations in identical order from the short text excerpt in Figure 32 would be a
strong indicator of plagiarism.
Heun’s real-world plagiarism case gives insight into our question of whether
citation order may be transposed by a plagiarist in such a way that CbPD
becomes unsuitable when an effort to paraphrase and disguise plagiarism is
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made. We found no evidence in this examined case of noticeably changed citing
behavior in an effort to conceal plagiarism, despite the author having made an
effort to disguise character-based similarity. This observation is in line with the
evaluations of the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag Wiki collections, confirming that it
is common behavior among plagiarists to copy citations with little or no
modification. The CbPD approach thus shows promise in identifying even cases
of heavily disguised academic plagiarism.

6.3.4 Conclusion VroniPlag Wiki
In conclusion, all three VroniPlag Wiki evaluations confirmed a high tendency
of plagiarists to copy citations, whenever these are present in the source
document.
The first evaluation demonstrated the ability of the citation-based plagiarism
detection approach in identifying a significant percentage of academic plagiarism
from a collection of known plagiarism. Of 15 authors who plagiarized from a
random sample of 25 source documents, using the CbPD approach alone
identified seven theses as likely cases of plagiarism. The second evaluation
demonstrated that citation copying is common behavior among plagiarists even
when text is translated. The CbPD approach identified five of the seven theses
containing translated plagiarism as likely cases of plagiarism, solely because of
their suspicious citation pattern matches. The third evaluation examined the
citation-copying behavior of a single plagiarist who invested considerable effort
into disguising his misconduct. Observations collected over a 15-page excerpt
confirmed that despite a high degree of textual disguise, citations were not
substituted or transposed sufficiently to render the CbPD algorithms ineffective.
In examining the 23 dissertations in the VroniPlag Wiki we found that only
the plagiarized fragments contained in two doctoral theses, [149] and [280], did
not feature a single copied citation from a least one source document from which
they had plagiarized. However, since the VroniPlag Wiki collection of
plagiarism is fragment based, it is possible that even these theses share some
citations with the sources from which they copied at some location within their
full-texts.
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We believe one reason why the real-world plagiarism cases of the VroniPlag
Wiki, including the Heun plagiarism case, feature no substitutions, or only very
few substitutions of plagiarized citations, is partly due to the individual reasons
why authors choose to cite sources. The reasons for choosing certain citations are
very specific and replacing them requires considerable effort, and in some cases
is impossible. See Section 4.1, for a discussion on author citation motivations
and a list of common motivations.

6.4 Evaluation using PubMed Central OAS36
This section presents an evaluation of the CbPD approach, using the PubMed
Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS). This third and final evaluation
assesses the practicability, usability, and computational efficiency of the CbPD
algorithms in detecting unknown instances of plagiarism in a large, real-world
document collection.
The two previously presented evaluations using the GuttenPlag and the
VroniPlag Wikis provided the following insights. Relying on the plagiarism
identified in the GuttenPlag Wiki as a ground truth approximation, the CbPD
approach capably identified translated plagiarism. In the case of the VroniPlag
Wiki, the CbPD approach also demonstrated good detection performance in a
multiple author setting.
However, for both test collections, the number of documents available for
analysis was relatively small and the instances of plagiarism had already been
detected. The known plagiarism containment of the GuttenPlag and VroniPlag
Wikis was used as a baseline against which we compared CbPD performance.
While practical for evaluation purposes, the characteristic of known plagiarism
occurrence is non-representative of the typical use case for PDS. The final
evaluation using the PMC OAS collection is thus the most representative of a
36

A summary of this evaluation of CbPD using the PMC OAS collection has been
accepted for publication in the Journal of the American Society for Information
Science and Technology [135].
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realistic plagiarism detection setting in that it checks for plagiarism on a largescale in a collection of scientific publications where the true manifestation of
plagiarism is unknown.
Most importantly, the PMC OAS collection is suitable for assessing the
effectiveness and efficiency of CbPD in detecting plagiarism forms that have
remained undetected using available approaches, such as skillful paraphrases or
structural and idea plagiarism, which are plagiarism forms potentially present in
the PMC OAS. The PMC OAS consists of 234,591 peer-reviewed articles37, by
approximately 975,000 authors. Given that the articles in the PMC OAS
appeared in reputable medical journals and passed the peer-review process, still
undiscovered instances of plagiarism are likely to be sparse. If present, however,
we hypothesize that some instances of plagiarism will be more heavily disguised.
A large collection is also more likely to offer a high diversity of academic
writing styles and various plagiarism forms. Additionally, the large collection
size allows testing the algorithms for their computational efficiency.
The evaluation approach pursued for the PMC OAS collection will target the
most pressing limitations of current PDS:
1.

Detection effectiveness for the diverse plagiarism forms –
current approaches are unable to reliably identify heavily
disguised plagiarism.

2. The time and resource intensiveness of manual plagiarism

verification – current approaches only visualize character-based
similarity, not semantic similarity, which leads to an incomplete
document representation for human examiners who must judge
potential plagiarism.

3. Computational efficiency of document comparisons – current
approaches cannot perform exhaustive n:n comparisons of very
large collections. They must limit collection size in an initial

37

As of 2011-04-15.
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heuristic retrieval step, which typically decreases detection
accuracy; refer to Section 2.2.1.
To address these challenges, the following objectives are pursued using the
PMC OAS collection.
Objective 1: Assess the effectiveness of CbPD in the two stages of
plagiarism analysis: the automatic detection phase, which includes
heuristic retrieval, detailed analysis, and knowledge-based
processing of the results (refer to Section 2.2.1); and the manual
verification stage. A user study provides the ground truth for
document suspiciousness and serves to measure user utility.
CbPD effectiveness is measured in:
a.

Detection performance – comparative performance
evaluation of CbPD and character-based algorithms
(automatic detection stage). This evaluation is twofold.
First, we analyzed documents in an n:n fashion and
gauged the ability of detection methods to rank highly
the document pairs that users identified as most
suspicious for each of the various plagiarism forms. In
a secondary, smaller 1:n evaluation, we analyzed the
precision and recall performance of the detection
methods that performed best in the n:n evaluation.

b.

User utility – usefulness and potential time-savings of
CbPD for the examiner (manual verification stage).

Objective 2: Examine the computational efficiency of CbPD and
compare its average case time complexity in theory and in practice
with currently used character-based approaches.
We do not use the term plagiarism for any documents containing instances of
potentially suspicious similarity unless the documents have been officially
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confirmed by the earlier authors, or have already been retracted by the
responsible authorities. The following Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 respectively
present the evaluation methodology for the PMC OAS collection and the CbPD
evaluation results.

6.4.1 Methodology
This section describes the methodology for the evaluation of CbPD using the
PMC OAS corpus. At the core of the methodology is a four-step approach, as
shown in Figure 33. The first three steps of the evaluation methodology will be
presented in this section, while the final comparison of algorithm rankings to the
user-study-derived ground truth will be presented in the results, see Section
6.4.2.

PMC OAS Corpus
Preprocessing

Applying Algorithms
and Pooling

User Study

Comparison of
Algorithm Rankings to
User-study-derived
Ground Truth

Figure 33: PMC OAS Four-step Evaluation Methodology

6.4.1.1

Corpus Preprocessing

This section describes the composition of the PubMed Central Open Access
Subset and the preparation of the corpus for the evaluation of CbPD. We
excluded 13,371 documents for being either unprocessable, non-relevant, i.e.
non-scientific or duplicates. Such cases included documents missing a text body,
(e.g., scanned articles in image file formats) documents with multiple text
bodies, (e.g., summaries of all articles in conference proceedings) and duplicate
files. See Table 17.
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Table 17: Excluded Documents
Criterion

Documents

Files in PMC OAS

234,591

No text body

12,783

Multiple text bodies

117

Duplicate files

471

Processable documents

221,220

After parsing, we removed an additional 36,050 documents from the set of
processable documents for containing incomplete or erroneous citations, e.g.,
citations referring to non-existent references, no citations, or no references. For
more details on the results of the data parsing; refer to the overview in Table 18.
Table 18: Overview of Corpus Preprocessing Results
Criterion

Documents

Citations

References

221,220

10,976,338

6,921,249

Containing no references

35,369

0

-

Containing no citations

35,980

-

6,447

68

11,405

4,722

References without citations

16,866

-

65,588

Non-unique references

10,746

-

32,122

59

474

-

185,170

10,964,933

6,910,080

Processable documents

Inconsistent citation count

Citations without references
Test collection

Samples indicated that documents without citations and/or references are
typically short comments, letters, reviews or editorial notes that do not cite any
other documents, or give references without in-text citations. Documents with
inconsistent citation counts are texts in which the document’s internal numbering
of citations, according to their sequential position in the text, is not strictly
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increasing. Errors in stating the abbreviated numeric citations in the source
documents are the main cause for this inconsistency.
An additional 16,866 documents contained citations and/or references that we
could not fully acquire. The reason for this was typically that citations were not
marked up properly in the XML source file, for instance, because the original
text states citations in figures or figure captions. We retained such documents in
the test collection, because retaining as well as excluding them can cause false
negatives, i.e. undetected documents with potentially suspicious similarities.
However, the likelihood of false negatives is higher when documents with
incomplete citations or references are excluded entirely instead of retaining the
documents, and hence including at least the citation information that could be
acquired.
We also retained 10,746 documents that listed the same reference multiple
times in their bibliography. Because non-unique references may cause false
positives, we checked all documents with high citation-based similarities for
non-unique references, and if applicable, determined the influence these
references had on the similarity assessment.
An initial concern was that errors in the automated parsing and
disambiguation of references and citations might lead to insufficient data quality
to apply the citation-based approach. However, at least in the case of the
examined dataset, the error margin for incorrectly parsed and/or disambiguated
references and citations was approximately 14 %38. We tolerated this error rate,
because comparatively small numbers of erroneously parsed citations are not as
critical for CbPD as for other IR tasks. To understand why, let us consider the
two scenarios that arise from erroneously parsed citations.
The first scenario is when parsing errors affect one or both citations which do
not match in reality. Most likely, the extraction procedure would distort the
bibliographic data of the two cited documents differently. In this case, the error
would have no effect because the detection algorithm would still not recognize
38

Error of margin was calculated for a random sample of 100 manually examined
citations from the PMC OAS collection.
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the incorrectly parsed citations as a match. In the other, very unlikely, but
theoretically possible case in which the extraction procedure distorts two nonidentical citations in such a way that the detection procedure considers them
identical, the procedure could report a false positive. However, extraction errors
of this sort are extremely rare and even if they do occur, reporting a false positive
is unlikely, because a single matching citation is not sufficient to trigger
suspicion.
The second scenario occurs when parsing errors affect one or both citations,
which match in reality. In this case, there is the chance of a false negative, i.e.
the detection algorithm does not recognize the match. However, the CbPD
detection algorithms require that several matching citations exist to trigger
suspicion. Furthermore, a user can lower the suspiciousness threshold to prevent
erroneous citations from causing false negatives.
The final test collection included 185,170 documents. The analyzed test
collection represents only a small subset of the approximately 2.5 million fulltext documents available in PMC and an even smaller fraction of the 22 million
documents available in PubMed. The National Library of Medicine, which hosts
PMC and PubMed, allows bulk processing of full-texts only for the documents
included in the PMC OAS. The restrained accessibility of full-texts is a
limitation of our evaluation, because we can only detect plagiarism within
documents included in the PMC OAS and originating from other documents in
the PMC OAS. Yet, for the similarity assessment, the CbPD algorithms analyzed
all identifiable citations and references within the documents. That is, if two
documents being compared have cited identical sources outside the PMC OAS,
the CbPD algorithms consider these citations.

6.4.1.2

Preliminary Corpus Analysis

A comprehensive preliminary analysis of the PMC OAS corpus was performed.
While this was a crucial first step in gauging the composition of the corpus to
effectively design the subsequent evaluation approach, it is not directly related to
the methodology described in the remainder of this chapter. Nevertheless, for a
deeper technical understanding the reader is encouraged to read the detailed
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preliminary analysis in Appendix A, pages 266–294. No discontinuity occurs if
reading is resumed in the following section.

6.4.1.3

Applying Detection Algorithms and Pooling

We used the two character-based methods Encoplot39 (ENCO) and Sherlock40
(Sher) as a baseline against which we compared the following seven citationbased detection methods:
1.

Absolute Bibliographic Coupling strength (BC abs.)

2.

Relative Bibliographic Coupling strength (BC rel.)

3.

Longest Common Citation Sequence (LCCS)

4.

Longest Common Sequence of distinct citations (LCCS dist.)

5.

Longest Greedy Citation Tile (Max. GCT)

6.

Longest Citation Chunk – both documents chunked, considering
consecutive shared citations only, no merging step (CC bcn)

7.

Longest Citation Chunk – both documents chunked, considering
shared citations depending on predecessor, no merging step
(CC bpn)

Due to limited resources available in the user study, we evaluated the citation
patterns analysis algorithms, but not the scoring procedures for ranking the
suspiciousness of patterns, i.e. CF-Score and Cont.-Score introduced in Section
4.6. Evaluating the influence of CF-Score and Cont.-Score on the results of each
detection algorithm would have required collecting significantly more examiner
judgments. Because the number of user study participants and the feasible
workload for each participant were limited (see the section User Study Design,
page 149 ff.), performing additional judgments would have required a reduction
39
40

Encoplot received the most satisfactory score in the PAN 2009 competition, see
Appendix A.6.
Sherlock is a popular open source PD software, see Appendix A.5.
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of the number of judgments per algorithm, and hence decreased the significance
of the results for the individual algorithms. For this reason, we limited the
current evaluation to the detection algorithms, and evaluated the influence of CFScore and Cont.-Score in a subsequent study.
The evaluation corpus comprised 185,170 documents from the PMC OAS as
described in the subsection Corpus Preprocessing, page 139.
The lack of known disguised plagiarism cases in the PMC OAS required
analyzing the collection in an n:n fashion to identify suspicious documents.
Character-based detection methods, such as Encoplot and Sherlock, do not allow
limiting the number of document pairs to be analyzed without decreasing
detection accuracy. For optimal accuracy, Encoplot and Sherlock have to
compare each document with every other document in the collection, which
𝐶
equals � � comparisons with n being the number of documents in the collection.
2
Analyzing the entire PMC OAS with Encoplot or Sherlock therefore requires
185170
�
� = 17,143,871,865 comparisons, which are practically infeasible to
2
perform. Refer to Comparison of Computational Efficiency in the results section,
page 176, for an estimation of processing times.
To our knowledge, no PDS capable of analyzing a collection in the size range
of the PMC OAS is publicly available. By drastically limiting the number of
analyzed documents, some proprietary commercial PDS may be capable of
checking very large collections in an n:n-fashion. To reduce the retrieval space,
these systems typically compare heuristically selected text fragments and impose
minimum amount of shared text as explained in Section 2.2.3. However,
applying such heuristics has the inherent disadvantage of decreasing detection
accuracy.
Citation-based detection methods allow limiting the document collection to
be analyzed without compromising detection accuracy. Because documents that
do not share references, i.e. are bibliographically coupled, cannot possess
citation-based similarities, such documents can be excluded. The PMC OAS
contained 39,463,660 document pairs sharing at least one reference, meaning this
was the number of document pairs requiring analysis. Refer to Figure 57 in
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Appendix A.1 for a graph of the number of document pairs in the PMC OAS that
share 1, 2, 3, ..., etc. references.
Due to the practical infeasibility of a full character-based n:n analysis, we
applied Encoplot and Sherlock only to those 6,219,504 document pairs with a
Bibliographic Coupling strength > 1. To our knowledge, Bibliographic Coupling

strength has thus far not been used as a criterion for limiting the document
collection for plagiarism detection. Although this limitation may lead to the
exclusion of some true positives, we consider this approach to be an acceptable
trade-off given the current infeasibility of a collection-wide character-based n:n
analysis for such a large collection.
We hypothesize that the loss of detection performance in the n:n setting is
minimal, given the strong positive correlation between character-based and
citation-based similarity. Figure 34 shows this positive correlation between the
BC strength of documents in the PMC OAS corpus compared to their
character-based Encoplot similarity score. For each Bibliographic Coupling
strength, the Encoplot scores of 20 randomly selected document pairs are plotted
on the vertical axis. The smallest dots represent single occurrences and the
largest dots represent up to 20 occurrences.
Figure 57 in Appendix A.1, on page 267, shows the total number of
documents in the PMC OAS for the various coupling strengths.
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Figure 34: Correlation between BC Strength and Enco Score in the PMC OAS

Alternatively, we could have limited the number of documents for the n:n
comparison using Encoplot and Sherlock by first applying character-based
heuristics like fingerprinting, keyword-based clustering, or VSM retrieval. This
approach may have eliminated fewer true positives than citation-based filtering,
but would have required additional implementation effort. Conceptually, both the
character-based and the citation-based filtering approaches are heuristics, and
thus the results are collection-specific and hardly predictable.
To substantiate our hypothesis that Bibliographic Coupling strength and
Encoplot score strongly correlate for suspicious documents, we additionally
performed an ex post n:n analysis of the top-20 most suspicious documents as
identified in the user study (see Section 6.4.2 on page 168). Since we did not
filter for Coupling Strength it took several weeks on a quad-core system to
compute the Encoplot scores for these 20 documents with all other documents in
the PMC OAS corpus. The results supported our hypothesis; the sample did not
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contain a single publication pair with a high Encoplot score that was not
bibliographically coupled.
To establish a ground truth for the main n:n evaluation, we pooled the top-30
ranked document pairs returned by each of the nine detection algorithms and
presented the pooled results to human examiners for relevance judgment on
document suspiciousness. Pooling is a common approach for the collection of
relevance judgments [209], e.g., applied in IR systems comparisons such as
TREC, NTCIR, or CLEF [49], because judging all retrieval results is practically
infeasible for most IR tasks.
Figure 35 illustrates the described document selection procedure for the main
n:n evaluation. The methodology is described in detail in the subsection User
Study Design on page 149.
PMC OAS
Database
ENCO, Sher, BC abs., BC rel.,
LCCS, LCC dist., GCT, CC bcn, CC bpn

detection
algorithms

Top 30
doc. / alg.

Pooling
human judgement

user study

Ground truth
reference collection

Figure 35: Applying Detection Algorithms and Pooling for n:n Evaluation

For the subsequent, smaller 1:n evaluation, we did not limit the comparisons
to documents with a BC strength > 1, because the processing time for comparing
the chosen query documents to the collection was only two weeks. For this 1:n
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evaluation we pooled for each form of plagiarism, the five document pairs users
rated most suspicious in the n:n evaluation. The subsection Precision-Recall
Curve for Best Performing Approach, page 168, presents details on the
methodology and results of this analysis.

6.4.1.4

Addressing False Positives

The retrieval of false positives (FP) is a universal problem for PDS. In this
section we explain the pre-user study false positive reduction strategy that
addresses the collection-specific documents prone to being retrieved as false
positives. In the evaluation of the PMC OAS, two additional factors contributed
to FP retrieval.
– The first pooling process was carried out as an n:n document
comparison, while the typical PD use case is a 1:n comparison. A
n:n comparison of a large collection the size of the PMC OAS
(∼200,000 documents) naturally also results in the retrieval of a
high number of legitimate document similarities.
– The peer-review of publications in the PMC OAS yields a
relatively low expected ratio of plagiarism, which makes the
retrieval of a high number of legitimate document similarities
more likely.
In pooling the top-30 retrieval results of each detection method for user
inspection, we found that character-based detection methods in particular flagged
many documents legitimately sharing text similarity as suspicious. Documents
with very high similarity, which happened to be considered as legitimate text
reuse in the PMC OAS, were most typically editorials and updates.
– editorials – texts written by journal editors or publishers, which
provide publishing guidelines, state the policies of journals on
such matters as publishing fees or open access, etc., are commonly
"recycled" among journals without citing the source. Our
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definition of editorial false positives exclusively contained articles
of non-scientific nature.
– updates – corrections, annual medical standards updates, or best
practices updates for certain fields and medical conditions. The
same panel or medical association, e.g., American Diabetes
Association, often publishes annual updates.
To avoid punishing character-based algorithms, and to a lesser extent
citation-based algorithms, in the performance evaluation for correctly detecting
these documents, we manually excluded editorials and updates before presenting
document pairs to user study participants for rating.
In addition to the two excluded document types named above, documents
citing each other – given the citation style was machine-identifiable – were
excluded from analysis. This exclusion reduced the number of FP that correctly
referenced the source. Articles with shared author sets were also filtered and
excluded to reduce the number of FP resulting from legitimate author
collaboration. For the purpose of the evaluation, this means potential
self-plagiarism was not examined.
Despite applying a strategy for false positive reduction as described,
additional false positives were identified in the user study. These user-classified
false positives were caused by different reasons than the ones filtered for here,
and are presented in detail in the subsection Retrieved False Positives on page
179.

6.4.1.5

User Study Design

The user study addresses the first evaluation objective, the identification and
verification of document suspiciousness using the CbPD prototype.
Pooling the top-30 results of the nine evaluated detection methods resulted in
270 document pairs, as described in the subsection Applying Detection
Algorithms and Pooling, page 143, of which 181 were unique. We randomized
and presented the unique pairs to 26 user study participants for a blind, web-
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based evaluation using the CitePlag prototype. Table 19 gives an overview of the
numbers pertaining to the design of the user study.
Table 19: User Study Statistics
Participants
Group 1: Undergraduates

11

Group 2: Graduate students

10

Group 3: Medical experts

5

Total study participants

26

Documents
Examined documents
41

181

Duplicates

89

Total top-30 documents

270

Time
Avg. time participant spent / document pair

6.32 min.

Avg. time participant spent for evaluation

~2.2 hours

Total time spent by all examiners

~57 hours

Study participants had three levels of background knowledge in medicine.
The first group comprised 11 undergraduate students from non-medical majors,
the second group comprised 10 graduate students, and the final group comprised
five experts from the medical field. This three-group approach allowed observing
the potential influence of expertise on document suspiciousness-rating,
visualization preference, or time needed to arrive at a conclusion on document
suspiciousness. Rather than labeling documents as plagiarism or non-plagiarism,

41

Some document pairs were among the top-30 results for more than one approach.
Duplicate pairs were rated only once.
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we asked participants to conduct the examination of documents with the
following objective in mind:
“Consider viewing a retrieved document pair as relevant if
similarities exist that an examiner in a real check for plagiarism
would likely find valuable to be made aware of.”
This criterion is in line with what we deem to be an examiner’s information
need in a real plagiarism detection scenario. For each document pair – if
examiners deemed the result to fulfill the above criterion – participants were
asked to provide the following:
-

-

-

suspiciousness rating (see Table 20, right column)
potential plagiarism form (see Table 20, left column)
similarity visualization method perceived to be most suitable
(rated by a sub-group of participants)

Additionally, we tracked the time participants required to submit each rating.
To ensure consistent human judgment, as far as consistency can be expected in a
subjective human rating task, an online submission form provided uniform
guidelines. The guidelines included the definitions of plagiarism forms42 and the
rating criteria for document suspiciousness, as shown in Table 20. Note that
these guidelines are only intended to categorize the level of document similarity,
which may potentially point to suspiciousness.
No guidelines can provide a straightforward formula by which a document
can be classified as plagiarism. For the definition of plagiarism used in the thesis,
as well as in this evaluation, refer to Section 2.1.1.

42

Refer to Section 2.1.2 for the full list of plagiarism forms and their definitions. Table
20 gives an abridged version of plagiarism form definitions, as presented to user study
participants, with the definitions tailored to the characteristics of the PMC OAS.
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Table 20: Guidelines as Presented to User Study Participants

Potential plagiarism form – definition
guidelines

Document suspiciousness –
rating guidelines

Consider viewing a retrieved document pair as relevant if similarities exist that an
examiner in a real check for plagiarism would likely find valuable to be made aware of.
Please refer to the following definitions
to categorize the prevailing form of
similarity:
copy & paste – verbatim copying, with
little or no re-writing or restructuring
shake & paste – verbatim copying, with
some re-writing, e.g., inserting or
deleting words, rearranging text, or
restructuring
paraphrase – copying is disguised by
synonym replacements, use of own
style and terminology, or careful
rewriting and change of syntax

Please refer to the following guideline
to rate document suspiciousness:
1

interesting similarities in some
document sections – likely to have
read the older article

2

strong similarities in some sections
of document – likely to have read
and been inspired by the older
article

3

suspiciously strong similarities in
the document – extremely likely to
not only have read, but also copied
some text, citations, ideas or graphs
and figures

4

very suspicious similarities with
certain signs pointing to plagiarism,
i.e. high text overlap, copying of
long citation patterns; ideas, graphs
or figures appear copied

5

extremely suspicious similarities
with obvious plagiarism intent

structural and/or idea plagiarism43 –
document structure shows similarity
or inspiration derived from the earlier
article, e.g., many citations are
presented in the same/similar order,
author may not have independently
researched all sources and copied
citations instead. Authors may have
received inspiration from ideas,
43

Instances of shake & paste plagiarism and paraphrases can also simultaneously
contain structural and idea plagiarism. However, for the purpose of this user study, we
reserved structural and/or idea plagiarism specifically for documents without highly
suspicious text overlap. Refer to Section 2.1.2 for more definitions of plagiarism
forms.
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arguments, document methodology,
results, conclusions, or reviews of
literature without giving credit.
non-plagiarism (FP) – document pair
shows no notable, or no interesting
similarity that could point to
unoriginal content. If content is
shared, it is correctly cited

present, i.e. clearly unoriginal text,
ideas, methodology, graphs and
figures or citations and literature
reviews, etc.
0

false positives, e.g., document pair
is genuinely non-similar,
unrecognized shared authors, or
duplicate publications44

Note that documents retrieved by the algorithms, or classified in the user
study, will only be termed plagiarism if they have been officially reviewed and
confirmed by either PubMed or the issuing journal.
To guarantee identical document representation for all study participants, the
CitePlag display settings for document representation were set as follows: (1)
show text highlights, (2) highlight citations, (3) show connections between
matching citations, (4) show document browser, and (5) minimum charactermatch length to be highlighted was set to the value 16.

44

Some instances of document pairs with shared authors, including duplicate
publications, were falsely retrieved as plagiarism, despite our effort to preprocess the
dataset and eliminate shared author sets; refer to Corpus Preprocessing on page 139.
We asked users to flag these cases and subsequently inspected false positives
manually to identify why they failed to be excluded in the preprocessing step and if
future improvements may prevent this. We excluded false positives attributable to
preprocessing errors from the results so as not to unjustly skew detection
performance, see Addressing False Positives on page 148. The objective is to
determine the quality of the detection algorithms, not the quality of the preprocessing
procedure.
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Figure 36: CitePlag Document Visualization for User Study

In addition to categorizing the form of document similarity and submitting a
suspiciousness rating, users were also asked to indicate whether they viewed text
similarity visualization or citation-visualization as more suitable for arriving at a
conclusion regarding suspiciousness for each of the four forms of potential
plagiarism. A subset of examiners participated in a small-scale evaluation of user
utility for the citation visualization approach, in which we recorded the time
examiners spent for document examination, from URL-retrieval in the CitePlag
prototype to submission of the first identified document similarities.
Examiners had the opportunity to provide comments on notable document
characteristics or the level of confidence in their judgments. The user study
concluded by questioning participants on how useful they perceived the citationbased approach. See Appendix F for a selection of responses.
Perceptions of plagiarism and its severity vary, especially for disguised
plagiarism (refer to Section 6.1.2). Therefore, we regarded deriving a binary
ground truth, which categorized documents as either plagiarized or
non-plagiarized, as unsuitable for a quantitative analysis of detection rates.
Instead, we adopted the following evaluation procedure:
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1.

We selected all documents that were assigned a suspiciousness

2.

score, 𝐴 > 0, by at least one user study participant.

3.

For each document pair, the weighted average of the scores
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These documents were grouped by plagiarism form, as
indicated by the expert judge, for each document pair.
assigned by the three groups was calculated as: 𝐴̅ =
(𝐴𝑢 + 1.25𝐴𝑔 + 1.5𝐴𝑒 )⁄3.75, where 𝐴𝑢 denotes the score

assigned by undergraduate students, 𝐴𝑔 the score assigned by

medical graduate students, and 𝐴𝑒 the score assigned by medical

experts. The number of scores assigned for each document pair
was three (one score from each group).

4.

For each group of the same plagiarism form, we ordered the

5.

documents by decreasing 𝐴̅ .

6.4.1.6

To obtain the user-study-derived ground truth, we selected the
10 top-ranked documents.

Limitations of PMC OAS Evaluation

This section describes the specific challenges unique to the PMC OAS document
collection and the limitations inherent to the user study approach. For an
overview of general challenges to PD evaluations, e.g., establishment of a
ground truth and the inconsistency of human judgment regarding plagiarism, as
well as the limitations associated with the use of real-world document
collections, refer to Section 6.1.2.
PMC OAS Collection-Specific Limitations
An inherent challenge of the PMC OAS collection for PD evaluations is its
assumed low level of plagiarized content. The publications originate
predominantly from peer-reviewed medical journals. Previous studies on the
number of duplicate publications in select medical journals found low rates of
duplicate text ranging from ∼0.7 % [95] to ∼2 % [66]. Errami et al. found only
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0.04 % of a sample of abstracts from different authors in Medline to show high
text similarity [104]. If we assume a similar rate of duplicate text in the PMC
OAS, we can estimate the PMC OAS to contain ∼120 cases of duplicated text, of

which only a fraction thereof may be attributable to plagiarism45 [104]. This
leads to the assumption that detecting yet undiscovered plagiarism will be more
challenging than, for example, detecting plagiarism in a collection of student
assignments.
To gauge the validity of this assumption, we searched the PubMed database
for publications that had been retracted for plagiarism, but were still available
online. We identified 28 such retraction notices. Of these, only five provided the
PMCIDs of the sources from which had been plagiarized. None of the sources,
however, were included in the PMC OAS, which means we found no instances
of known plagiarism for which both document pairs would have been available
in the Open Access Subset. While we identified only this sparse number of
retractions due to plagiarism and no cases of retracted plagiarism that were selfcontained in the PMC OAS, it is likely that older retractions remain available
online only for a limited time, or that not all retraction notices are published
online.
Plagiarism content in the PMC OAS may also have been reduced by earlier
detection using character-based PDS, or as a result of earlier examinations of the
PMC OAS corpus, for example, the experiments carried out by a team of the
Garner Lab [202, 321]. Especially non-disguised plagiarism forms are more
likely to have been detected and removed, e.g., employing character-based PDS
in the journals’ submission process. With character-based PDS likely to have
prevented instances of plagiarism with high character-based similarity from
entering the collection in the first place, the results of this evaluation are only
representative of other collections to a limited extent.

45

Addressing False Positives on page 148 explains why high textual overlap among
publications in the PMC OAS does not necessarily indicate plagiarism.
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User Study Limitations
A limitation inherent to the user study is the potential for data presentation bias,
since human judgment on plagiarism can vary depending on the visual
representation of a document’s similarity, for example, red vs. green text
highlights, or bold vs. weak lines connecting matching citations.
That user study participants come from different backgrounds introduces
another bias. The diversity of examiners, however, is representative of real
plagiarism investigations. In the plagiarism investigation of Annette Schavan, for
example, the members from the faculty council who decided the case included
three student representatives, and not solely experts in pedagogy, the field in
which Ms. Schavan had received her doctorate [152, 153].
Due to the challenges of judging whether text similarities truly represent
undue text use, see Section 6.1.2, we refrain from classifying documents as
plagiarism if the responsible authorities have not yet confirmed the suspicion.
Publications in the review process will be referred to only in an anonymized
form in which the first and last digits of the unique PMCIDs have been removed.
Evaluation results are made available online on a password-protected website46,
where we encourage interested individuals to arrive at their own judgments.

6.4.2 Results
The data collected in the user study and the analysis presented in this section is
available for download; refer to Appendix C.

6.4.2.1

Comparison of Effectiveness

This section addresses Evaluation Objective 1, as explained in Section 6.4. The
retrieval results of the seven citation-based and the two character-based detection
methods are evaluated, and their effectiveness in identifying the different forms
of plagiarism is compared against a user-study-derived ground truth.

46

Refer to Appendix C for access details.
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Overview of Retrieval and Ranking Performance
In the evaluation using the GuttenPlag Wiki in Section 6.2, we observed
citation-based methods to achieve higher detection rates for disguised plagiarism
in comparison to character-based detection methods. Evaluating the effectiveness
of the CbPD algorithms using the PMC OAS presents the first evaluation
assessing whether this observation also holds for a large-scale, realistic
plagiarism detection setting.
Ranking and presenting documents in decreasing order according to their
suspiciousness is crucial to the usefulness of PDS. In the typical use case, a
manual inspection is feasible only for the highest ranked documents. Therefore,
we consider the rank at which a detection method retrieves a suspicious
document pair as the critical measure of effectiveness. To compare the
effectiveness of detection methods in this ranked retrieval task, we derived a
ground truth by means of a user study, as described in Section 6.4.1.
The analysis of detection effectiveness gauged the precision of each detection
method in identifying and ranking the different plagiarism forms: (1) copy &
paste, (2) shake & paste, (3) paraphrased and (4) structural and/or idea
plagiarism. For this purpose, we grouped document pairs by their potential
plagiarism forms as determined in the user study. From each group, we selected
the set of ten document pairs with the highest combined user-assigned
suspiciousness scores ignoring order.
To confirm the presence of agreement regarding document suspiciousness
among examiners above the agreement rate that could be expected by chance we
calculated Fleiss' Kappa (𝑘):
𝑘=

𝑃� − 𝑃�𝑒
1 − 𝑃�𝑒

(6.1)

In Equation 6.1, 𝑃� presents the observed agreement, while 𝑃�𝑒 presents the
hypothetical probability of chance agreement. Thus, 𝑃� − 𝑃�𝑒 represents the degree

of agreement actually achieved above chance and 1 − 𝑃�𝑒 represents the degree
of agreement that is attainable above chance. Inter-rater agreement for all

plagiarism forms was calculated as 0.65, indicating the presence of substantial
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agreement among examiners on the degree of document suspiciousness. Kappa
was highest for copy & paste, 𝑘 = 0.73, and lowest for structural and idea
plagiarism, 𝑘 = 0.59. This observation is in line with the larger discrepancies in

human judgment for the more challenging task of judging disguised plagiarism
forms.
For each of the ten document pairs, we determined if, and at which rank, the
individual detection method identified the pair. If detection methods assigned the

same score and therefore the same rank 𝑖 to multiple documents, the mid rank 𝑟̅𝑖 ,

was calculated as 𝑟̅ 𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖−1 + (|𝑑𝑖 | − 1)⁄2 and assigned to all documents

𝑑𝑖 with initial rank 𝑖.

The four box plots on the following pages show the distributions of ranks;
one plot is given for each form of plagiarism. Each box plot includes a data table
showing the values for the minimum rank (Min.), the first quartile (Q1), the
median, the third quartile (Q3), the maximum rank (Max.) and the mean of the
distribution.
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Figure 37: Distribution of Ranks for Top-10 Document Pairs for Copy & Paste

Figure 37 shows the distribution of ranks for copy & paste. The characterbased detection method Encoplot performed best in highly ranking copy & paste,
followed by the citation-based LCCS algorithm and the character-based PDS
Sherlock. The upper quartile of these three best performing methods equals one,
i.e. for at least 75 % of the examined top-10 document pairs, the methods
retrieved the source document at rank one.
The average rank and the third quartile of ranks at which the other citationbased methods retrieved potentially suspicious document pairs are higher than
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for the three best-performing methods. The good performance of character-based
detection methods for copy & paste is in line with the previous findings using the
GuttenPlag Wiki, as well as findings from other studies, such as the PAN
competitions and the HTW PDS comparisons (see Section 2.3.1). Characterbased methods are better able to detect literal text matches than CbPD. Yet, the
citation-based methods, and especially LCCS, performed better than expected in
the analysis of the PMC OAS. The reason is that many of the literal text overlaps
in the analyzed document pairs are extensive and include many shared citations
in similar order.
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Figure 38: Distribution of Ranks for Top-10 Document Pairs for Shake & Paste

Figure 38 shows the distribution of ranks for shake & paste similarities.
Encoplot performed best in retrieving shake & paste similarities at prominent
ranks, followed by Sherlock and the citation-based measures LCCS distinct,
LCCS and BC absolute. The third quartiles of all five highest performing
methods equal one. The remaining citation-based methods demonstrated slightly
lower retrieval performances, yet could identify the source document for each of
the user classified top-10 document pairs. No third quartile of any citation-based
method exceeded rank two; see Q3 in Figure 38.
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The good performance of Encoplot and Sherlock in identifying shake & paste
similarities is no surprise, given that many of the identified instances have high
verbatim text overlap. The citation-based measures performed better than
expected, which was mainly due to most shake & paste similarities being
concentrated in the introduction and background sections, which also included a
high number of shared citations.
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Figure 39: Distribution of Ranks for Top-10 Document Pairs for Paraphrases

Figure 39 shows the distributions of ranks for paraphrases. Citation-based
methods significantly outperformed character-based methods in retrieving
paraphrases at prominent ranks. The two variations of Longest Common Citation
Sequence (LCCS and LCCS dist.), and Citation Chunking (CC42) performed
best. The results support our hypothesis that citation-based methods are more
suitable for identifying paraphrases than character-based methods.
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Figure 40: Distribution of Ranks for Top-10 Document Pairs for Structural and Idea
Plagiarism

Figure 40 shows the distribution of ranks for documents featuring structural
and/or idea plagiarism forms. Citation-based methods, especially the two
variations of the LCCS (LCCS and LCCS dist.) outperformed character-based
methods in prominently ranking structural and/or idea plagiarism.
Detailed Comparison of Retrieval and Ranking Performance
The ranking performance is presented in detail using 16 scatter plots in Figure
41. The plots compare the two best performing citation-based methods for each
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of the four plagiarism forms with the two character-based methods, Encoplot and
Sherlock, without aggregating ranks. Non-aggregated ranks set these scatter plots
apart from the box plots in Figure 37–Figure 40. The rank at which the characterbased methods retrieved each of the top-10 document pairs is plotted on the
horizontal axis. The rank for citation-based methods is plotted on the vertical
axis. Larger dots represent multiple documents retrieved at the same combination
of ranks.
Copy and Paste

Shake and Paste

Paraphrase

Structural and Idea

Figure 41: Scatter Plots for Top-10 Findings Grouped by Plagiarism Form

The scatter plots for copy & paste and shake & paste plagiarism forms show that
the character-based and even the best performing citation-based methods
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prominently ranked these forms of similarities. Of the ten document pairs in the
copy & paste category, Encoplot identified all at rank one, LCCS and Sherlock
retrieved nine at rank one. Similarly, Encoplot identified all ten document pairs
in the shake & paste category at rank one, Sherlock and the two LCCS measures
each identified nine pairs at rank one. The results confirm that current detection
methods also have no difficulty in identifying verbatim text overlap in real-world
collections.
The scatter plots for paraphrases and structural and idea plagiarism show that
the CbPD algorithms outperform character-based approaches in identifying these
forms of plagiarism, which typically have very little or no notable text overlap.
For paraphrases, the CbPD algorithms CC40 and CC42, identified seven and
eight of the ten document pairs at rank one and ranked none of the document
pairs lower than rank four. Encoplot and Sherlock identified six and eight of the
document pairs below the top rank of one. The lowest ranks at which the two
character-based approaches retrieved one of the top-10 document pairs were at
rank 18 for Encoplot and at rank 14.5 for Sherlock. For structural idea
plagiarism, the advantage of CbPD in ranking effectiveness is even stronger. The
CbPD algorithms CC42 and CC40 identified eight and seven document pairs at
rank one and the remaining document pairs no lower than rank 3. Encoplot and
Sherlock ranked six and nine document pairs at rank four or at lower ranks. The
lowest ranks at which Encoplot and Sherlock retrieved the document pairs were
at rank 57.5 for Encoplot, and rank 79.5 for Sherlock.
The scatter plots reflect the complementary strengths of character-based and
citation-based approaches. While the plots show dots mostly on vertical lines for
copy & paste and shake & paste, they show dots mostly on horizontal lines for
paraphrases and for structural and idea plagiarism. These results show that
character-based approaches excel in identifying copy & paste and shake & paste
plagiarism, while the CbPD approach more effectively detects semantic
document similarities with little or no textual overlap.
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Precision-Recall Curve for Best Performing Approach
The previous evaluation measured the performance of detection approaches in
prominently ranking a single, already identified document that human examiners
rated as suspicious and subsequently categorized as containing one of the
potential forms of plagiarism. In a realistic PD scenario, however, the documents
to be retrieved are unknown. A detection approach will receive an input
document for which the algorithm must identify all documents with relevant
similarities. To assess the detection performance of character-based and
citation-based approaches in such a 1:n setting, we performed an additional
evaluation.
Due to the high human effort necessary to judge results in a 1:n evaluation,
we only compared the performance of Encoplot, LCCS distinct and
Bibliographic Coupling. We chose Encoplot and LCCS, because they are the
character-based and the citation-based method that performed best overall in the
previous evaluation. Bibliographic Coupling was included as a baseline measure.
To derive a ground truth for this 1:n evaluation, we applied the following
pooling procedure. For each of the four plagiarism forms, we selected the five
document pairs rated highest by users in the previous n:n comparison. We used
the more recent publication from each of these 20 document pairs as the query
document. For each query document, we collected the documents that each of the
nine tested detection methods identified as most similar, yet not more than six
documents per method to limit the effort necessary for manual inspection.
The resulting document collection contained 160 unique documents, which
we presented to six study participants for relevance judgment. Due to the high
level of effort associated with this evaluation, each document pair was only rated
by one study participant, in contrast to the n:n evaluation, where one participant
from each of the three groups judged each document pair. Study participants
were asked to classify a document as relevant if it fulfilled the following
information need:
“The documents feature similarities, which an examiner in a check
for plagiarism would find valuable to be made aware of.”
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To compare retrieval performance, we plotted the 11-point precision-recall curve
([209], pp. 158-159) using interpolated average precision and relative recall for
each of the three methods (see Figure 42). We average the precision achieved by
detection methods for each of the 20 query documents and interpolate precision
if no measured values exist for any of the 11 predefined recall levels. We
consider relative recall [70], because determining recall as traditionally defined

in IR requires collecting relevance judgments for all possible retrieval results,
i.e. all documents in the PMC OAS. This is unfeasible. Therefore, our evaluation
is similar to search engine evaluations, in which the set of possible retrieval
results is often unbounded or larger than a human can possibly judge [6].

Pooling results and then collecting relevance judgments only for the pooled
results is a common approach to dealing with this restriction, e.g., applied in
TREC [49]. We adopted this pooling approach and calculated relative recall, i.e.

the fraction of retrieved relevant documents over the number of documents
judged relevant among the pooled documents.
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Precision-Recall Curve
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Figure 42: 11-Point Interpolated Avg. Precision – Rel. Recall Curve for Enco, LCCS
Dist. and BC

LCCS distinct performed best in this evaluation, i.e. LCCS dist. consistently
identified more relevant documents among its top-6 results than BC or Encoplot.
With a value of 0.8, the average precision of BC and Encoplot is identical for
recall levels ≤ 0.2. For recall levels > 0.2, average precision drops more
strongly for Encoplot than for BC.
The finding that the crude BC measure performed better than Encoplot may
be surprising. We assume this to be attributable to the document selection
procedure. Since only five of the 20 query documents were of the copy & paste
form, the majority of cases contained disguised forms of plagiarism. Encoplot,
LCCS distinct, and BC rank copy & paste plagiarism at similarly high ranks
(compare Figure 37). However, in cases of disguised plagiarism forms, LCCS
distinct and BC yield significantly higher rankings than Encoplot. For structural
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and or idea plagiarism, the average ranks of BC and LCCS dist. were 1.2,
compared to the average rank of Encoplot, which was 11.84 (see Figure 40).
The results in Figure 42 show a sample that contains equal shares of all four
forms of plagiarism. While such a distribution may be typical for submissions to
reputable journals, it is unlikely to reflect the distribution of plagiarism forms in
other settings, for example, among assignments written by undergraduates,
where copy & paste plagiarism was shown to be dominant [220]. Therefore, the
results obtained from this evaluation using the PMC OAS can only be
generalized to a limited extent.
User Utility
This section presents the user-perceived and measured effectiveness of the CbPD
approach in comparison to traditional character-based approaches.
We used CitePlag to assess user utility in the following areas:
1.

Subjective: Which approach, i.e. method of document similarity
visualization, text and/or citation visualization, did users identify
as most suitable for identifying the various forms of plagiarism?

2. Objective: Does citation visualization decrease user effort by
reducing the time required for manual document inspection and
verification? If so, what are the mean time-savings for the
various forms of plagiarism?

3. Open-ended comments from users on the perceived utility of the
CbPD approach are summarized in Table 31 in Appendix F.

User-Perceived Suitability of Approaches
The responses regarding the perceived suitability of the individual approaches
for verifying various forms or plagiarism are visualized in Figure 43. The figure
shows the aggregation of 461 document pair judgments collected for all three
examiner groups. Similarity visualization preferences among expert and nonexpert groups did not differ significantly. Traditional text-highlights were
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identified as the most suitable document similarity visualization method for copy
& paste plagiarism. For disguised forms of plagiarism, the large majority of
examiners considered the visualization of citation patterns, or a combination of
text-highlights and citation visualization to be most suitable.
Since the PMC OAS only contains publications in English, we additionally
asked 13 study participants47 to examine the Guttenberg thesis and indicate the
suitability of visualization methods for translated plagiarism. Given that opinions
for translated plagiarism were collected only for a single document, the results
cannot be generalized. Similarly, the user-reported suitability of the visualization
approaches may not be representative for other collections.

47

A sub-group of total user study participants.
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Perceived effectiveness for verification
character similarity

citation similarity

combination

Average

47%

Translated (only
Guttenberg)

Copy & paste

36%

54%

51%
47%

17%
46%

13%

1%
1%
0%
5%
6%

27%

32%
Structural & idea 86%

68%

Shake & paste

62%

Paraphrase

Figure 43: Perceived Effectiveness for Verification by Plagiarism Form

Measured Time-Savings of the Approaches
Eight study participants48 judged documents on their potential suspiciousness
using CitePlag, once with text similarity visualized and once with both text and
citation pattern similarity visualized. We recorded the time examiners needed to
identify the first two instances of suspiciousness in the documents in both cases.
Each participant rated 25 document pairs49, six document pairs for each of the
assigned forms of plagiarism, except for translated plagiarism for which only one
document, the Guttenberg thesis, was examined.
We formed two groups of four examiners, whom we showed the same
document pairs either with or without citation pattern visualization to assure that
no documents were viewed by the same examiner using both methods. When
48
49

A sub-group of total user study participants.
A randomly selected sample of the top-30 documents for each of the four forms of
plagiarism yielded by the pooling approach.
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presented with the next document pair, the groups switched roles so that
examiners previously shown no citation pattern visualizations now received them
and vice versa. This approach reduced the one-sided impact of a few users who
responded either more quickly or more slowly to a certain visualization method,
from skewing the reported time.
In a first evaluation, we attempted to measure the examination time saved
upon the visualization of citation patterns between documents. We observed,
however, that the mean time for examination before arriving at a final judgment
on document similarity increased upon adding citation visualization. We found
that examiners browsed documents more thoroughly and read the text
surrounding the citation pattern similarities. We thus switched from measuring
time-savings for the open-ended task – "arrive at a final judgment" – to a fixedtask format, in which we asked users only to identify the first two suspicious
document instances for each document pair and timed their response. Our
assessment of user time-savings is a component of user effort, a recognized
evaluation metric for IR tasks, although less frequently used [78].

We observed a significant difference in the mean times needed to identify the
first two instances of similarity among the groups, depending on whether they
were presented with citation pattern visualization or not.
Figure 44 plots the recorded mean times for all plagiarism forms. The
difference in the mean times between the groups was highest for the Guttenberg
translation50 at 49 %, and for structural and idea similarities at 42 %. A slight
reduction in recorded mean times was also observed for paraphrases, 22 %, and
shake & paste, 11 %.
These measured time-savings were in line with the response from users that
the citation pattern visualization of the CbPD approach was the single most
useful aid in the manual verification of structural & idea plagiarism forms. For
plagiarism forms with very high textual similarity, e.g., copy & paste, citation
pattern visualization provided no measurable time-savings, and actually had a
50

This result cannot be generalized, having presented examiners only with a single
translated plagiarism case.
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negative effect, due to some examiners clicking through the sections with high
citation pattern similarity more thoroughly and thus taking longer to report the
first two instances of similarity. We found, however, that examiners took little
notice of the potentially higher user effort, given that they commented that
citation visualization was also useful for copy & paste, since connecting lines
between citations allowed a quick visualization of the potentially most similar
sections. A more in depth overview of comments and feedback collected during
the study is available in Appendix F.
Measured time with and without citation pattern visualization
without citation pattern visualization (only text highlights)
with citation pattern visualization (hybrid)
Average
300

time plotted
in sec.

250
200

Translated (only
Guttenberg)

150
100
84

43

96.2

50
0

52
74

280

162

Copy & paste

136.4

59

83

143

Structural & idea

Shake & paste
183

Paraphrase

Figure 44: Measured Time With and Without Citation Pattern Visualization

This evaluation of user utility and user effort reduction as measured by
time-savings was small-scale and future evaluations will be needed to assess the
relevance of the results. However, in the setting described, CbPD demonstrated a
measurable increase in user utility, both user-reported and objectively measured,
when compared to the traditional text-only document similarity visualization
method.
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6.4.2.2

Comparison of Computational Efficiency

By comparing the run-time behavior of character-based and citation-based
detection methods for the average-case scenario, this section addresses
Evaluation Objective 2, as outlined in Section 6.4. We compared the two
character-based methods, Encoplot and Sherlock, with the seven citation-based
detection methods, as described in in the subsection Applying Detection
Algorithms and Pooling, page 143. The seven citation-based algorithms have
similar run time behaviors. Therefore, we summarized all seven citation-based
measures under the label "CbPD" and used their mean processing time.
Processing time for all plagiarism detection approaches consists of two
components (1) the time required for preprocessing, and (2) the time required for
document comparison. The time required for preprocessing includes document
type conversions, for example converting from PDF or XML format to plain
text, as well as file system and/or database operations. To use Encoplot and
Sherlock, we converted PMC OAS’s NXML format to plain text. In addition to
text conversions, preprocessing for citation-based methods includes parsing the
text to acquire citations, references and document metadata, storing this data in a
database, as well as data cleaning and disambiguation. Since the BC strength is
used to limit the scope of comparisons in our evaluation, we added the time
required for computing BC to the preprocessing time of citation-based methods.
Character-based methods require 𝑂(𝐶) time for preprocessing, because 𝐶

documents must be converted from NXML to plain text. Citation-based detection
methods also require 𝑂(𝐶) time for converting and parsing documents and for
cleaning and disambiguating the parsed data. The additional Bibliographic

Coupling calculation requires 𝑂(𝐶 ⋅ 𝐴𝐶𝑔(𝐶)) time when using an index that

allows comparing the references in documents in 𝑂(𝐴𝐶𝑔(𝐶)) time. Table 21 lists

the preprocessing times for a 3.40GHz quad core processor with 16GB RAM for
the three detection approaches used in our evaluation.
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Table 21: Average Time for Preprocessing and Comparison per Document
Operation performed

Encoplot51

Sherlock

CbPD

Conversion of NXML documents to
plain texts

13 ms

13 ms

13 ms

Parsing and storing of citation data
(XML)

Not required

Not required

29 ms

Parsing and storing of citation data
(PDF)

Not required

Not required

246 ms

Computing Bibliographic Coupling

optional

optional

34 ms

Document comparison (time per
document pair)

153 ms

259 ms

2 ms

The time required for document comparisons depends foremost on the number of
comparisons necessary. This number differs significantly for character-based
compared to citation-based detection methods, with 17,143,871,865 comparisons
needed for character-based approaches, and only 39,463,660 comparisons
needed for citation-based approaches. This means analyzing the PMC OAS using
the CbPD approach requires only 0.23 % of the comparisons necessary for a
character-based analysis. Refer to Applying Detection Algorithms and Pooling,
page 143, for more details. The last row in Table 21 shows the required average
time to compare a single document pair with each of the evaluated detection
approaches.

51

The required processing time is dependent on the document collection and computing
hardware used [142].
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Computational efficiency for different approaches dependent on
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The first row lists the collection size. The rows underneath show processing times
in hours (partially extrapolated). Processing times are plotted on a log10 scale.

Figure 45: Computational Efficiency of PD Approaches for an n:n Comparison
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Figure 45 shows an extrapolated comparison52 of processing times on a
logarithmic scale for the evaluated plagiarism detection methods dependent on
corpus size. The horizontal axis shows different corpora sizes where the gray
shaded regions indicate the size ranges of the PMC OAS, PubMed and Google
Scholar document collections. The vertical axis shows the processing time in
hours using a logarithmic scale with base 10. The table below the figure shows
the processing time in hours. If only one document pair (1:1) is analyzed, the
character-based methods are comparatively less expensive than the citationbased approaches. The reason for this is that citation parsing is initially more
expensive than fingerprint creation for the character-based approaches. However,
the break-even point, which depends predominantly on document length and
number of citations, is usually reached at about five documents. Beyond this
size, the character-based approaches are more expensive, given that they require
𝐶
� � comparisons, while the citation-based approaches only perform a
2
comparison if a document pair is at all bibliographically coupled or if it has a BC
above a specified strength.
Figure 45 shows that at a collection size range comparable to that of the PMC
OAS, the CbPD5 algorithm53 requires a total processing time of 14.7 hours,
while Sherlock would require 140 years.

6.4.2.3

Retrieved False Positives

This section describes the causes for the retrieval of false positives (FP). We
distinguished between:
1.

52

53

Non-scientific or collection-specific FP

Processing times for the character-based approaches were measured for sample sizes
of 10, 100, and 1,000; the processing times for all values larger than this are
extrapolated due to the unrealistic time requirement. The values for the citation basedapproaches were calculated up to the size of the PMC OAS dataset; the processing
times for the larger collections were extrapolated.
CbPD5 represents any citation-based approach that uses a min. coupling strength of
five for comparisons.
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2.

True FP

The first class of FP represented non-scientific or PMC OAS collection-specific
false positives. These included editorials and updates, as described in
Addressing False Positives, page 148. This class of FP was excluded to prevent
influencing the algorithm performance evaluation. The second class of FP
represented scientific documents retrieved for their similarity characteristics, but
viewed as non-suspicious upon manual examination in the user study. This class
of FP was retained and allowed to influence detection performance.
Non-scientific and collection-specific false positives
As described in Addressing False Positives, non-scientific or collection-specific
FP were manually excluded prior to presenting the top-ranked results to user
study participants. This step was necessary for a meaningful performance
comparison of the approaches, because without these exclusions the
character-based approaches – in particular Encoplot – would have retrieved
among its top ranks almost exclusively such legitimately similar documents. This
would have resulted in an unwarranted high rate of false positives for the
character-based approaches, only due to the chosen test collection’s properties.
Figure 46 shows the percentage of non-scientific or collection-specific FP
retrieved for each evaluated detection method. For each method, we screened the
retrieved results ordered by decreasing score and excluded FP caused by
editorials, updates and parsing errors until 30 true positives remained54. The
number of documents examined to retain 30 true positives varied significantly
for each method and is indicated as the denominator over the stacked bars in
Figure 46.

54

For an explanation of the categories editorials and updates, see Addressing False
Positives on page 148. The category other contains document pairs for which author
overlap or citation relations that should have caused the exclusion of the document
pair were not recognized due to parsing errors.
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Figure 46: Non-Scientific / Collection-Specific FP Excluded Prior to User Study

31 publications were screened for BC abs., CC42, and LCCS, while 235
publications had to be examined for Encoplot. Encoplot and Sherlock retrieved
far more non-scientific FP, mainly of the editorial type, when compared to the
citation-based approaches. The reason for this is that some editorials re-use text
from previously published editorials in other journals, while inserting unique
citations that are relevant to their specific field.
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Figure 47: Editorial with High Text Overlap but Unique Citations
Source: http://citeplag.org/compare/43170/120039

Figure 47 shows an excerpt from an editorial, which features the typical high
text similarity but low citation-based similarity. The CbPD algorithms retrieved
no editorials among false positives, since citation patterns tended be
unsuspicious, pointing to differences in semantic content of individual journals,
even when text building blocks were borrowed.
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Figure 48: Text Recycled by Journals over Time

Figure 48 shows the common practice of "recycling" text building blocks
between journals over the years. The number pair on the connecting lines, e.g.,
"49505/101209", are the document identifiers to be entered at the end of the
prototype’s URL to visualize the given document pair, e.g.,
http://citeplag.org/compare/49505/101209.
In summary, character-based approaches have the inherent problem of
retrieving documents with almost identical texts at the highest ranks. Yet, such
documents are not always the most interesting or relevant results for a user in a
plagiarism detection setting. In many cases, there are underlying reasons that
legitimize exceptionally high text overlap. Such reasons are filterable with added
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effort, yet are highly collection-specific and thus require complete information
on the composition of the corpus.
True false positives
The most common causes for the retrieval of true false positives were:
-

Unsuspicious articles – articles addressing the same topic, or
similar research questions but featuring genuine content and no
suspicious similarity.

-

Literature reviews – articles reviewing literature on similar or
identical topics, often over 30+ pages, naturally shared many
citations. This led to high, but unproblematic, citation pattern
overlap and repetition of key words within certain review articles.

-

Legitimate paraphrases – articles with paraphrases, where author
contribution was so significant that classifying the new text as
‘suspicious’ was not warranted

-

Citation lists – articles with long in-text citation lists, for example
referencing all relevant studies on a certain topic ordered by
publication year, are examples of legitimately shared citations
patterns.

The user study participants55 rated 22 of the 181 examined document pairs as
true false positives. Figure 49 shows the percentage of total true false positives
each evaluated detection method retrieved, classified according to the cause of
false positive retrieval, as listed above.

55

For the description of User Study Design, refer to page 149.
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Figure 49: True False Positives Identified by User Study Participants

Figure 49 indicates a systematic weakness shared by global citation-based
approaches that neglect citation order (the two variations of Bibliographic
Coupling), and of the global character-based approach Sherlock. These
approaches retrieved significantly more FP than the other methods. Articles in
the life sciences tend to cite more sources than articles in other disciplines [291].

Therefore, longer articles and especially reviews can legitimately share many
citations, causing the two BC approaches to rank them highly. Sherlock, the
global character-based PDS, tended to flag document pairs as suspicious if they
legitimately shared many subject-specific phrases and standardized terminology.
Typical examples of such documents included medical case studies, which
legitimately described medical history and patient diagnoses using boilerplate
text.
Order-observing, global and local citation-based methods yielded fewer false
positives. Although the two Longest Common Citation Sequence approaches
also represent global citation-based measures, their consideration of the order of
citations largely prevents these methods from retrieving false positives. LCCS
distinct, which counts multiple citations of the same source only once to be
included in the LCCS, retrieved no FP among its top-30 document pairs. The
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local, order-observing approach of Greedy Citation Tiling retrieved some articles
that legitimately contained lists of previous publications in a specific order, e.g.,
ordered chronologically or by author names. Each of the two variations of
Citation Chunking, which are local, order-neglecting, citation-based approaches,
retrieved only one FP, a review article, and an article listing previous
publications, respectively.
The local fingerprinting approach of Encoplot performed better than the
global approach of Sherlock and did not retrieve true FP among its final top-30
document pairs. However, one must bear in mind that compiling the set of the
final 30 documents required removing 205 non-scientific and collection-specific
false positives. In a realistic PD setting, Encoplot would retrieve these
documents among its highest ranked results if non-scientific documents were
among the query documents, e.g., if a journal checked one of its issues against
the collection.
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Table 22: Examples of Most Common FP Types in PMC OAS
Type

Older
article

Newer
article

CitePlag Link

Non-scientific / collection-specific false positives – excluded prior to user study
Editorials56

[217]

[1]

http://citeplag.org/compare/49505/120039

Updates

[11]

[12]

http://citeplag.org/compare/56236/56684

True false positives – identified by user study participants
Unsuspicious
articles

[101]

[181]

http://citeplag.org/compare/4586/43805

Long literature
reviews

[110]

[340]

http://citeplag.org/compare/44315/48342

Legitimate
paraphrases

[237]

[331]

http://citeplag.org/compare/21031/34941

Citation lists

[73]

[296]

http://citeplag.org/compare/50197/50325

Case studies

[325]

[112]

http://citeplag.org/compare/13278/92969

Table 22 provides examples for each of the document types prone to false
positive classification, both collection-specific FP and true FP. The complete
dataset of findings is available for download; refer to Appendix C.
In conclusion, false positives are a problem for character-based as well as
citation-based methods. However, our evaluation showed that in the case of the
PMC OAS, the two approaches retrieved different types of false positives with
different frequencies. In the case of the PMC OAS, the character-based methods
yielded significantly more false positives, due to the collection containing many
editorials, updates, and case studies that share standardized wording or
boilerplate text.
56

Editorials represented the bulk of pre-user study false positives retrieved by the
character-based algorithms. An illustration of the common "recycling" of text by
journal editors over the years is shown by Figure 48 on page 183.
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We hypothesize that combining more than one metric can increase the
explanatory power of suspiciousness scores and help in reducing false positives.
The citation-based approach adds an additional layer of semantic document
uniqueness beyond text, which can give clarity especially for publications on
niche topics, or narrowly targeted research, where repeated use of the same
terminology, coined expressions or formulas may be justified. As the retrieved
false positives demonstrated, evaluating the presence and severity of plagiarism
using numerical scores alone remains insufficient without the addition of human
judgment.
Future strategies to reduce the number of FP could include targeted heuristics
to prevent premature classification of editorials, updates, long review articles on
identical topics or articles with matching citation lists, especially when citation
lists occur in the background sections. Additionally, a fuzzy author-namematching method could help avoid minor discrepancies in spelling from
contributing to FP.

6.4.2.4

Examples of CbPD-identified Cases

Accusations of plagiarism can have serious consequences. To avoid unjust
accusations, we publish no unconfirmed plagiarism cases in this thesis. Since
PubMed has only brought two57 retraction procedures to closure thus far, this
section presents the publications confirmed as plagiarism by the earlier authors
only in anonymized form. The unconfirmed suspicious cases are available
through a password-protected website. For access information, please refer to
Appendix C.
Examples of Strong Disguise
The CbPD approach identified similarities among publications when the
character-based approach detected no notable similarities. Figure 50 shows one
such example. The visualization in CitePlag shows a paraphrase rewritten in the
57

Only one retraction procedure was initiated by our contact to earlier authors. Both
publications were retrieved by the CbPD algorithms.
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author’s own words and parallel lines connecting a sequence of matching
citations at the location where the paraphrase occurs. This example can be
examined using the prototype at: http://citeplag.org/compare/110389/136117. To
spot the paraphrase, refer to the paragraph beginning “The inflammatory
cascade… [121]”.

Figure 50: Example of CbPD-detected Paraphrase
Source: http://citeplag.org/compare/110389/136117

Figure 51 displays two figures where the placement of cell components and
the alignment of arrows between the components are noticeably similar. Despite
instances of paraphrasing and similarities among figures, the articles share
insufficient text overlap to be retrieved using character-based methods.
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Earlier document:

published 2006-05-19
PMCID 16712719 [343]

Later document:

published 2010-10
PMCID 21180461 [121]

Figure 51: Example of CbPD-detected Image Similarity

Although the author of this thesis does not categorize the similarities in these
particular documents as plagiarism, the more subtle similarities, such as those
presented in Figure 50 and Figure 51 can be of relevance to examiners when
evaluating scientific documents. For example, a reviewer evaluating the merits of
a grant proposal may likely be interested in what could be termed "mild forms of
unoriginality", i.e. instances of similarity shared with other proposals, patents or
published ideas, to cross check the level of uniqueness and originality of the
individual proposals. Given this potential use case, one can see that the definition
of what constitutes a "relevant" retrieval varies.
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Example of High Textual Similarity but low Semantic Similarity

Figure 52: Document with High Character-based but Low Semantic Similarity
Source: http://citeplag.org/compare/49670/49628

The articles PMCID 1920590 and PMCID 2396213, which are shown sideby-side in Figure 52, represent an example of a document pair that shares
significant similarity in structure and wording, yet shares no notable
citation-based similarity.
The authors of the earlier article judged the similarities as follows:
“Although, there are some similarity for these two papers; however, the
research subject, material and data are different from each other. I do not
think it is plagiarism.”
It seems that the authors of the later article read the earlier article and
partially used it as a template for writing their own article. Whether this
constitutes plagiarism is controversial. The example illustrates the
complementary strength of the character-based and citation-based detection
approach. While the character-based approach correctly identified the significant
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textual overlap, the low citation-based score correctly indicated the absence of a
significant semantic similarity in this case.
Examples of Confirmed Plagiarism Cases
This section presents cases we identified using the CbPD approach. We
contacted the authors of earlier published articles and asked them whether they
considered the later published article to have plagiarized their work.
So far, PubMed has officially retracted three cases [165, 281]. One case

[281] was retracted upon our correspondence with the earlier authors, while the

other case identified by the algorithms [165], had already been retracted at the
time of analysis. Most recently, an author informed us that the Indian Journal of

Urology, which had published a medical case report [148] that plagiarized his

report plans to release a retraction notice in the next issue. The authors of the
earlier publications confirmed plagiarism in five additional cases. This thesis
presents author-confirmed plagiarism cases – those which have not yet been
retracted – only anonymously to avoid the possibility of false accusation. The
direct links to the earlier publications, i.e. the original sources from which the
later publications plagiarized are publically available on the http://citeplag.org/
website. However, we refrain from citing the original sources here. We want to
avoid linking any researcher’s name by citation to a work on the topic of
plagiarism detection, which alone can possibly negatively affect an author’s
academic standing.
Table 23 lists the five author confirmed plagiarism cases, along with the three
officially retracted publications. The PMC IDs of the not yet officially retracted
publications (both the earlier and later publications) are only given in
anonymized form, where "X" replaces the last two digits of the PMC IDs. The
not yet officially retracted cases are available upon request, however, only
through a password-protected website, as described in C. We will continuously
update http://citeplag.org, where the cases will be published once they have been
officially retracted.
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Table 23: Author Confirmed or Retracted Plagiarism Cases
Case
ID

Earlier
publication

Later
publication

Date authors
contacted

Date authorconfirmed

1

PMC27651XX

PMC29000XX

2013-05-06

2013-05-06

2

PMC20398XX

PMC27228XX

2013-05-06

2013-05-09

3

PMC22283XX

PMC28819XX

2013-05-06

2013-05-09

4

PMC11494XX

PMC28595XX

2013-05-06

2013-05-07

5

PMC28574XX

PMC26498XX

2013-05-06

2013-05-06

I

PMC1065018

PMC2772258

2012-09-03

retracted58

II

PMC514558

PMC2807707

n/a

retracted59

III

PMC2740512

PMC2978450

2013-05-06

retracted60

Verifying and proving structural and idea plagiarism is considerably more
difficult than the verification of copy & paste plagiarism (see Section 2.1.2 and
User Utility on page 171). While in cases of literal plagiarism a much lower risk
of false accusations exists and verification can be done quickly, it is often nearly
impossible to prove if someone "stole" or "copied" an idea or lines of argument.
This makes proving plagiarism extremely difficult, especially if the work bears
no close resemblance, such as copied words, to prove it61.

58
59
60
61

http://citeplag.org/compare/4727/43777
http://citeplag.org/compare/5583/117324
http://citeplag.org/compare/18399/13772
The author is not aware of any publications that were retracted solely on the basis of
stolen ideas.
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Even in cases where it seems very likely that plagiarism is present, many
authors are not willing to initiate a retraction process. For instance, one contacted
author confirmed plagiarism but also wrote:
“We are not willing to do this job ourselves because this will lead
to great conflict with the author of the second paper who is living
in the same country, even though we do not know him personally.”
(Refer to Appendix G for additional author reactions.)
Moreover, heavily disguised plagiarism, such as paraphrases and the hard to
prove structural and idea plagiarism, are often considered "less critical" forms of
plagiarism. It is therefore not surprising that the author confirmed and the
retracted cases contain extensive plagiarism, most prominently of the copy &
paste and shake & paste type. Figure 53 shows the citation pattern visualization
for six cases of plagiarism from Table 23 using the CitePlag prototype.
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Figure 53: Citation Pattern Visualization of Confirmed Plagiarism

6.4.3 Conclusion of PMC OAS Evaluation
The evaluation using the PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS)
presented the third and final evaluation of both practicability and detection
performance of the CbPD algorithms. Utilizing this large-scale, non-fabricated
scientific collection presented a realistic plagiarism detection setting. The CbPD
algorithms capably detected currently unidentified scientific plagiarism and
outperformed the tested character-based approaches in detecting instances of
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strongly disguised forms of plagiarism. Moreover, it was shown that CbPD
facilitates the document verification process for the examiner and has a
significantly higher computational efficiency.
The detection effectiveness of seven CbPD algorithms and two proven
character-based approaches were evaluated using a ground truth derived in a
pooling process followed by human judgment. For each plagiarism form, we
compared the top-10 document pairs that user study participants rated as most
suspicious with the ranks at which each of the nine detection approaches
retrieved the ten document pairs. We found that character-based approaches were
significantly more effective in ranking highly those documents containing copy
& paste and shake & paste plagiarism forms, while the citation-based approaches
outperformed the traditional approach for ranking the more heavily disguised
forms, including paraphrases, structural and idea plagiarism.
False positives presented a larger challenge for character-based approaches
than for citation-based approaches, because in medical publications the reuse of
standardized expressions and boilerplate text can be legitimate in certain
circumstances. Case studies and journal editorials thus posed a challenge to the
character-based detection approach, which prominently retrieved these document
types among its false positives. The citation-based approaches retrieved such
cases of legitimate text reuse less frequently, because they featured either unique
citation patterns, for example, in case studies and editorials, or insufficient
citations due to their non-scientific nature. Figure 46 illustrates this observation.
The character-based approach Encoplot retrieved 205 false positives out of
235 documents examined, while the LCCS approach retrieved only one false
positive out of 31 documents examined. These results may not be applicable to
other corpora, since every corpus contains diverse document types from different
disciplines, and the reuse of citations or text may be considered legitimate by
some disciplines or for certain document types, e.g., medical case studies.
The evaluation of user utility in the verification process of potential
plagiarism showed that the citation-based approach offers distinct advantages.
Examiners rated the citation-based approach as the single most effective
visualization method for assisting in the verification of structural and idea
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plagiarism. They perceived a combined visualization approach of text and
citations as most effective for detecting paraphrases and shake & paste
plagiarism. In examining user effort, we recorded a notable reduction in the
mean times required to identify suspicious similarity once citation patterns were
visualized. User time-savings were highest for structural and idea plagiarism,
paraphrases and translated plagiarism forms.
Computational efficiency is crucial for PDS, since performing exhaustive n:n
comparisons for large document collections quickly becomes unfeasible using
currently available PDS. Character-based approaches require pairwise document
comparisons for the entire collection to prevent a reduction in detection
performance. The exhaustive n:n examination of the PMC OAS collection could
not have been carried out using any of currently and freely available methods,
due to the unfeasible runtime requirement. Whether a similar high quality, yet
computationally efficient approach is offered by any proprietary systems remains
uncertain. The CbPD approach requires fewer resources, since only the
documents with Bibliographic Coupling strength greater or equal to one require
further analysis. A comparison of computational efficiency of the Encoplot and
Sherlock character-based approaches with the CbPD algorithms, using a
minimum threshold coupling strength of five, showed that for a collection in the
PMC OAS size range, character-based approaches would require approximately
100 years of processing, while the CbPD5 algorithm requires only one day on a
current model quad-core system.
Using a non-artificially created corpus allowed the comparison of
effectiveness of character-based and citation-based detection approaches in
identifying currently unidentified real-world plagiarism cases, some of which
showed sophisticated plagiarism disguise. The CbPD approach identified several
instances that could not be detected by the two baseline approaches that are
representative of today’s detection approaches.
As a result of our contact with authors, one plagiarized medical study and a
plagiarized case report have already been retracted by the issuing journal.
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Furthermore, five publications have been author-confirmed as plagiarism, and
several additional publications are currently under examination62.

6.5 Conclusion of Evaluations
The evaluation of Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD) algorithms for
their practicability, detection effectiveness, user utility, and computational
efficiency demonstrated promising results. The single largest benefit of CbPD
was its potential to identify heavily disguised plagiarism, such as paraphrases,
translated plagiarism, and structural and idea plagiarism. Even for heavily
disguised plagiarism, we often observed similarities remaining in the citation
patterns. The character-based methods currently in use rely on textual similarity
alone for plagiarism detection and are thus unable to detect strongly disguised
forms of plagiarism.
An obstacle to the evaluation was the nonexistence of a suitable test
collection. Test collections used in previous plagiarism detection evaluations
were unsuitable for evaluating the performance of CbPD in detecting strongly
disguised plagiarism, because previously used collections were either artificially
created or had no ground truth regarding the presence of disguised forms of
plagiarism. Methods for artificially creating disguised plagiarism include using
crowdsourcing services, e.g., Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [262] or oDesk [265],
for contracting writers that perform the task. Asking humans to paraphrase text
produces more realistic disguise than employing random text alterations.
Nonetheless, such services cannot reproduce the sophisticated disguises
integrated into publications that scientists worked on, often over years, with the
goal of publishing in a reputable journal.
The creation of an ideal test collection would require extensive secret
monitoring of scientists’ work, e.g., a Trojan horse, to study which sources they
access and how they attribute the work of others. Only such a study would allow
tracing instances of realistic idea plagiarism with acceptable confidence.
62
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However, the creation of such an ideal test collection would be extremely
resource intensive, not to mention infeasible for ethical reasons. Since no single
ideal test collection exists, or can reasonably be created, we combined three realworld document collections of various sizes and characteristics – the GuttenPlag
Wiki, the VroniPlag Wiki and the PMC OAS – to mitigate limitations of the
individual corpora.
First, we used the GuttenPlag Wiki to compare the CbPD approach to
traditional character-based PDS in detecting the translated plagiarism present in
the doctoral thesis of K.-T. zu Guttenberg. It can be assumed that the extensive
crowd-sourced analysis of this real-word plagiarism case identified a very large
portion of all plagiarism instances in the thesis. This serves as a ground truth for
performance comparisons. The CbPD algorithms identified 13 of the 16
instances of translated plagiarism in the thesis, while the character-based PDS
we tested could not identify any.
Second, we used the VroniPlag Wiki. This collection featured confirmed
plagiarism instances from multiple authors, allowing an evaluation of CbPD on
various writing and plagiarism styles. In an analysis of randomly chosen
plagiarized fragments from 15 theses, citation analysis alone could identify seven
of the 15 theses as clearly suspicious. Analyzing translated plagiarism in
particular, the CbPD approach identified four of the seven theses that contained
translated plagiarism as clearly suspicious and another thesis as likely suspicious.
Third, we demonstrated CbPD’s potential to detect plagiarism in the
∼234,000 publications of the biomedical collection, PubMed Central Open

Access Subset. Some plagiarism cases would have remained undetected using
current approaches. Since no ground truth exists, we used a pooling approach in
combination with human judgment collected in a user study to create a test
collection.
Resulting from our contact with authors, one plagiarized medical study and a
plagiarized case report have already been retracted by the issuing journal.
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Additionally, five publications have been author-confirmed as plagiarism, and
several other publications are currently under examination63.
A comparison of detection effectiveness against the baselines Encoplot and
Sherlock, two proven character based approaches, confirmed our hypothesis that
CbPD and character-based approaches complement each other. Character-based
approaches are ideal for identifying undisguised local forms of plagiarism, while
the citation-based approaches are ideal for detecting disguised global forms.
The complementary strengths of the character-based and citation-based
approaches were also reflected in the reports of user utility. While characterbased methods were rated as most helpful in manual verification of copy & paste
plagiarism, study participants stated the citation visualizations of the CbPD
approach as the single most useful aid for verifying structural and idea
plagiarism, and as a valuable addition for paraphrases and shake & paste
plagiarism. CbPD also reduced user effort, measured in time required to identify
suspicious instances, for Guttenberg’s translated plagiarism.
The computational efficiency of the citation-based approach was shown to be
suitable for the analysis of large corpora and for filtering large datasets prior to
applying the computationally more expensive character-based approaches. The
worst-case complexity of performing an n:n comparison is 𝑂(𝐶²) for both

character-based and citation-based approaches. However, in an average case, a
CbPD analysis in an n:n fashion requires only a small fraction of the
comparisons necessary for a character-based analysis. The reason is that CbPD
algorithms only need to analyze documents that are bibliographically coupled. In
the case of the PMC OAS, the BC requirement reduced the number of document
pairs to be analyzed by 99.77 %, from approximately 17 billion to approximately
39 million. Reducing the number of documents to compare is essential when
analyzing a collection the size of PMC OAS with character-based approaches.
Aside from excluding documents that are not bibliographically coupled as we
did, character-based heuristics, like fingerprinting or keyword-based clustering,
could be used to limit collection size. However, to our knowledge, we found no
63
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publically available character-based PDS that allowed analyzing a collection of
several hundred thousand documents in a feasible amount of time.
In conclusion, the multiple-collection evaluation of CbPD uniformly showed
that citation-based plagiarism detection and character-based plagiarism detection
have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Character-based approaches
excel at detecting unmodified and local forms of plagiarism, including short
passages copied verbatim and only moderately paraphrased text. They fail,
however, when it comes to detecting strongly paraphrased text or translated
plagiarism, which we showed to be the strength of the CbPD approach.
The reader is encouraged to explore the citation visualization of the CitePlag
prototype and view examples at: http://www.citeplag.org/thesis

7 Summary & Future Work
This chapter summarizes the thesis in Section 7.1, reviews the contributions of
the research presented in Section 7.2, and gives an outlook on future work in
Section 7.3.

7.1 Summary
This doctoral thesis proposed a novel approach to plagiarism detection, thereby
addressing an information retrieval problem that has so far not been satisfactorily
solved – the machine-detection of strongly disguised and translated academic
plagiarism. State-of-the-art plagiarism detection systems (PDS) employ
character-based text comparisons, which reliably detect copy & paste plagiarism
and, to varying degrees, slightly modified plagiarism. Current PDS are unable to
detect strongly disguised forms of plagiarism, such as paraphrases, translated
plagiarism, and idea plagiarism. The concluding remark in the 2012 Collusion
Detection System Test performed by the HTW Berlin University of Applied
Science states
“[…] for translations or heavily edited material, the systems are
powerless […]” [360].
To address the weakness of current systems, this thesis introduced Citationbased Plagiarism Detection (CbPD), a fundamentally different approach to
plagiarism detection. Compared to existing approaches, CbPD does not make use
of character-based similarity, but rather analyzes the citation patterns within
documents to form a language-independent fingerprint representing semantic
similarity between documents. To cover the different forms of plagiarism and the
resulting citation pattern characteristics, three classes of CbPD algorithms were
introduced: Longest Common Citation Sequence, Greedy Citation Tiling and
Citation Chunking. The algorithms are capable of handling transpositions and
scaling of citations. Additionally, the algorithms take into account the probability
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of co-occurrence of identical citations by chance, as well as the number and
proximity of matching citations in a pattern.
As a proof of concept, and to evaluate the detection performance of the CbPD
approach in a real plagiarism detection setting, we developed the prototype
CitePlag. CitePlag is composed of a document parser, a relational database, a
detector component, and a frontend. CitePlag produces interactive visualizations
of both citation and text similarities between documents to aid the human
examiner in arriving at a conclusion on potential plagiarism. The CitePlag
frontend is web-based and accessible at: http://www.citeplag.org

Figure 54: CitePlag Plagiarism Detection Prototype
Source: http://citeplag.org/compare/6861131

We performed a comprehensive evaluation of the CbPD approach using the
CitePlag prototype to collect human judgment as a ground truth. Three unique
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document collections were used for evaluation purposes, since no single
collection fulfilled all necessary test-collection criteria:
-

must contain scientific publications with citations

-

the extent of plagiarism must be known (ground truth exists)

-

must contain real-world plagiarism cases (non-fabricated)

We chose the GuttenPlag Wiki because it represents one of the most
thoroughly examined cases of plagiarism. This makes the collection unique in
that it allows for a realistic ground truth approximation. The CbPD algorithms
identified 13 of the 16 translated plagiarism instances contained in the thesis,
while the three tested PDS could not identify a single instance.
We chose the VroniPlag Wiki collection because it contains thoroughly
examined academic plagiarism from various authors, thus covering a wider range
of citation styles and plagiarism forms. Side-by-side comparisons of plagiarized
text excerpts from the VroniPlag Wiki showed that the copying of citations – if
present in the source – is common behavior among plagiarists. Even when
translating text, or otherwise attempting to disguise textual similarity, authors
made little to no effort to disguise the order in which they copied citations. Our
observation of plagiarism behavior indicates that the CbPD approach is suitable
for detecting strongly disguised forms of plagiarism in real-world settings.
Relying only upon a comparison of citation patterns, CbPD could identify five of
the seven translated plagiarism cases in the VroniPlag Wiki.
We chose the PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS) to access
more strongly disguised scientific plagiarism, which has not yet been identified.
Limiting our evaluation to identified plagiarism cases would be insufficient.
Identified cases tend to feature higher instances of textual similarity, given that
these cases were detected either using currently available PDS, or because high
similarity sparked suspicion among human reviewers. The PMC OAS collection
contains almost no examples of identified plagiarism cases. This allows an
evaluation of the practicability of CbPD in a realistic setting and on a large scale,
using a test collection of 185,170 medical publications. Comparison of detection
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performance against two state-of-the-art PDS showed that CbPD was the only
approach capable of revealing heavily disguised instances of plagiarism. As a
result of our investigation, PubMed has already retracted one plagiarized medical
study and one plagiarized case report. Moreover, the evaluation showed that
plagiarists usually do not substitute citations when disguising the origin of
plagiarized text, which makes citations suitable language-independent markers
for forming a disguise-resistant semantic fingerprint of a publication.
Table 24: Capabilities of Current PD Approaches and CbPD
This table expands on Table 8.

Character-based (Char.)
Exact String Matching
Approximate String Matching
Fingerprinting
Vector Space Models
Semantic Enhancements
Cross-language (CLPD)
Stylometry (Style)
Citation-based (CbPD)

X

References
Idea

Translated

Undue Paraphrase

Shake & Paste

Near copies

Form of plagiarism

Copies

Cross-lingual PD

Mono-lingual PD

Detection Approach

Intrinsic PD

Extrinsic PD

Application

X
[19, 137, 175, 232]
[285, 370]
[57, 142, 245, 293,
[24, 238, 252, 328,

X

X

X

X X
X X

[22, 190, 252, 333]
[172, 239, 263, 371]
[97, 238, 319, 322]
[127, 129, 132]

Hybrid: Character-based and citation-based combined
X
X X
[127, 129, 132]
Hybrid (Char./CLPD/Style/CbPD)

Detection rate:

Good

Fair

Poor

Unfit

The strengths and limitations of the different plagiarism detection approaches
are summarized in Table 24. The table shows that both the character-based and
the citation-based approaches have their own unique strengths. While the
character-based approach capably identifies local forms of plagiarism, such as
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copy & paste, the CbPD approach excels in detecting global forms of strong
paraphrases, translated plagiarism, and idea plagiarism. A hybrid approach that
combines CbPD with existing character-based detection approaches significantly
improves the detection rates for all forms of plagiarism, as is shown in the final
row in Table 24.
Addressing academic plagiarism by technical means alone remains an
insufficient solution in the long-run, since plagiarism is a societal problem and
must also be addressed with societal solutions, i.e. providing education,
guidelines, and policies to prevent plagiarism. At the same time, when
prevention fails, employing technical means for plagiarism detection is a
promising complementary approach. Advances in plagiarism detection software
can significantly increase the likelihood of discovery and thus decrease the
benefits of plagiarizing as perceived by the plagiarist. The CbPD approach
contributes to making scientific plagiarism less "worthwhile", by forcing the
plagiarist to substitute citations, which requires time and subject expertise.
Additionally, CbPD increases the likelihood of machine-identifying even
heavily disguised plagiarism, including translated plagiarism. In many cases,
disguising plagiarism until it contains neither character-based nor citation-based
similarities requires such effort that acquiring content through plagiarism may no
longer be an attractive option to a plagiarist over creating genuine content.

7.2 Contributions
This section summarizes the contributions of this thesis for each of the research
tasks presented in Section 1.3.
Task 1:

Perform a comprehensive analysis of the individual
strengths and weaknesses of state-of-the-art plagiarism
detection approaches and systems.

We reviewed the literature and tested available detection approaches and
systems. We found that state-of-the-art systems for plagiarism detection are
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capable of detecting copied or slightly disguised cases of plagiarism, but fail to
detect the more heavily disguised forms of plagiarism, such as paraphrases,
translated, and idea plagiarism.
Task 2:

Develop a plagiarism detection concept that addresses
the identified weaknesses of current plagiarism
detection approaches.

To overcome the deficiency of the current plagiarism detection approaches a
novel concept, Citation-based Plagiarism Detection (CbPD), was proposed.
Unlike currently used detection approaches, which focus solely on textual
overlap, CbPD uses the placement of in-text citations as a language-independent
marker for modeling semantic similarity between documents.
Task 3:

Design detection algorithms that employ the theoretical
concept introduced and are fitted to detect the
plagiarism forms currently not machine-detectable.

To enable effective and efficient detection of the different plagiarism forms,
we designed and implemented three classes of detection algorithms: Longest
Common Citation Sequence, Greedy Citation Tiling and Citation Chunking.
Each class considers the citation pattern characteristics unique to the various
plagiarism forms. The Longest Common Citation Sequence algorithm ignores
non-matching citations between matching citations. This algorithm is especially
suitable to identify document-wide disguised plagiarism, as well as local
instances of plagiarism if sufficient citations are given. The Greedy Citation
Tiling algorithm identifies only identical citation patterns, an approach especially
suitable for detecting shake & paste plagiarism. The variations of the Citation
Chunking algorithm check patterns for potential transpositions or scaling of
citations, which is useful in detecting locally confined instances of disguised
plagiarism. Additionally, citation patterns are evaluated taking into account (1)
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the probability that the shared citations in the matching patterns co-occur by
chance, and (2) the number, proximity, and order of shared citations in the
matching patterns.
Task 4:

Implement a prototype of a plagiarism detection system
that employs the developed algorithms to demonstrate
the applicability of the approach in real-world scientific
document collections.

To evaluate and demonstrate the proposed concept in real-world conditions
we developed CitePlag, a plagiarism detection system prototype capable of
applying the CbPD approach to a large scientific corpus. The system consists of
a relational database, a parser, a detector, and a web-based user-interface at the
frontend. The database stores the bibliographic document data as extracted by the
parser and stores the results of the CbPD algorithms as implemented in the
detector component. The web-based frontend retrieves the detection results from
the database and visualizes the suspicious document in an interactive side-byside display for human inspection.
The frontend64 is accessible at: http://www.citeplag.org
Task 5:

64

Evaluate the proposed concept in identifying strongly
disguised plagiarism forms by comparing detection
performance, user utility, and computational efficiency
to state-of-the-art systems. As proof of concept, identify
unknown and currently non-machine-detectable
plagiarism instances.

The frontend was developed in collaboration with students from the HTW Berlin. See
Section 5.4 for details.
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To validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the CbPD approach, we
performed three distinct evaluations using real-world document collections.
-

An analysis of the doctoral thesis of zu Guttenberg showed that
CbPD is considerably more suitable for identifying translated
plagiarism than currently used approaches. Of the 16 translated
plagiarism fragments in the thesis, the CbPD approach identified
13, while the tested PDS were unable to identify a single fragment.

-

An analysis of the VroniPlag Wiki, which contains plagiarism
from a diverse group of authors, showed promising results
regarding CbPD’s ability to detect plagiarism and in particular
translated plagiarism.

-

An analysis of the PMC OAS corpus, containing ∼200,000

medical publications, showed that the CbPD approach is capable
of identifying cases of plagiarism, which remain undetected by
current plagiarism detection approaches.

In addition to demonstrating the practical suitability of CbPD for three
distinct test collections, the comprehensive evaluation led to the following
conclusions:
-

A high (relative) Bibliographic Coupling strength alone is not a
sufficient indicator for plagiarism, since it results in many false
positives. Analyzing the citation patterns in regard to factors, such
as order and proximity of citations, significantly improves
detection performance.

-

The presented approach is computationally more efficient than
most currently used character-based approaches. This makes it
applicable also to large document collections. While an n:n
comparison of the complete PMC OAS corpus using a
character-based PDS, e.g. Encoplot, would have required ~100
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years, performing the CbPD computations required only 14.7
hours on a current quad-core processor system.
Evaluating the CbPD approach necessitated the creation of a suitable test
collection due to the shortcomings of currently available collections. The
collection created using the PMC OAS contains 185,170 scientific publications
and a user study derived ground truth for 181 unique publications retrieved by
nine tested detection algorithms among their top-30 ranks. This dataset currently
represents the only scientific document collection suitable for evaluating
structural and idea plagiarism on a large scale. The collection is available upon
request. See Appendix C for access details.
The dataset includes:
-

the full texts of the PMC OAS collection cleaned of duplicates and
converted to plain text.

-

extracted data of citations including their positions within the PMC
OAS full-texts.

-

extracted, disambiguated data of references in the PMC OAS.

-

pre-computed similarity scores for documents in the PMC OAS
using three character-based similarity measures, Encoplot,
Sherlock and Lucene, as well as 21 citation-based measures,
including Longest Common Citation Sequence, Greedy Citation
Tiling, Citation Chunking, Bibliographic Coupling, Co-Citation.

-

user-identified suspicious fragments and confirmed cases of
plagiarism in the PMC OAS corpus.

7.3 Future Work
The development and evaluation of a citation-based approach to plagiarism
detection (PD) introduced several ideas for future applications and improvements
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to today’s PD technology. This section on future work gives an outlook on the
general research needed in Section 7.3.1, and proposes strategies to improve
CbPD detection accuracy in Section 7.3.2. Additional applications of the CbPD
and the Sequential Pattern Analysis approach are presented in Section 7.3.3, and
the need for further evaluations is explained in Section 7.3.4.

7.3.1 General Research Need
7.3.1.1

Defining Newly Detectable Plagiarism Forms

The CbPD approach opens up a discussion on the current definition of
plagiarism and the levels of structural similarity in documents that adequately
represent critical thresholds. Disguised plagiarism forms have not been
addressed as thoroughly in plagiarism research as the more easily detectable and
verifiable non-disguised plagiarism forms. No consensus exists on thresholds of
similarity that should be interpreted as disguised plagiarism, or how these more
subtle forms of similarity should be dealt with.
An example of the type of questions that could arise is if copying numerous
carefully selected citations listed in a table constitutes plagiarism. The judgment
might depend on factors such as the percentage of identical citations, whether
citations have been inserted or deleted, whether the copied citations are highly
co-cited, or whether the order of copied citations is identical. However, even an
identical order can be legitimate if, for example, both authors cite papers
chronologically or alphabetically by author names. Such a plagiarism form, for
which a fitting term could be citation composition plagiarism, has thus far not
been considered. Thus, a discussion of suitable criteria and similarity thresholds
for plagiarism forms newly identifiable with the CbPD approach is of
importance. Such a discussion, however, lies beyond the scope of this thesis.
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7.3.2 Improvements to Detection Accuracy
7.3.2.1

Considering Document Sections for Citation Occurrences

When analyzing the PMC OAS document collection for plagiarism, we found
that high textual and citation similarity often occurs in the introduction and
related work sections. When talking to the authors of the original work, we found
that they often do not consider such similarity as plagiarism.
“…The basic problem is that there are only a limited number of ways to
provide the information common to both introductions (mostly the list of
genes responsible for inherited cataracts), and if the authors had not
listed them in the order taken from our previous manuscript, they would
simply have had to shuffle the order a bit, which seems a little silly…”65
A previous plagiarism investigation of articles in PubMed gathered similar
feedback from authors [202]. Authors stated that the repetition of highly similar
text in their own manuscripts or the manuscripts of collaborators is a common
practice and in most cases not considered a violation of academic principles
within their field. Repeating similar or identical text is especially common in
introductory sections, for describing experimental settings, or as part of review
articles [114, 202].
We agree that mild forms of "plagiarism" are less serious if they occur in
certain document sections, such as in the introduction or in the related work
section, than if they occur, for example, in the results section. To reduce false
positives, the detection algorithms should take into consideration document
section when calculating the CbPD score. Additional empirical research will be
necessary to determine reasonable weightings for citation matches depending on
their placement in the publication.

65

Quoted from an email exchange with an author who wished to remain anonymous.
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Accounting for Citation Substitution

If CbPD finds widespread use, plagiarists may deliberately substitute references
with topically similar references. The CbPD detection algorithms could
counteract such obfuscation attempts by also considering related citations as part
of the similarity assessment. In order to analyze related citations, the detection
algorithms would require a set of references viewed as ‘interchangeable’.
Character- and citation-based similarity measures, such as Co-citation Proximity
Analysis [126], could be employed to compute the set of related citations.
Including related citations in the analysis will potentially lead to more false
positives and a higher computational effort. However, we hypothesize that
including these additional checks will have a strong deterrent effect. If authors
must sift through large amounts of related literature to re-order all references in a
unique coherent way, only to avoid detection, the task becomes so time
consuming that producing original work becomes the more attractive option.
The counter-measure to citation shuffling and substitution could additionally
be to analyze not only the order of these markers, but also their proximities. In
this way, the character distance fingerprint would remain similar even if all
markers in a document were replaced. So far, however, we have not researched
the effectiveness of these counter measures.

7.3.2.3

Reducing False Positives Using Co-citation Proximity Analysis

False positives are a common problem of PDS. To aid in reducing false
positives, we are assessing the possibility of using CPA (see Section 3.2.5). One
can assume that most authors carefully examine the merits of the documents they
cite. Thus, in the case of frequently co-cited documents, and especially in the
case of documents with a high CPA score, authors are assumed to have read and
recognized the validity and contributions of the documents they cited together.
Therefore, we regard it as unlikely that documents contain plagiarism originating
from documents with which they are frequently co-cited. Furthermore, in the
case that plagiarism is present, it is very unlikely that it has not yet been
identified and reported in frequently co-cited documents. This consideration may
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help reduce false positives, although we have not yet collected empirical
evidence for this hypothesis.

7.3.2.4

Evaluating Intrinsic Citation-based PD

Whether intrinsic66 citation-based approaches are suitable in identifying
plagiarism remains a question to be addressed by future research. Unexpected
deviations in the type or style of citations may possibly point to plagiarism. For
example, if a certain document section cites only non-open access publications,
while the rest of the document cites only open access publications, this can
potentially indicate copied sections of another author’s literature review or
copied paper structure and ideas. Similarly, if an author abbreviates other
authors’ first names, except in a few instances where the authors’ first names are
written out fully, this may be an indicator of unoriginal work. Additionally, if an
author follows the convention of citing the first and last pages from works cited,
yet in other sections only provides the beginning page number for a citation, the
citation information may have been copied.

7.3.2.5

Machine Learning of Similarity Characteristics

If a larger suitable test collection that features a reliable ground truth should ever
become available, one could consider the use of machine learning methods to
optimize detection algorithms. Machine learning could improve CbPD by more
accurately determining the typical combinations of citation-based and characterbased similarity characteristics that cause a document to be suspicious.

7.3.3 Additional Applications
7.3.3.1

Identification of Plagiarism Form

As discussed in Section 4.5, the detection algorithms providing the best results
differ depending on the plagiarism form present. This characteristic of the
66

See Stylometry for Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection on page 31 for an explanation of
intrinsic measures.
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algorithms allows for the automatic identification of the form of plagiarism. For
example, if a citation pattern is identical, yet textual similarity is relatively low,
the plagiarism is likely a paraphrase. If citation similarity is high, but the text is
in another language, it is possibly a translated plagiarism. Depending on the form
of plagiarism, one could also adjust similarity thresholds.

7.3.3.2

Visualization of Author Inspiration Trail

When analyzing citation patterns, it is noticeable that review articles on identical
or related topics tend to share a great deal of citation patterns. However, despite
citing much of the same literature, later review articles rarely cite earlier review
articles. Space limitations and readability concerns can justify why authors do
not cite every document involved in the creation process of a paper. Thus, this
should not necessarily be considered plagiarism as long as the similarities are
not excessive. Nevertheless, identifying such similarities can be interesting to
other authors.
As an example, assume Alice wrote a paper that Bob finds interesting. If Bob
is especially interested in learning more about the topic in general, he may like to
know which other publications Alice consulted while writing her article. Bob
could look at the bibliography in Alice’s article. However, the works cited in the
bibliography are often only the most influential texts, or those addressing
specific facts instead of giving a general introduction or literature review on the
topic. The hypothesis is that identifying additional, often more general,
publications aside from those cited becomes possible by running similar
algorithms as for Citation-based Plagiarism Detection but using a lower
similarity threshold.
Figure 55 illustrates the concept of an author inspiration trail. If Bob wrote
Doc B, he may have also read Doc A, because both Doc B and Doc A cite
documents [1], [2] and [3] in identical order. However, Bob does not cite Alice,
who published earlier.
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Figure 55: Potential to Identify Non-cited Documents

Identifying and displaying these currently invisible inspiration trails67 is
another possible application of CbPD. The goal would be to develop methods
capable of identifying earlier papers that significantly affected the creation of
later papers, even if the later papers did not cite the earlier ones.

7.3.3.3

Sequential Pattern Analysis

This thesis proposed and evaluated Citation-based Plagiarism Detection as a
specialization of the broader approach we termed Sequential Pattern Analysis.
CbPD applies Sequential Pattern Analysis for a particular use case – plagiarism
detection – using a specific type of language-independent markers: academic
citations.
Sequential Pattern Analysis using additional language-dependent and
language-independent markers aside from citations could further increase the
detection rates for global68 plagiarism. Current PDS commonly employ a
heuristic initial retrieval step using some form of vector space models or term
67
68

The author first proposed the idea of inspiration trails at the ECDL doctoral
consortium in 2010 [125].
See Section 2.2.2, page 19, for an explanation of local vs. global plagiarism.
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indices, see Section 2.2.1. These approaches consider the overlap and partially
the distinctiveness of patterns, which equal indexed terms in this case, as the
main criteria for identifying similar documents. Depending on the terms used,
the order within patterns is also considered, e.g., when several characters,
multiple words, or whole sentences represent a term. We hypothesize that
additionally analyzing the proximity and order of shared patterns, i.e. matching
character sequences, words, or longer text fragments, could improve retrieval
accuracy. For instance, if two documents share technical terms, e.g., stating a
certain bacterial culture, specifying a form of DNA sequencing, listing laboratory
equipment and naming chemicals, the overlap in terms may too small and too
common as to retrieve these documents as potentially suspicious. However, if
these terms appear in similar order and proximity within both documents, they
may indicate a similar research approach and/or experimental setup that are less
common, thus interesting to an examiner.
Examples for additional language-independent characteristics used by
Sequential Pattern Analysis include:
-

Formulas (e.g., chemical formulas such as H2O)

-

URIs (e.g., URLs)

-

Patent numbers (e.g., 4,715,820, 3,685,001)

-

Names (e.g., of author names, cities, countries)

-

Dates (e.g., June 23, 1912)

Aside from plagiarism detection, considering these and other characteristics
could make Sequential Pattern Analysis applicable to further use cases.
For instance, considering the order and proximity of keywords, for example,
descriptions of medical symptoms, could improve the retrieval accuracy for
searches for medical diagnosis or treatment. A simple keyword search for
symptoms may generate too many unrelated results, especially for common
symptoms such as "headache". However, a search for symptoms in a specific
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order, for example, the chronological order in which symptoms of a disease tend
to occur, or when symptoms are discussed in close proximity within a
specialized medical text may result in more relevant search results. Additionally,
considering the distinctiveness of described symptoms could help to rank
descriptions or case studies of rare diseases more prominently.
Considering the order, proximity and distinctiveness of names and/or dates
could for instance improve the retrieval of historical text covering a particular
event or period. Similarly, employing Sequential Pattern Analysis for patent
retrieval could improve the search for specific prior art.

7.3.4 Further Evaluations
To date, the largest document collection examined using the citation-based
approach for plagiarism detection was the PMC OAS. This corpus contained
"only" ∼234,000 publications. The CbPD approach, however, can easily be

applied to much larger collections; refer to the Comparison of Computational
Efficiency on page 176. We lack the licenses to access the 22 million articles in
PubMed, of which only 2.8 million are freely available as full-text in PubMed
Central [338].
The reason for choosing PMC OAS for an initial evaluation, and why we
plan to re-examine PubMed’s other collection more extensively in the future, is
that academic fraud, including plagiarism and the fabrication or falsification of
data can have serious negative effects to society, particularly in medicine.
Fraudulent medical studies on the efficacy and safety of pharmaceuticals or
health interventions can lead to serious maltreatment of patients69. An increasing

69

Even without fabricating data, authors can endanger patients by recycling previously
recorded data as part of several publications. In systematic reviews, results published
more than once can receive an inappropriate weight. Systematic reviews of primary
research are one of the most important instruments in evidence-based medicine to
demonstrate the effects of pharmaceuticals, health and public health interventions, and
social interventions [189]. In the worst case, plagiarized studies can distort systematic
reviews and the conclusions drawn from these meta-analyses [349]. Several studies
highlighted that although fraudulent studies make up a small share of all medical
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number of scandals related to fraudulent research have been uncovered in the last
decade. Prominent examples include a fabricated link between the measles,
mumps and rubella vaccine and autism [87], falsified data in stem cell research
[16], or a fabricated positive effect of painkillers on oral cancer [243].
Identifying fabricated or falsified data is difficult, especially by means of
automatic detection. We found no study on scientific fraud, which analyzes how
many studies containing fabricated or falsified data also contain plagiarism.
However, the evaluation of CbPD using the PMC OAS revealed some examples
of studies that both plagiarized and fabricated data. It seems plausible to assume
that if authors intend to fabricate a study, they would not do so from scratch, but
may try to resemble the structure of a previous study. In doing so, fabricated
studies may resort to copying literature reviews or sections describing
experimental setup from prior studies. CbPD can help in identifying such
fraudulent studies. Further evaluations of the citation-based approach on corpora
containing medical publications are thus a priority for mitigating the potentially
damaging effects of plagiarism in medicine.
Further large-scale evaluations of the CbPD approach using scientific, multilanguage corpora will be necessary. The evaluation using the PMC OAS corpus,
while large-scale, was not applicable to translated plagiarism. The PMC OAS
contains only medical texts in English. Figure 56 shows a retracted translated
plagiarism [65] published in Neuroscience Letters. The English translation only
contains sources that were also cited in the Chinese original. This citation-based
similarity represents the only automatically recognizable similarity characteristic
remaining in the texts.

research papers, they affect and potentially put at risk tens of thousands of patients
[107, 315, 349].
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A

Preliminary PMC OAS Corpus Analysis

This chapter70 describes the preliminary analysis of the PMC OAS collection.
This analysis served to provide an insight into the characteristics and capabilities
for each of the detection algorithms before applying them to detect suspicious
document similarities.

A.1 Bibliographic Coupling
We analyzed Bibliographic Coupling (BC), both the number (absolute
Bibliographic Coupling strength, 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ) or fraction (relative Bibliographic
Coupling strength, 𝑟𝐵𝐵 ) of references that two documents have in common for

two reasons. First, we expected 𝐴𝐵𝐵 and 𝑟𝐵𝐵 to be valuable criteria for

constraining the scope of the CbPD analysis to document pairs more likely to
share a significant citation-based similarity. Additionally, such a reduction of
collection size increases computing speed. Second, we wished to test the extent
to which BC strength can point to suspicious document similarities. To
investigate these two questions, we analyzed the distribution of bibliographically
coupled document pairs in the PMC OAS.
Figure 57 plots the cumulated number of document pairs (vertical axis) with
an absolute Bibliographic Coupling strength that is greater or equal to the value
on the horizontal axis. The average absolute BC strength was 𝜇(𝐴𝐵𝐵 ) = 1.21

with a standard deviation of 𝜎(𝐴𝐵𝐵 ) = 0.95. The distribution was strongly
skewed toward lower values. A clear majority, 84 %, of the bibliographically
coupled document pairs had a 𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 1.

70
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Figure 57: Bibliographic Coupling Strength among Documents in PMC OAS

The goal of the subsequent CbPD evaluation was to identify highly
uncommon citation-based document similarities. To test the extent to which high
BC strengths reflect highly uncommon citation-based document similarities, we
chose to preliminarily analyze the approximately 3 % of document pairs with the
highest 𝐴𝐵𝐵 . We performed the selection of the respective document pairs by

stetting 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≥ 4 as a minimum threshold for inclusion. This threshold retained

972,919 distinct document pairs (2.5 % of the bibliographically coupled
document pairs) for analysis.
Setting a required minimum 𝐴𝐵𝐵 potentially excluded documents containing

few references. This is problematic, because even documents with few total
references may have a substantial relative BC strength (𝑟𝐵𝐵 ). Having a large
fraction of references in common represents a significant citation-based

document similarity although 𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 4 may be undercut. Therefore, we also
chose to include documents with 𝐴𝐵𝐵 < 4 if 𝑟𝐵𝐵 is high. To determine the

threshold above which 𝑟𝐵𝐵 should be uncommonly high, we analyzed the
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distribution of 𝑟𝐵𝐵 over all bibliographically coupled document pairs (see Figure
58).
On average, the fraction of references a document has in common with

another document (𝑟𝐵𝐵 ) makes up a minor share, ∼3 %, of a document’s overall
references. We chose to select the ∼5 % of bibliographically coupled document

pairs with the highest 𝑟𝐵𝐵 . To do so, we set 𝑟𝐵𝐵 = 9 % as a minimum threshold.

In other words, we included document pairs with 𝐴𝐵𝐵 < 4, if they had 9 % or
more of their references in common.
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Figure 58: Distribution of Relative Bibliographic Coupling Strength (rBC )

In addition to using Bibliographic Coupling to limit the scope of the analysis,
we also wanted to evaluate its usefulness in detecting suspiciously similar,
potentially plagiarized documents. Since we compare all documents against all
others in a n:n comparison, the number of detected similarities requires finding a
reasonable confinement of documents for manual inspection. To achieve this, we
considered the following two criteria.
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First, we selected the top 10,000 document pairs with the highest 𝐴𝐵𝐵 . To rely

not only on absolute counts, we consolidated these documents with the 10,000

document pairs that had the highest 𝑟𝐵𝐵 . In total, 13,911 document pairs fulfilled

one or both criteria. We plotted the selected document pairs according to their
absolute and relative BC strength as shown in the scatter plot in Figure 59.
Selecting the top 10,000 documents for both criteria causes the clear breakup in
the data points in both dimensions of the plot.
𝑠𝐵𝐵 ≥ 25 ˄ 𝑟𝑠 ≥ 65 %

100
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70
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256
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Figure 59: Document Pairs with High Absolute and Relative BC Strength

Examining the left upper plot area, we can conclude that in an n:n detection
scenario, an isolated examination of 𝑟𝐵𝐵 is not a valuable similarity indicator for

𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≲ 20. For almost any 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≲ 20 a substantial number of documents exist that

share between 60 % and 80 % of their references with other documents.

For 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≤ 8, even 100 % shared references are common. Samples indicated that

documents with 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≤ 8, but a large 𝑟𝐵𝐵 are typically very short. These short

documents have most of their references in common with much longer
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documents. The scatter plot suggests that in the given n:n detection scenario,
high thresholds must be set for 𝐴𝐵𝐵 and 𝑟𝐵𝐵 to limit the document space to a

number that allows manual inspection. We defined three heuristic criteria to
select and examine the most similar documents, i.e. the documents lying to the
upper right of the thresholds, indicated by straight lines in Figure 59. We chose
document pairs with 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≥ 55 and consolidated them with documents with

lower absolute BC strengths (𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≥ 25), but higher relative BC strengths

𝑟𝐵𝐵 ≥ 65.

322 document pairs matched the selection criteria and were analyzed. We
differentiated between bibliographically coupled documents with authors in
common (277 document pairs) and no authors in common (45 document pairs) to
identify potential plagiarism as opposed to duplicate publications. We examined
10 document pairs that had no authors in common and 30 document pairs with
authors in common. The examined samples showed that strongly coupled
documents with authors in common typically fall into these categories:
-

Identical text published in different journals, e.g., [192] and [193],
[196] and [197], or [7] and [8]

-

Duplicates, i.e. the same journal article appeared in PMC multiple
times, e.g., [289] and [290], [287] and [288], or [61] and [62]

-

Errata including a complete new version of a previously published
text, e.g., [326] and [327], or [341] and [342]

-

Updates on prior research using many of the same references, e.g.,
[180] and [179], [278] and [308], or [211] and [210]

Errata and multiple copies, which are likely erroneous submissions of the
same text to PMC®, are clearly unsuspicious. The appropriateness of
simultaneous publication of the same article in different journals is casedependent. Duplicate publication can be justified if the goal is reaching a broader
audience or increasing the dissemination of key findings. If the publication
mainly serves interests of the author without contributing to the scientific
community and without acknowledging prior publications in other venues,
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duplicate publication represents undue behavior. As far as we can judge, the
listed examples of updates seem to provide new information, and hence are
legitimate examples of highly similar texts.
Most examined documents that shared no common authors were review
articles on related or identical topics that shared a significant number of
references. We found no blatant copy & paste plagiarism. Bibliographic
Coupling does not provide clues as to which of these documents might contain
suspiciously similar content. Overall, Bibliographic Coupling provides a rough
measure of document similarity in the given n:n detection setting, in which we
regard all documents as potentially suspicious and compare them against all
others. Bibliographic Coupling can identify identical and highly related
documents that contain a large number of common references.
We assume that 𝐴𝐵𝐵 and 𝑟𝐵𝐵 can be more valuable for indicating suspicious

document similarities in a 1:n detection scenario, in which one potentially
suspicious document is compared against a genuine reference collection. To
substantiate this assumption, we analyzed the distribution of documents with
𝑟𝐵𝐵 ≥ 9 %, which we set as a threshold for suspicion, depending on the number
of documents the respective fraction of references is shared with (see Figure 60).
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Figure 60: Distribution of Documents Sharing 𝑟 ≥ 9 % of References

The median of the distribution is four; the upper quartile is 12. This means
that 50 % of all ∼168,000 bibliographically coupled documents share 9 % or
more of their references with a maximum of four other documents and 75 % do
so with a maximum of 12 documents. We find it realistic to assume that
examiners would be willing and able to manually check four to 12 documents
when told that the amount of reference overlap is uncommon and may point to
suspicious similarity. Thus, we assume that in a majority of cases in a 1:n
detection setting, 𝑟𝐵𝐵 is a valuable criterion to identify potentially similar

documents in preparation for a manual inspection.

Similarly, the number of documents for which an "unusually" high 𝐴𝐵𝐵 exists

is a more restrictive and thus a more valuable selector in a 1:n detection setting.
As previously mentioned, we derived 𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 4 as the threshold for potential
suspicion. Figure 61 shows the distribution of documents that are

bibliographically coupled to other documents with 𝐴𝐵𝐵 ≥ 4. The median is 3, the
upper quartile 10. In other words, 75 % of bibliographically coupled documents
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are "strongly" coupled to a maximum of 10 other documents. Again, in a 1:n
detection setting, this generally appears to be a reasonable number for manual
inspection.
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Figure 61: Distribution of Documents with BC Strength ≥ 4

A.2 Longest Common Citation Sequence

The Longest Common Citation Sequence (LCCS), as described in Section 4.4.2,
is a detection algorithm, which allows slight transpositions in matching citations
or skipping over gaps of non-matching citations. The LCCS measures global
document similarity in the form of a single value. To test the detection
capabilities of the LCCS approach and to understand the influence of continuity
and rarity of matching citations in terms of the CF-Score and Cont.-Score, we
used both scores as the dimensions of a scatter plot.
CF-Score and Cont.-Score both depend on the pattern length, i.e. the number
of matching citations, which makes them additive scores. Documents that differ
from the majority of documents with comparable numbers of matching citations
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represent notable outliers in one or both dimensions. To prevent scores of
documents with many references from masking outliers obtained from shorter
documents, separately analyzing documents with similar numbers of references
is a reasonable approach. For the evaluation presented here, however, we did not
perform this separation, but considered documents with the highest CF-Scores
and Cont.-Scores, regardless of their number of references.
To limit the scope of analysis for evaluating the Longest Common Citation
Sequence, we used a graph-based approach similar to the one employed in the
case of Bibliographic Coupling. We selected the 10,000 document pairs with the
highest cumulative CF-Scores calculated for citations that are part of the LCCS.
We consolidated these document pairs with the 10,000 document pairs scoring
highest when considering the maximum of the LCCS length and the associated
Cont.-Score. 15,392 distinct document pairs matched the selection criteria.
Figure 62 plots these pairs according to the dimensions CF-Score and the
maximum of either pattern length or Cont.-Score.
Using the scatter plot, we chose thresholds for both dimensions that separated
the most dominant outliers. We selected document pairs with CF-Score ≥ 480

and/or a maximum length or Cont.-Score ≥ 310. We excluded document pairs

already examined as part of the Bibliographic Coupling analysis. We retained six
document pairs with authors in common and 49 document pairs with no authors
in common.
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Figure 62: Document Pairs with High Similarity Scores in the LCCS Assessment

Examining a sample of 15 document pairs from the group with authors in
common yielded:
-

Six duplicate submissions of the respective journal to PMC.

-

Six updates on prior research. The updates featured Longest
Common Citation Sequence scores of 286, 283, 198, 135, 91 and
88 citations. However, as far as we were able to judge the articles,
they presented new findings.

-

Three document pairs appeared to be slightly reworded reports on
identical literature reviews submitted to different journals. The
three documents pairs [76] and [75], [241] and [240], [90] and
[162] respectively featured longest common citation sequences of
218, 178 and 129, a majority of sequences in direct succession
(without gaps of non-matching citations). Two pairs were
submitted to the respective journals within one month, and another
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pair within three months. None of the later documents indicated a
relation to the earlier published documents. The appropriateness of
such publications must be judged in context and by expert
examiners.
Among the six document pairs with no common authors, one document pair
was an annually updated medical standard, which mentioned no authors and had
a LCCS of 364. The remaining five document pairs had LCCS lengths ranging
from 26 to 48. The articles were related, but did not show indications of
plagiarism.
To analyze how the number of shared references influences LCCS-based
similarity, we examined the relation of absolute Bibliographic Coupling strength
to LCCS length. We selected the 10,000 document pairs with the highest LCCS
and consolidated them with the 10,000 document pairs with the highest 𝐴𝐵𝐵 . We

omitted documents we had checked as part of prior analysis and created a scatter
plot with the dimensions absolute Bibliographic Coupling strength and LCCS
length (see Figure 63). By visually examining the most prominent outliers, we
defined heuristic thresholds for including document pairs in a manual check. We

selected document pairs if their LCCS had a length of 𝐴 > 64. We also included

document pairs with shorter LCCS (𝐴 > 39) if their absolute Bibliographic
Coupling strength was comparably low (𝐴𝐵𝐵 < 16). 96 documents matched the

selection criteria, of which 18 had no authors in common, while 68 had authors
in common.
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Figure 63: LCCS Length Dependent on Bibliographic Coupling Strength

The results from checking documents with authors in common were in line
with earlier findings. LCCS lengths ranged from 40 to 108. Among the highestscoring document pairs, we identified one duplicate submission to PMC, which
was probably erroneous. Furthermore, we found one identical text published in
two journals [206] and [205]. The duplicate publication appeared to be
sanctioned because it presented a standardized reporting scheme. We also found
similar, yet non-identical, reviews published in different journals, e.g., [10] and
[9]. The two articles had a LCCS of length 𝐴 = 91 in this class of articles.

Of the 18 article pairs with no authors in common, eight were review articles
(see for example [159] and [182]). The pattern of highly related periodic review
articles was dominant. The remaining article pairs were highly related research
papers in very specific areas of research. One example of such a document pair is
[242] and [115], which both discuss nucleotide distributions in the DNA of
specific cell cultures and have a LCCS of 50. We did not find indications for
plagiarism in these articles.
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We conclude that analyzing the LCCS is a reliable approach for limiting the
retrieval space of potential candidate documents, especially in cases where
domain experts perform a 1:n analysis. Further research into the correlations
between Bibliographic Coupling strength and Longest Common Citation
Sequences seems beneficial before setting a specific suspiciousness threshold for
the number of references in common. Once established, such thresholds are a
strong similarity indicator, especially in a 1:n detection scenario. Both
Bibliographic Coupling and the LCCS yielded recurring patterns for articles with
authors in common. Such articles tended to be highly related updates on prior
research or publications of identical or similar texts in different journals. Both
approaches are able to identify high levels of global document similarity
accurately, especially in a 1:n detection scenario. In our subsequent
investigations, we focused on local document similarity and considered only
documents sharing no common authors.

A.3 Greedy Citation Tiling
Greedy Citation Tiling (GCT) , as described in Section 4.4.3, identifies all
longest substrings of matching citations, so-called citation tiles, within the
citation sequences of two documents. Citation tiles are composed solely of
matching citations in identical order. To gain an understanding of the document
similarities that lead to high scores in a GCT analysis, we reduced the number of
documents to the ones most similar. To achieve this reduction, we analyzed the
distribution of citation tile lengths in order to set a suitable threshold. Given the
distribution (see Figure 64), we disregarded all documents that did not contain at
least one citation tile of length three.
We also wished to estimate the selective power of the chosen similarity
threshold in a 1:n detection setting. For this purpose, we analyzed the
distribution of documents sharing citation tiles of length three or more with other
documents depending on the number of documents the tiles were shared with
(see Figure 65). The upper quartile of the distribution is two. In other words,
75 % of documents that share a citation tile of length three or more do so with a
maximum of two other documents. Therefore, we assume that citation tiles of
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length three or more might be a good indicator of potentially suspicious
document similarity in a 1:n detection setting.
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Figure 66: Document Pairs with Highest Similarity Scores in GCT Assessment

To select the most suspicious documents for manual inspection, we followed
a similar scatter plot approach as in the case of the other approaches analyzed
earlier. We plotted the sum of citation tile lengths and the cumulative CF-Score
for all tiles in the 10,000 documents that contained at least one tile of length
three and scored highest in either of the two dimensions (see Figure 66). To
avoid intrinsically replicating a de-facto Bibliographic Coupling assessment, we
only included tiles with a length of 𝐴 > 1 in the cumulated length score. As
reported earlier, the average tile length is 1.23 (see Figure 64), thus excluding

tiles with 𝐴 ≤ 1 from the cumulated length score increases the selective power of

the score. Using heuristic visual outlier detection, we set a summed CF-Score ≥
815 and/or a summed tile length 𝐴 ≥ 40 as thresholds. After removing
previously analyzed documents, 153 distinct documents remained, of which
eight document pairs had no authors in common.
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Six of these article pairs were reviews, one article pair was a periodically
republished medical standard and another was a related research paper. All
articles listed consecutive prior studies. The following table shows a typical
example of a text excerpt with long citation tiles taken from two review articles
written by different authors. The publishing dates of both articles are apart by ∼4

years. The references 111 to 119 in [121] and 64 to 72 in [343] refer to the same
sources in identical order. We were able to identify similar examples using the
LCCS and to a lesser extent using Bibliographic Coupling.
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Table 25: In-text Citation Tile (Example 1)
Text excerpt from [121]

Text excerpt from [343]

“Following entry to the brain,
monocytes, lymphocytes, activated
macrophage, microglia and astrocytes
release cytokines, reactive oxygen
species, and other neurotoxins that
disrupt normal cellular functioning,
modify neurotransmitter action, and may
lead to leukoencephalopathy and
ultimately neuronal apoptosis [111,112].
Some of these neurotoxins include
TNF-α, arachidonic acid, platelet
activating factors (PAF), nitric oxide
(NO), and quinolinic acid (QUIN). NO
is synthesized by endothelial cells,
macrophages and neurons and might be
associated with the NMDA type
glutamate associated neurotoxicity. A
high level of inducible NO synthase has
been found in the brain of HAD patients
[113]. In HIV-1 patients who also
are/were drug addicted (e.g. cocaine,
heroine), a 40-fold increase in
expression of NO synthase in neurons of
temporal lobes was reported [114].
TNF-α is released by HIV-1 infected
macrophage microglia and particularly
affects oligodendrocytes [115]. It has
been shown that TNF-α mRNA level in
the subcortical regions of HAD patients'
CNS are higher than in AIDS patients
without neurological symptoms [116]. In
addition, TNF-α can damage the BBB,

“This may cause alterations in
neurotransmitter action and causes
leukoencephalopathy
resulting
in
neuronal
apoptosis.[64,65]
TNF-α,
platelet activating factor (PAF), nitric
oxide (NO), and quinolinic acid (QUIN)
also behave like neurotoxicant and cause
neurotoxicity. NO is produced by
microvascular
endothelial
cells,
macrophages, and neurons which may
result in N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
type glutamate-associated neurotoxicity.
Elevated levels of NO synthase has been
reported in the brain of HAD patients,
while a 40-fold increase in expression of
NO synthase in neurons of drug addict
HIV patients.[66,67] TNF-α is produced
by macrophages and microglia and it
mainly affects oligodendrocytes.[68] An
elevated level of TNF-α mRNA has been
reported in HIV patients with
neurological complications.[69] TNF-α
causes damage to BBB and facilitates
entry of peripheral blood cells.[70]
Pro-inflammatory cytokines like TNF-α,
IL-1, and IFN-α are found to be present
in
elevated
level
in
AIDS
patients.[71,72]”
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as shown in an in-vivo model, which
could facilitate entry into the brain of
HIV-1 protein(s) and cytokines secreted
in the periphery [117]. Not only the level
of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as
TNF-α,
IL-1
and
IFN-γ,
anti-inflammatory cytokines including
TGF-β and IL-6, and soluble cytokine
receptors is elevated in AIDS patients,
but the cytokine production is correlated
with the gravity of the neuropathology
[118,119].”

We also found empirical examples that citation tiles of length three or more
have a high predictive value for local document similarity. We randomly selected
the following two text excerpts from article pairs that shared exactly one citation
tile of length three (and potentially additional citations, but for the given
selection, no other matching pattern was allowed to be longer than two).
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Table 26: In-text Citation Tile (Example 2)
Text excerpt from ([138], p.1)

Text excerpt from ([37], p. 90)

“In RA, RF is detected in 70-80 % of
patients with established disease, and is
an integral part of the definition of this
disorder. AKA, APF, AFA, and anti-Sa
have all been shown to be associated
with RA, and appear to be more specific

“Vincent et al. [48] could detect AFA in
41 % of RA sera with 99 % specificity.
When combining the AFA immunoblot
assay with AKA testing, a much higher
sensitivity (64 %), without loss of
specificity, could be achieved [48].
However, the sensitivity of the assay
appears to be dependent on the method
for purification of the filaggrin. Slack et
al. calculated sensitivities of 12 and
16 for
two
different
filaggrin preparations, while only one of
five positive sera reacted with
both preparations [49]. The AFA-ELISA
is somewhat more sensitive (47–54 %)
than the immunoblot assay [50,51] ...”

than
RF
for
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].”

this

disease

In [138] and [37] the citations 3–5 and 48–50 represent references to identical
sources in matching order. Aside from this tile of length three, the articles share
20 other single citations. Both paragraphs and the articles as a whole discuss
auto-antibodies related to rheumatic diseases. The articles are clearly not a
plagiarism, but are semantically highly related. The article [37] shares a citation
tile of length three only with the article [138]. The article [138] shares citation
tiles of length three with two other documents.
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Table 27: In-text Citation Tile (Example 3)
Text excerpt from
([372], p. 216)

Text excerpt from
([47], p. 73)

“In RA, RF is detected in 70–80 % of
patients with established disease, and is
an integral part of the definition of this
disorder. AKA, APF, AFA, and anti-Sa
have all been shown to be associated
with RA, and appear to be more specific
than
RF
for
this
disease
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].” “In contrast to the
growth inhibitory effects of TGF β1 in
the early stages of carcinogenesis, TGF
β1 can also act as a promoter of tumor
cell invasion and metastasis in the later
stages of tumorigenesis [5,6]. Increased
production of TGF β1 is observed in
epidermal [35], gastric [36], renal [37],
breast [38 41], and prostate carcinomas
[42] when compared with normal
tissues.”

“There is considerable evidence to
suggest that, at late stages in
tumorigenesis, TGF βs can actually
promote the tumorigenic process,
particularly if the epithelial cells have
lost responsiveness to the growth
regulatory effects of TGF β by this time
[9,39,40,41]. Thus, advanced human
tumors show increased levels of TGF β
expression [42,43,44], and TGF βs are
known
to
suppress
the
immunosurveillance system, to enhance
angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis,
and to increase drug resistance
[45,46,47,48].”

In [372] and [47] the citations 39 to 41 and 42 to 44 represent references to
identical sources in matching order. Aside from the tile of length three, the
documents share two other single citations. None of the documents shares a tile
of length three or more with any other articles. The paragraphs of both articles
describe the effect of a tumor growth factor in early and later stages of cancer.
Both articles are not a plagiarism, but the relatedness of the paragraph is evident.
These examples show that citation tiles of length three or more are highly
predictive indicators for legitimate or potentially illegitimate local content
similarity. Identifying legitimate, yet highly similar text segments can, for
example, be used to improve academic literature recommender systems. Thus,
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the GCT approach can be valuable to improve general information retrieval and
particular plagiarism detection systems. As the empirical examples show, GCT
can identify highly related text segments that differ significantly in wording.
However, due to its exact matching approach, GCT fails when shared citations
are scaled or their order is transposed.

A.4 Citation Chunking
For a first test of Citation Chunking (Cit-Chunk), we evaluated the variation of
Citation Chunking that splits up both documents into chunks and includes
citations in chunks dependent on the previous shared citations (see Section 4.4.4
for details). The algorithm adds a shared citation to a chunk if n non-matching
citations, where 𝐶 ≤ 1 or 1 > 𝐶 ≤ 𝐴, separate it from the last preceding

matching citation. The variable s equals the number of citations in the chunk
under construction. Once the algorithm has chunked both documents, it
compares each chunk of one document to each chunk of the other document
regardless of the order of citations.
As in the case of the other similarity measures in our experiments, we had to
limit the large number of documents with matching citation chunks to allow for a
more detailed analysis. To define a suitable exclusion threshold for documents,
we analyzed the distribution of maximum chunk lengths (see Figure 67).
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Figure 67: Distribution of Maximum Chunk Lengths

The distribution shows that Citation Chunking, on average, yielded longer
maximum patterns than Greedy Citation Tiling (see the distribution of maximum
citation tile lengths in Figure 64, page 279, for a comparison). In addition, the
number of document pairs that shared a maximum pattern of specified length
decreased more slowly in the case of Citation Chunking than in the case of GCT.
Furthermore, the overall number of identified citation chunks, ∼3.5 million, was
lower than the number of identified citation tiles, ∼12.4 million. These

characteristics indicate that Citation Chunking includes more matching citations
into patterns than the GCT approach, which represents the expected behavior.
The results also support the assumption that the number of text segments
containing matching citations in close proximity, yet not necessarily in the same
order, is significantly higher than that of text segments with perfectly matching
citation tiles.
Figure 67 shows that the number of documents with long citation chunks was
significantly higher than the number of documents with long citation tiles, which
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indicates a negative characteristic of Citation Chunking. The tested chunking
algorithm allows an increasing number of non-matching citations to be included
in the pattern if a higher number of matching citations is already included in the
chunk under construction. This characteristic negatively affects documents that
share many references and citations, because in such a case the chunking
algorithm tends to form a small number of very long chunks. Approximately 10
million document pairs in the PMC OAS shared 𝑟 ≥ 64 references, refer to

Bibliographic Coupling in A.1. Thus, the effect likely afflicts a large portion of
the corpus. The effect was especially strong for review articles, because they
often share up to several hundred references with other articles.
Given the distribution of documents in Figure 67, we excluded document
pairs from the assessment that did not share at least one citation chunk of length
four or greater. This limited the number of documents to approximately 143,000.
We also examined the usefulness of this threshold in regard to an "average case"
1:n detection scenario. For this purpose, we analyzed the distribution of
documents sharing citation chunks of length 𝐴 ≥ 4 depending on the number of
documents that shared the respective patterns. Figure 68 shows the
corresponding plot, which indicates that a citation chunk of length four is not as
selective as a citation tile of length three (compare this to the distribution of
citation tiles in Figure 65, page 279).

Rev. cum. freq. of doc. containing citation chunks
of length l≥4
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Nonetheless, setting the minimum chunk length to four caused the upper
quartile of the distribution in Figure 68 to equal five. Thus, 75 % of documents
in the corpus that shared citation chunks of length four or more did so with a
maximum of five other documents. To further confine the sub-collection to be
analyzed, we employed a similar graph-based approach as for the other similarity
measures. We used the sum of CF-Scores and the maximum of the Cont.-Score
or chunk length as the dimensions of a scatter plot. To avoid replicating a
de-facto Bibliographic Coupling analysis (the majority of citation chunks have a
length of one) we only considered the Cont.-Score or the length of chunks with
length 𝐴 > 1 for inclusion in the graph. We selected the 10,000 documents that

met the selection criteria and featured the highest scores in either of the two
dimensions. Figure 69 shows the resulting scatter plot.
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Figure 69: Document Pairs Yielding High Similarity Scores Using Cit-Chunk

Consistent with the evaluations of the similarity functions presented earlier,
we visually selected outliers as indicated in Figure 69. The analysis of maximum
chunk length had already indicated that Citation Chunking is prone to degenerate
into a de-facto global similarity measure for documents sharing many references.
Manually inspecting the highest scoring documents verified this expected result.
A total of 128 document pairs matched the selection criteria, of which 47 had no
authors in common. The large majority of these documents were review articles,
which we already covered in the description of prior similarity functions. While
Citation Chunking is able to identify such highly related documents, the measure
did not provide a significant benefit over the LCCS approach.
For documents with many shared references, citation chunks tend to become
so large that a majority of a document’s citations are included in a chunk. For
instance, the highest scoring document in the assessment yielded a citation chunk
length of 139. We assume that such high similarities would also be detected
using the Bibliographic Coupling or LCCS approach.
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The strength of Citation Chunking lies in its ability to pinpoint specific local
similarities. To illustrate this capacity, we analyzed the portion of selected
documents with the shortest lengths (l < 16 as indicated in Figure 69), but a high

CF-Score. Consider the following example from the group of documents with
shorter citation chunks, but a high CF-Score. The two documents [141] and
[345] share a single citation chunk of length four, consisting of four citations of
two distinct references that are repeated to outline various facts. Because the
matching citations are transposed, we state alphanumeric keys formed of first
author name and publication year in bold type in addition to the original numeric
citations given in the texts. The two texts were not cases of plagiarism, but
clearly related. As mentioned previously, the average specificity of citation
chunks is not as high as that of citation tiles. For instance, the article [141]
shared citation chunks of length four or more with eight additional documents,
while the article [345] shared citations with the indicated document only.
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Table 28: In-text Citation Chunk Example
Text excerpt from ([141], p. 228)

“[...] recent findings that challenge the
dogma that metastases arise from
a relatively small population of cells
within a tumor that have a particularly
high metastatic potential. Rather,
microarray
studies
comparing
metastatic
and
non-metastatic adenocarcinomas
identified a molecular signature
correlating with metastasis, and
suggested that the bulk of cells within
the tumor share this signature, and thus
the metastatic potential is encoded
within the bulk of the primary tumor
[13 |Ramaswarmy03|]. This signature,
defined as 17 differentially regulated
genes, correlated with metastatic
potential in solid tumors from a variety
of organs, supporting the concept of a
common pathway towards metastasis,

Text excerpt from ([345], p. 1)
“According to the traditional model of
metastasis, the potential to metastasize
resides in a small subset of tumor cells that
have acquired this property through a set of
mutations that occur during the later stages
of tumor progression [11]. An emerging
concept has recently challenged this existing
model of metastasis by demonstrating that
the potential to metastasize is encoded in the
bulk of the tumor and is present early in
tumor
pathogenesis
[11,
12 |van’tVeer02| 13 |Ramaswarmy03|,
14].”

and suggesting the existence of
common therapeutic targets in
different cancers. Gene-expression
profiling has also been reported to be
useful for predicting the clinical
outcome of breast cancer [14
|van’tVeer02|]”.

In summary, we found that a chunk length of three to four is sufficient in
most cases to predict local text similarity with high accuracy. Citation Chunking
is most valuable for texts that share smaller or average numbers of citations. The
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approach is also capable of highlighting highly related texts with numerous
citations in very close proximity, which is common in review articles. However,
if documents share many references overall, the algorithm begins to lose its most
valuable feature of highlighting the specific areas of highest similarity. The
algorithm treats citation chunks like a bucket. Once this bucket gets too large,
and potentially contains many non-matching citations, a manual analysis
becomes cumbersome.

A.5 Character-based PDS Sherlock
To compare the CbPD detection performance to a character-based PDS, we also
analyzed parts of the PMC OAS with the plagiarism detector Sherlock developed
at the University of Sydney [184]. We chose Sherlock as a baseline approach for
the following reasons:
-

Sherlock offers a fingerprinting detection approach, which is
representative for most currently available PDS. Sherlock employs
word-based text chunking and a probabilistic selection strategy for
computing each document’s fingerprint.

-

Sherlock allows customizing the length of chunks and the probability
of retaining chunks during the selection step. By default, Sherlock
partitions the input texts into chunks of three words, selects on
average one out of 16 chunks formed and discards the rest. For our
experiment, we increased the probability of retaining chunks to one
out of eight on average to perform a finer-grained comparison.
Sherlock reports the document similarities identified as a percentage
calculated as: 𝐴𝑖𝐴 =

100𝑙𝑠

𝑙𝐷1 + 𝑙𝐷2 − 𝑙𝑠

where 𝐴𝑠 is the length of passages

identified as similar in both documents and 𝐴𝐷1 and 𝐴𝐷2 denote the
overall length of the two documents.

-

Sherlock is a lightweight open source C program, which we could
easily adapt to the requirements of the evaluation. While most other
available PDS are closed source or limit the number of analyzable
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documents, Sherlock does not enforce a limit on analyzable
documents.
The required computational effort prohibited the use of Sherlock to analyze
the entire test collection derived from the PMC OAS (185,170 documents) in an
n:n

analysis

(17,143,871,865

comparisons).

Refer

to

Comparison of Computational Efficiency, page 176, for more details.

A.6 Character-based PDS Encoplot
To compare the detection performance of CbPD to more than one
character-based PDS, we additionally analyzed documents from the PMC OAS
with Encoplot, a PDS developed by Grozea et al. [143]. We chose Encoplot as a
baseline approach for the following reasons:
-

The system is a state-of-the-art research prototype. Encoplot won the
PAN comparison of PDS in 2009 and constantly ranged among the
best-performing PDS in subsequent PAN comparisons [260, 261,
264].

-

Encoplot employs elaborate n-gram string matching for an n:n
comparison of documents, i.e. the system compares each document to
every other document in the collection. During each comparison of a
document pair, the system matches all unique character n-gram pairs
in the two documents. This approach guarantees high detection
accuracy for literal text matches. The system extracts all character ngrams of length 16 from two documents under comparison into two
separate lists, sorts the lists of n-grams, and uses a modified merge
sort algorithm to identify matching n-grams. A limitation of
Encoplot’s detection algorithm is that it matches the first occurrence
of an n-gram in one document to the first occurrence of that n-gram in
the second document, the second occurrence to the second and so on.
If the number of n-gram occurrences in the documents is different,
Encoplot does not identify all possible matches. For example, if
Document 1 contains the n-gram "abc" twice and Document 2
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contains "abc" four times, Encoplot only matches the first two
occurrences of “abc” in Document 2 to the two occurrences of "abc"
in Document 1.
-

Encoplot is optimized for speed and offers a worst case performance
of O(n).

Despite Encoplot’s efficiency, an n:n comparison of the 185,170 documents
in the PMC OAS test collection would still require 17,143,871,865 comparisons,
as in the case of Sherlock. The processing time required by Encoplot to perform
these comparisons is just as infeasible as an n:n comparison using Sherlock.
Refer to Comparison of Computational Efficiency, page 176, for details.

B

Technical Details of the CitePlag Prototype

Section B.1 describes the implementation of the sentence-word-tagger and
Section B.2 describes the data parser, two subcomponents of the CitePlag
prototype. Section B.3 presents the procedure for the consolidation of reference
identifiers in the PMC OAS.

B.1 Sentence-Word-Tagger (SW-Tagger)
The SW-Tagger identifies individual sentences and words in NXML texts and
marks them with delimiters that do not impair the validity of the original XML
markup. Identifying parts of speech (POS) is a common task in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP). The ambiguity of natural language makes
accurately identifying POS challenging. One example of a highly ambiguous
grapheme in natural language is the period. Aside from indicating the conclusion
of a sentence, a period can also be a decimal point, or a delimiter within an email
address.
The peculiarities of life science texts pose additional challenges to POS
identification and force researchers to adjust POS taggers specifically for this
field to achieve good POS detection performance. Articles in the life sciences
frequently refer to chemical substances, abbreviations, or other domain-specific
entities that are difficult to match to ordinary sentence structures. Due to the
challenges of identifying POS in life science texts, we incorporated an existing
POS tagger into the CitePlag document parser to detect sentence boundaries.
Existing and potentially suitable POS taggers for the life sciences include
OpenNLP, dTagger, SPToolkit and Stanford Core NLP [52, 91, 256, 314]. We
evaluated OpenNLP [14] in combination with the extensions for POS tagging in
life sciences proposed by Buyko et al. [52], Stanford CoreNLP [314], and
SPToolkit [256] on their suitability for integration into the CitePlag document
parser. For each of the three tools, we manually inspected five annotated
documents. Although the test was too small to be statistically significant, the
results of all tools were in line with results reported in earlier studies [52, 256].
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All three tools achieved precision and recall values of ∼99 % for word and

sentence boundary detection.

In terms of processing time per document, SPToolkit, which required ∼30ms,

was superior to OpenNLP and Stanford CoreNLP, which both required ∼1.5s.

We attribute this difference in runtime to the complexity of the different
detection approaches the systems employ. SPToolkit relies on comparably less
complicated heuristic rule sets, while OpenNLP and Stanford CoreNLP use
sophisticated machine-learning procedures.
Another advantage of SPToolkit over OpenNLP and Stanford CoreNLP is
that the output format of SPToolkit’s sentence detector is easier to integrate with
the other sub-components of the document parser than that of OpenNLP or
Stanford CoreNLP. SPToolkit provides its output as a plain Java string object
that is universally usable. OpenNLP or Stanford CoreNLP discard the original
XML markup and create individually formatted output files. This tagging
behavior would require changes to the tools’ source codes to produce an output
that includes sentence and word markup in addition to the original XML tags.
Given the test results, we incorporated SPToolkit into the CitePlag document
parser. All three of the tools tested showed nearly identical precision and recall
in sentence detection, yet SPToolkit offered both better runtime performance and
a favorable output format. By default, SPToolkit is not able to process XML
texts. Therefore, the SW-Tagger substitutes all XML tags in the original
documents with unique placeholder strings of the form Z\*§running no./§ and
stores the tag content in an index for later reinsertion. After the substitution, the
SW-Tagger runs the sentence detection procedures of SPToolkit.
SPToolkit does not feature word boundary detection. To avoid using a
runtime-intensive POS tagger based on machine learning, we adapted and
incorporated word markup heuristics commonly found in similar POS tools into
the SW-Tagger. The SW-Tagger marks up word boundaries with plain text
annotations similar to the ones employed for tagging sentences. These
annotations do not interfere with the original XML markup. The SW-Tagger
restores the original markup after the detection of sentences and words by re-
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substituting the inserted placeholder strings with the original tag content from the
stored index.
The algorithm uses regular expressions in Java™ and was designed for use
after a separate tagger, in our case SentParDetector [256], has identified sentence
boundaries. The output of the sentence tagger has to list each sentence in a
separate line and mark the beginning of a sentence with a specific character
sequence. In the given case, the SW-Tagger replaces the XML style markups
produced by SentParDetector and all original XML markups with the following
character sequences prior to the word boundary detection:
*§S/§ denotes the beginning of a sentence.

_Z*§000/§ denotes an individual XML tag, which the SW-Tagger replaced

with this placeholder string. The numbering 000 corresponds to an individual
unique ascending number for each tag in the document. This way, the SWTagger can reinsert the original tags after the sentence and word markup process
to retain the original document structure information.
The SW-Tagger uses the following regular expression, which includes
alternative tests for two main patterns. We list the entire expression in multiple
sub-expressions to comment on the sub-patterns these sub-expressions match.
The first main pattern, which the regular expression searches for, represents
words separated by one or multiple whitespaces.
To identify such patterns, the SW-Tagger uses the following sub-expression
to search for the last alphanumeric character in a character sequence that is not
part of a markup substitution mentioned above:
“(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!\\w|/§|([\\.,]?[0-9]+?)))”+
Note that the SW-Tagger treats numeric expressions or abbreviations as words.
While we consider this behavior reasonable for CbPD, it might not be desirable
for other applications.
The following sub-expression allows any non-alphanumeric character, except
for white spaces or characters that are part of a markup substitution, to follow the
first sub-pattern of pattern 1.
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“(?:[^\\w\\s]|(?:[S0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
This sub-expression causes the SW-Tagger to ignore, e.g., punctuation marks or
brackets between words. The next sub-expression tests for a white-space
character, which is mandatory in order to match pattern 1.
“(?:\\s)”+
Any non-alphanumeric character, except for whitespaces and characters that are
part of a markup substitution, can follow the whitespace. This sub-expression
allows additional punctuation marks, brackets and similar characters before the
next word starts.
“(?:[^\\w]|(?:S/§)|(?:[0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
The last sub-expression belonging to the test for pattern 1 searches for an
alphanumeric character that is not part of a markup substitution. If the SWTagger finds such a character, it assumes the beginning of a new word.
“(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!/§)))”+
If the SW-Tagger fails to match the first main pattern, it checks for a second one,
which represents words that are separated by an XML tag, but no whitespaces.
“|”+
The SW-Tagger attempts to match the second pattern by looking for the last
alphanumeric character in a sequence (word or numeric expression) that is not
part of a markup substitution, but directly followed by a markup substitution.
“(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!(?:\\w)|(?:/§)|(?:[\\.,]?

[0-9]+?))[,\\.;\\?!\"'\\=/:&+\\-\\$%°]*(?=\\*§[0-9]+/§
))” +
Non-alphanumeric characters, markup substitutions or a sentence markup can
follow the first sub-pattern of pattern 2.
“(?:[^\\w]|(?:S/§)|(?:[0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
This sub-expression causes the SW-Tagger to ignore punctuation marks,
brackets or sentence boundaries between words. The end of the second main
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pattern must be an alphanumeric character that is not part of a markup
substitution.
“(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!(?:/§))))”
To check the quality of the SW-Tagger’s markup procedure, we randomly
sampled four documents from four journals and inspected the markup for three
paragraphs in each document. For words, we found 2,092 correctly identified
instances, six incorrect separations and no misses. Five of the six errors
originated from one document that states the names of places and tribes in native
African languages. These words contained unusual combinations of diacritics
and hyphens that caused the word split-up heuristics to fail. The SW-Tagger’s
word markup procedure achieved a precision of 99 % and a recall of 100 %. The
detection for sentences was error-free in the sample. Overall, we are confident
that the SW-Tagger’s markup procedure is highly accurate.

B.2 Data Parser
The data parser extracts all information necessary for a CbPD analysis from
NXML texts. This task requires evaluating the original XML markup and the
plain text markup for sentences and words that the SW-Tagger introduced to the
documents during the pre-processing step. We implemented the data parser
according to the Simple API for XML (SAX) [272]. SAX allows easy extraction
of citation positions compared to other APIs for XML parsing and offers high
processing speed ([347], p. 36).
SAX follows a push approach for accessing data in XML documents. This
means a parser implementing the SAX API reads and triggers (i.e. "pushes") a
notification when it detects one of five predefined events. Encountering the start
or end tag of the whole document or arbitrary elements represents one event
each, thus totaling four events. The fifth event is the encountering of literal
character data. Only the application that invokes the SAX parser defines
reactions for events that the SAX parser reports. For this purpose, the invoking
application must provide callback handlers to the SAX parser. These handlers
contain and execute programming logic dependent on the event they receive
from the SAX parser.
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The content handler is the callback handler of the data parser that extracts
document metadata, citations, and references. For most data elements, such as
document IDs, author names, and references, this extraction is straightforward.
Likewise, citations are easy to parse when the respective NXML text contains
individual tags for every citation.
However, some texts state several citations in an abbreviated fashion, for
example, “[3 – 8]” without offering XML markup for all citations in the range.
To recognize these notations, we implemented an additional check to see if
citations occur within a range of 13 or less characters. We chose thirteen
characters by assuming that a notation similar to this: “[110] – [115]” is the
likely maximum length of an abbreviated citation range. If citations occur within
the 13-character-interval, the content handler uses regular expressions to check
whether the literal character data between the citation tags actually represents a
citation range.
To keep track of sentence and word counts, we adapted the method of the
callback handler that reacts to event notifications for literal character data. We
use regular expressions to recognize the sentence and word markup introduced in
the pre-processing step. After gathering all data for an element, for example a
citation, the content handler submits the element to the database.
In order to analyze research papers, while ignoring additional content in
PMC, including editorial letters, book reviews, etc., we selected only those
documents in the PMC OAS of the following types: "research-article", "reviewarticle", "case-report", "brief-report", "report" and "other". We also excluded
documents containing more than one text body or no text body. Samples
indicated that documents without a text body are mostly scanned versions of
older articles that express only metadata in NXML. Documents with multiple
text body parts were usually conference reviews that list summaries of
proceeding articles. Both of these document types are not relevant for a
plagiarism analysis. The exclusions affected ∼13,000 documents. In total, we
imported 221,220 documents to the CitePlag database.
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B.3 Consolidation of Reference Identifiers
We consolidated available document identifiers after importing the data into the
CitePlag database. When possible, we assigned all identifiers available for a
document to all references that likely point to that document and corrected
reference records in the database that had incorrect identifiers assigned to them.
To achieve this, we identified all likely valid relationships between identifiers
and documents by applying the following procedure:
First, we selected all PMIDs, MEDIDs, DOIs, RefTitKeys, and RefAuthKeys
and took each of these identifiers as a seed to build all combinations with other
identifiers. For example, taking PMIDs as the seed, we selected all pairwise
combinations of PMID-DOI, PMID-MEDID, PMID-RefAuthKey, and
PMID-RefTitKey. To improve accuracy, we only considered identifier
combinations that were identical in at least two documents. During this process,
we recognized that RefAuthKey is too error-prone for use as a seed, because we
do not disambiguate author names. If we encountered non-unique combinations
of identifiers, we chose the combination used by the majority of authors and
ignored the other combinations. Assuming that the most frequently used
combination of, for example, a given PMID and DOI, is likely the correct
mapping, we consolidated all ambiguous pairwise mappings of document
identifiers.
Second, we joined the consolidated pairwise-unique mappings of document
identifiers using the respective seed identifier in the mappings as the join
criterion. This step yielded the following four combined mappings for the
respective seed identifiers:
1. PMID-DOI-MEDID-RefAuthKey-RefTitKey
2. DOI-PMID-MEDID-RefAuthKey-RefTitKey
3. MEDID-PMID-DOI-RefAuthKey-RefTitKey
4. RefTitKey-PMID-DOI MEDID-RefAuthKey
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Third, we joined the mappings 1 through 4 consecutively to the table of all
references using the respective seed identifier of the mappings as the join
criterion. If reference records matched one of the mappings in at least one
additional identifier aside from the seed identifier, we updated all data fields of
the reference record to equal the mapping. Mapping 4, which uses the artificially
computed RefTitKey as the seed identifier, is more error-prone than the other
mappings. Therefore, we used mapping 4 only to alter records that offered no
other document identifier.
Table 29: Consolidation of Reference Identifiers
Before Consolidation
No. of Ref.

Document Identifier

Total
PMID
no PMID, DOI
no PMID, no
DOI, MEDID
No identifiers,
authors, title
No title and/or
authors

After Consolidation

No. of dist.
IDs

No. of Ref.

No. of dist.
IDs

6,921,249
5,470,266

2,367,554

5,572,531

2,364,433

195,359

158,652

192,705

141,357

84

81

82

79

831,899

655,841

733,183

597,220

423,641

-

422,748

-

Table 29 displays the availability of document identifiers for references
before and after the consolidation. The table states the number of references for
which the respective type of document identifier is available. Authors most often
stated PMIDs when citing sources. DOIs and MEDIDs were the second and third
most frequent choice. The table shows the quantities of available document
identifiers according to the most commonly used document identifier for an
individual reference. For example, if the string for a reference included a PMID
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and a DOI, we counted it for the PMID category only. The table also lists the
totals for distinct document identifiers before and after consolidation.
During the consolidation, we assigned PMIDs to ∼100,000 references that

had no assigned PMIDs before consolidation. We were able to reduce the

number of references without numeric identifiers by ∼58,000. Additionally, we
reduced the number of distinct PMIDs by ∼3,000 and the number of distinct

DOIs by ∼17,000. This reduction in distinct identifiers suggests that we
significantly reduced the numbers of non-unique identifiers.

B.4 Database Documentation
This section presents more details on the database structure of the CitePlag
prototype briefly introduced in Section 5.2. A database dump (530 GB) is
available upon request from the author.

Figure 70: ER Data Model for the CitePlag Database

The following list explains the attributes of all tables in the CitePlag
database.
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citeplag_document_data
-

document_id → the database-internal ID assigned to documents
for which the full text is available in the database and to
"placeholder" documents representing documents referenced
within full texts.

-

type → a flag that identifies the type of additional data stored for
documents, e.g., title or external document identifiers (PubMed
IDs, PMCIDs, DOIs). The ENUM type provides the possibility to
add further types, which are not yet considered, in the future.

-

value → an attribute holding the actual data of a certain type, e.g.,
title.

citeplag_document_text
-

document_id → the database-internal ID of the document for
which the full text is stored.

-

fulltext → the full text of the document.

citeplag_author
-

author_id → the database-internal ID for all authors.

-

document_id → the ID of the document in which the author
appeared. Currently, authors are not disambiguated, i.e. if an
author appears in multiple documents, there will be multiple
records with the same name in citePlag_authors.

-

last_name, first_name → the author name.
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citeplag_citation
-

db_citation_id → the database-internal ID for all citations.

-

document_id → the database-internal ID of the document that
contains the citation.

-

doc_reference_id → the ID for references in NXML-documents. It
is unique only within the NXML-document. In-text citations
within a NXML-document specify the ID of their corresponding
reference.

-

db_reference_id → the unique database-internal ID for references.

-

count → a sequential number of a citation within a document’s full
text.

-

character, word, sentence, paragraph, section → the positional
information of a citation within a document’s full text.

citeplag_reference
-

db_reference_id → the database-internal ID for references.

-

cont_document_id → the document_id of the document that
contains the reference.

-

doc_reference_id → an ID for references used in NXMLdocuments; is unique only within the NXML-document.

-

ref_document_id → the document_id of the document that is
referenced. The referenced document is not necessarily part of the
PMC OAS. Therefore, many "placeholder documents" for which
no full text is available are contained in the database.
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citeplag_pattern
-

pattern_id → the database-internal ID for all patterns.

-

document_id1, document_id2 → the document_ids of the two
documents for which the matching pattern has been identified.

-

procedure → the ID that denominates the detection algorithm,
which was used to identify the pattern, see Table 30 for a short
description and an overview of IDs for the detection approaches.

-

pattern_score → similarity score of the identified pattern. For
citation patterns, the score equals the length of the pattern, for
character-based patterns see table above.
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Table 30: Overview of Detection Algorithms and their Database-internal IDs
Class
LCCS

GCT

Citation
Chunking

Detection Algorithm

ID

LCCS

1

LCCS distinct

11

shared citations only

2

all citations

21

all citations, matches all shared citations once a match
has been found

22

one document chunked, only adjacent citations
considered, no merge performed

30

one document chunked, only adjacent citations
considered, merge

31

one document chunked dependent on predecessor, no
merge

32

one document chunked dependent on predecessor,
merge

33

one document chunked dependent on textual proximity,
no merge

34

one document chunked dependent on textual proximity,
no merge

35

both documents chunked, only adjacent citations
considered, no merge

40

both documents chunked, only adjacent citations
considered, merge

41

both documents chunked dependent on predecessor, no
merge

42

both documents chunked dependent on predecessor,

43
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merge
both documents chunked dependent on textual
proximity, no merge

44

both documents chunked dependent textual proximity,
no merge

45

Encoplot (global score of document = percentage of
similarity)

50

Encoplot (scores of multiple patterns per document,
details on patterns in textpattern_member table)

51

Basic CPA

60

Bibliographic Coupling (score = coupling strength of
both documents, no pattern_members)

70

Bibliographic Coupling / Coupling units (score = total
citations of a shared reference, pattern_members:
citations that form the coupling)

71

Co-Citation

Co-Citation = number of documents that cite the two
documents together

80

Lucene

Lucene MoreLikeThis measure computed on the full
text

90

Encoplot
Similarity

CPA
Bibliographic
Coupling

citeplag_citationpattern_member
-

pattern_member_id
→
citation_pattern_members

-

pattern_id → database-internal ID of the pattern formed by the
citation_pattern_members

database-internal

ID

for

all
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-

document_id → document_ID of the document that contains the
citations. Storing this ID here is redundant, because the citation
identified by db_citation_id contains the same information.
However, in practice the redundancy saves a join of
citeplag_citationpattern_member to citeplag_citation, which
significantly improves performance, because citeplag_citationpattern_member is a very large table (approximately 1.4 billion
records).

-

count → sequential position of the pattern member within the
pattern

-

gap → number of non-matching citations between two matching
citations in a citation pattern

-

db_citation_id → ID of the citation that represents the pattern
member

citeplag_textpattern_member
-

pattern_member_id
→
text_pattern_members

-

pattern_id → database-internal ID of the pattern formed by the
text_pattern_members

-

document_id → document_ID of the document that features the
text similarity

-

start_character, end_character → character count at the start- and
ending position of the identified text overlap

database-internal

ID

for

all

C

Data and Source-code Downloads

Various files are publicly available for download on the thesis website:
http://citeplag.org/thesis/
-

This doctoral thesis (PDF)

-

Source code: CitePlag prototype (zip file)

-

The figures and tables used in the thesis (zip file)

-

Introductory video to CbPD

-

Related publications (PDF)

-

GuttenPlag Wiki evaluation, from Section 6.3 (Excel file)

-

Heun plagiarism examination, from Section 6.3.3 (Excel file)

-

VroniPlag Wiki evaluation data, from Section 6.3 (Excel file)

CbPD Evaluation Findings (password required)
To access the non-publically accessible password-protected data, including the
user study suspiciousness-ratings for the scientific publications of the PMC OAS
that have not yet been retracted, please contact the author71.
The following non-public downloads are available:
-

-

71

PMC OAS database dump with description (SQL file, 530 GB)
PMC OAS findings of suspicious publications, as discussed in
Examples of CbPD-identified Cases on page 188 (Excel file)

bela@gipp.com
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Involved Organizations
-

DKE – Data & Knowledge Engineering Group, Otto-von-Guericke
University, Germany

-

HTW – Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft, Germany

-

VLBA Lab – SAP / Very Large Business Applications Lab
(VLBA), Germany

-

UC Berkeley – University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA
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for Scientometrics and Informetrics. ISSN 2175-1935.
CbPD concept [127]: See Chapter 4
B. Gipp and J. Beel. Citation Based Plagiarism Detection - a New
Approach to Identify Plagiarized Work Language Independently. In
Proceedings of the 21st ACM Conference on Hypertext and
Hypermedia,
pages
273–274.
ACM,
2010.
doi:
10.1145/1810617.1810671
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CbPD Prototype [133, 229]: See Chapter 5
B. Gipp, N. Meuschke, C. Breitinger, M. Lipinski, and A. Nürnberger.
Demonstration of the First Citation-based Plagiarism Detection
Prototype. In The 36th International ACM SIGIR conference on
research and development in Information Retrieval, 2013. doi:
10.1145/2484028.2484214
N. Meuschke, B. Gipp, and C. Breitinger. CitePlag: A Citation-based
Plagiarism Detection System Prototype. In Proceedings of the 5th
International Plagiarism Conference, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, 2012.
CbPD Evaluation using GuttenPlag [132]: See Chapter 6
B. Gipp, N. Meuschke, and J. Beel. Comparative Evaluation of Textand Citation-based Plagiarism Detection Approaches using GuttenPlag.
In Proceedings of 11th ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Conference on Digital
Libraries (JCDL’11), pages 255–258, Ottawa, Canada, 2011. ACM.
doi: 10.1145/1998076.1998124
State-of-the-Art in Detecting Academic Plagiarism [228]: See Chapter 2
N. Meuschke and B. Gipp. State of the Art in Detecting Academic
Plagiarism. International Journal for Educational Integrity, 9 (1): 50–
71, June 2013.
Measuring Document Relatedness by Citation Proximity Analysis and
Citation Order Analysis [124]: See Chapter 4
B. Gipp. Measuring Document Relatedness by Citation Proximity
Analysis and Citation Order Analysis. In M. Lalmas, J. Jose, A. Rauber,
F. Sebastiani, and I. Frommholz, editors, Proceedings of the 14th
European Conference on Digital Libraries (ECDL’10): Research and
Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries, volume 6273 of Lecture
Notes of Computer Science (LNCS). Springer, September 2010.
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Scienstein [130]: See Section 3.2.5
B. Gipp, J. Beel, and C. Hentschel. Scienstein: A Research Paper
Recommender System. In Proceedings of the International Conference
on Emerging Trends in Computing (ICETiC’09), pages 309–315,
Virudhunagar (India), 2009. Kamaraj College of Engineering and
Technology India, IEEE.
CPA / CbPD Approach [123]: See Section 3.2.5 and Chapter 4
B. Gipp. Very Large Business Applications (VLBA): Systemlandschaften
der Zukunft, chapter Entwicklung neuer Verfahren zur Bestimmung von
Dokumentenaehnlichkeiten mittels Referenz- und Zitationsanalyse,
pages 163–173. 3. Workshop des Centers for Very Large Business
Applications (CVLBA). Shaker Verlag, Magdeburg, October 2009.
Link-Proximity Analysis [131]: See Chapter 7.3
B. Gipp, A. Taylor, and J. Beel. Link Proximity Analysis - Clustering
Websites by Examining Link Proximity. In M. Lalmas, J. Jose,
A. Rauber, F. Sebastiani, and I. Frommholz, editors, Proceedings of the
14th European Conference on Digital Libraries (ECDL’10): Research
and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries, volume 6273 of
Lecture Notes of Computer Science (LNCS). Springer, September 2010.
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Patent applications:
B. Gipp and J. Beel. Method and system for detecting a similarity of
documents.
Patent Application, 10
2011. URL
http://www.patentlens.net/patentlens/patent/US_2011_0264672_A1/en/. US
2011/0264672 A1.
Indirectly Related Publications:
CitRec [134]: See Chapter 7.3
B. Gipp, N. Meuschke, M. Lipinski, and A. Nürnberger. CITREC: An
Evaluation Framework for Citation-Based Similarity Measures based on
TREC Genomics and PMC. To be published.
SciPlore Xtract: Extracting Titles from Scientific PDF Documents by
Analyzing Style Information [29]: See Chapter 7.3
J. Beel, B. Gipp, A. Shaker, and N. Friedrich. SciPlore Xtract:
Extracting Titles from Scientific PDF Documents by Analyzing Style
Information (Font Size). In M. Lalmas, J. Jose, A. Rauber, F. Sebastiani,
and I. Frommholz, editors, Research and Advanced Technology for
Digital Libraries, Proceedings of the 14th European Conference on
Digital Libraries (ECDL’10), volume 6273 of Lecture Notes of
Computer Science (LNCS), pages 413–416, Glasgow (UK), Sept. 2010.
Springer.
MrDLib [31]: See Chapter 7.3
J. Beel, B. Gipp, S. Langer, M. Genzmehr, E. Wilde, A. Nürnberger,
and J. Pitman. Introducing Mr. DLib, a Machine-readable Digital
Library. In Proceedings of the 11th ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on
Digital Libraries (JCDL‘11), 2011.
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Impact of Citations in Google Scholar [25, 27, 30]: See Chapter 7.3
J. Beel and B. Gipp. Google Scholar’s Ranking Algorithm: An
Introductory Overview. In B. Larsen and J. Leta, editors, Proceedings of
the 12th International Conference on Scientometrics and Informetrics
(ISSI’09), volume 1, pages 230–241, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), July 2009.
International Society for Scientometrics and Informetrics.
J. Beel and B. Gipp. Academic search engine spam and Google
Scholar’s resilience against it. Journal of Electronic Publishing, 13 (3),
Dec. 2010. doi: 10.3998/3336451.0013.305.
J. Beel, B. Gipp, and E. Wilde. Academic Search Engine Optimization
(ASEO): Optimizing Scholarly Literature for Google Scholar and Co.
Journal of Scholarly Publishing, 41 (2): 176–190, Jan. 2010. doi:
10.3138/jsp.41.2.176. University of Toronto Press.
Evaluation of Header Metadata Extraction Approaches and Tools for
Scientific PDF Documents [195]: See Section 5.1 and 7.3.1
M. Lipinski, K. Yao, C. Breitinger, J. Beel, and B. Gipp. Evaluation of
Header Metadata Extraction Approaches and Tools for Scientific PDF
Documents. In Proceedings of the 13th ACM/IEEE-CS joint conference
on Digital Libraries (JCDL), JCDL ’13, New York, NY, USA, 2013.
ACM. doi: 10.1145/2467696.2467753.

E

Patent Application

The author filed three patent applications in Europe and the USA related to the
ideas and research presented in this thesis [28, 32, 128]. The following text is a
copy of the US-Patent application for Co-citation Proximity Analysis [128]. For
additional information please visit:
http://www.patentstorm.us/applications/20110264672/description.html
The following patent is included in this appendix:

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING A SIMILARITY
OF DOCUMENTS
Cross Reference to Related Applications
The present application is a continuation of International Application Number
PCT/DE2009/000017 filed on January 8, 2009, the entire contents of which are
incorporated herein by reference.
Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a method and a system for detecting a similarity
of documents. The invention particularly relates to a method and a system for
detecting a similarity of documents, wherein similar documents are detected and
possibly provided based on a predetermined document.

E Patent Application
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F

User Study Feedback

As part of the user study, participants had the opportunity to submit comments
and suggestions on their perceived usefulness of the citation-based approach.
Table 31 shows excerpts of responses collected in the user study.
Table 31: User Comments on CbPD
“[CbPD shows]... a similarity which I find valuable to see.“
“[The citation pattern visualization] helped me come to a quicker
conclusion. Sometimes [CbPD] helped either strengthen or weaken my
opinion on similarity. For example, if shake & paste plagiarism also
clearly shared citation patterns, I arrived at a conclusion more
quickly72.”
“…when many key words overlapped, but the citation patterns around
shared words were unique, CbPD helps to show legitimate similarity.”
“…[CbPD adds a]... new level of document similarity that I was
unaware of before.”
“Judging plagiarism is quick when two documents have text overlaps,
but when the text is adjusted or rearranged, it is much more difficult to
assess documents and to find any overlap in their content. It requires a
deep background knowledge on the topic and also the cited works. The
citation visualization really helps to better assess the content similarity
when the text does not overlap. This makes it faster and easier,
especially for an examiner who is not familiar with a particular topic!”

Some users expressed uncertainty regarding the value of citations. They felt
citation-based similarity allowed them no quick way of knowing what similarity
should still be considered "normal". However, the threshold problem for
"acceptable" similarity also exists for character-based measures. The reality is
72

Translated from German. Comment submitted by a General Medical Practitioner.
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that no quick or easy fix exists to categorize a given similarity among documents
as clearly suspicious.
One of the experts commented that for documents with high semantic
similarity with no notable text similarity, the addition of very fine-grained text
similarity visualization, i.e. ten or less matching characters was helpful for
discerning if the patterns of medical key words, especially surrounding shared
citations were suspiciously similar.

G Reactions of Contacted Authors
Of the top-40 document pairs rated as most suspicious by user study participant,
two publications had already been retracted. One publication [281] was retracted
as a result of a previous email exchange we had with the earlier authors, while
the other case [165] had already been retracted at the time of detection by the
CbPD algorithms. We emailed73 the authors of the remaining 38 earlier
published articles asking them if they:
-

were aware of the later published article?

-

knew of any reasons which may explain the similarity of the later
article?

-

saw any indications for plagiarism?

The authors of 20 articles replied74.
The authors of six articles confirmed the presence of plagiarism, one
additional author confirmed plagiarism, but wished to take no action75, and the
authors of nine papers acknowledged similarities, but did not consider them as
crucial enough to initiate a retraction process. The authors of two papers simply
replied a “thank you” refusing to comment on plagiarism, and the authors of the
final two publications replied they were not technically versed enough to utilize
or make sense of the prototype visualization.
Many authors expressed gratitude for being made aware of the plagiarism of
their work. Table 32 lists some of the email responses from the authors we
contacted.

73
74
75

All authors were contacted 2013-05-06, unless specified otherwise.
As of 2013-05-31.
Refer to the comment beginning “I don't know if…” on page 334 for an explanation.
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Table 32: Original Author Comments on CbPD
“To be honest I am quite shocked. The resemblance is indeed more than
striking. […] your tool seems to be very efficacious indeed.”
…the degree of overlap seems to me to be most consistent with over-reliance
on our paper for language and structure by the authors of the later paper.”
“I was not aware of this later paper and I do not know of any reasons which
may explain the similarity of the later article to ours.
“The results which you have shown are mind boggling.. I simply don't know
how to respond…I find no reasons for both the manuscripts to be so similar.
Introductions can be similar to some extent, but almost the entire discussion
seems to be copied as it is. Their images do not show any evidence of skin
graft being used, where discussion mentions of skin grafts!!!
...I see every indication for plagiarism in this particular article. It
is definitely more than just coincidence. Unfortunately, our article has not
even been cited by the manuscript.”
“…your approach is reasonable, and I applaud the success of your program”
“Your program is very nice and surprising!
We have not been aware of the existence of the later article.”
“Your work raises the question of reviewing. Why wasn't this detected by the
reviewers?”
“I looked at your analysis and I am amazed.
We were definitely plagiarized and I was not aware of this article. […] The
best evidence is the results of your algorithm.”
“I'm quite surprised... I did not know that paper and I do not know its authors.
It seems that they just copied and pasted most of the discussion section and
the bibliography of my paper without changing even a single word.
I think this is a clear example of plagiarism”
“I was not aware of this later published article.
I find no reason for the similarity (identity) of the articles. I am completely
sure it is a case of plagiarism76.”

76

Excerpt from an email exchange on 2012-09-03.
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To guarantee anonymity to the individual authors quoted here, we do not
disclose their names. Disclosure of full names is available only upon request77.
The gamut of responses we received were in line with the types of responses
collected in similar investigations of potential plagiarism. For a study examining
precisely the responses of all involved parties that result from investigating
plagiarism, refer to [202].
The responses we received from the original authors, who rejected the
presence of plagiarism, showed that the opinions on what constitutes plagiarism
continue to differ. A first case in which authors felt that high similarity was
acceptable was in introductory or overview sections. According to one set of
authors, introductory phrases ‘set the stage’ of a paper and may be copied in
publications, given that they serve to point out the scientific niche the paper will
occupy. As one set of authors78 argues, generic ‘stage-setting’ statements were
not part of the author’s unique contribution and thus should not be viewed as
plagiarism:
“the […] sentences […] are indeed similar. [They] ‘set the stage’
by pointing out how health care can be unsafe. They are not a part
of the authors’ unique contributions.” T.A., B.G., L.S.
A second case in which citation pattern similarity was viewed as justified by
authors was for case reports and review studies. Such reports tend to follow
standardized forms, often using boilerplate text, as pointed out by the following
author:
“Both papers are study design papers of Dutch studies. The recent
study was modeled using elements of the first study. Record review
studies are highly standardized. This clarifies the similarities.”
M.B.
77

78

We also decided against using author initials, since the identity of the publications’
original authors can easily be revealed once the retracted cases are made public. This
would jeopardize the anonymity of authors who communicated confidentially with us
by email.
Excerpt from an email exchange on 2012-10-10.
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A third example of author-approved citation pattern similarity affected
review articles:
“the similarity […] is normal because we wrote about the same
topic and it is normal to use the same references because both
papers are reviews and the field is so small (I mean the people
working in the field are not so many so obviously we are all going
to use the same references and same words).”
A final – albeit a most controversial example of similarity considered
“legitimate” – was pointed out by an author, who argued that the different
definition on "acceptable borrowing" of text in developing countries should not
be ignored:
“I don't know if there are technical criteria for declaring a
document to have been plagiarized….My lenient reaction is no
doubt colored by having trained many scientists from developing
countries whose first language is not English. Not only must they
rely on published English-language work to help them formulate
wording for their own work, but the cultural norms for what is
considered acceptable "borrowing" of language tend to be more
permissive in developing countries than in the U.S.”
We were also reminded of the fear of consequences authors face for accusing
others of plagiarism. The authors of one paper were not willing to approach the
journal and expose the plagiarists themselves:
“We are not willing to do this job ourselves because this will lead
to great conflict with the author of the second paper who is living
in the same country, even though we do not know him personally.”
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It was common for authors to express their disbelief and surprise of the
plagiarism having gone undetected for so long. Many expressed their concern
regarding the quality of peer review and the ability of current detection
approaches to identify strongly disguised plagiarism forms beyond copy & paste.
One author was of the opinion that automated plagiarism detection presented an
important area of research, in which CbPD was:
“a useful step in development of more sophisticated methods.”

H Empirical Studies on Plagiarism
Frequencies
Table 33: Studies Pertaining to North American Colleges
Source

Sample size, place
and time of collection

Method

Results

[277]

447 undergraduates at
one U.S. campus
Spring term 1997

self-report
survey

50 % copied from fellow students
with their consent, 24.3 % without
35.6 % committed partial
plagiarism

[45]

71 students at one U.S.
campus
Spring term 1998

self-report
survey

67.2 % committed partial
plagiarism
26.8 submitted a paper from an
external source

[283]

698 students at nine
U.S. campuses
Academic year
1999/2000

self-report
survey

19.0 % committed partial
plagiarism “sometimes”
5.4 % submitted a paper from an
external source “sometimes”

[176]

Unknown number of
undergraduates at one
U.S. campus
publication date: Aug.
2003

self-report
survey

[220]

60,691 students at 67
U.S. institutions
21,649 students at 16
Canadian institutions
Academic years
2002/2003, 2004/2005

self-report
survey

38 % undergrad., 25 % grad.
committed partial plagiarism
8 % undergrad., 4 % grad. copied
from another source
(within 12 months prior to the
survey)

[46]

91 students at one U.S.
campus
Fall term 2004

self-report
survey

53.2 % committed partial
plagiarism
31.2 % submitted a paper from an
external source

[223]

5,331 graduate
students at 32
campuses in the USA

self-report
survey

53 % of business majors, 43 % of
other students cheated on written
work

47.1 % committed plagiarism
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[273]
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Academic years
2003/2004, 2004/2005

33 % of business majors, 22 %
other students literally copied
from the internet (within 12
months prior to the survey)

1,225 students at one
U.S. campus
Observation period
unspecified,
publication date: Jun.
2007

62.6 % copied homework from
fellow students
44.5 % plagiarized from internet
17.9 % copied term papers or
projects from fellow students

self-report
survey

Table 34: Studies Pertaining to Colleges Outside of North America
Source

Sample size, place,
time of collection

Method

Results

[194]

518 students
from three institutions
in Singapore;
Observation period
unspecified;
Publication date: July
2001

self-report
survey

89.8 % plagiarized by
paraphrasing
85.1 % copied literally from
books, articles etc.
56.5 % copied papers from fellow
students with or without their
consent

[212]

954 students
from four Australian
universities;
Observation period
unspecified;
Publication date: May
2005

self-report
survey

81 % committed plagiarism

[83]

2002/2003: 145
undergraduates
2003/2004: 207
undergraduates from

Assignments
checked
with

79

∼40 % of students had

NOS>=20 % in both academic
years analyzed79

Non-Originality Score (NOS); documents scoring NOS>10 % are typically regarded
as suspicious and likely to contain plagiarism.
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one institution in the
UK

[23]

182 graduate students
from one institution in
the UK
Observation period
unspecified;
Publication date: 2006

[303]

159 students
from one institution in
the UK;
Observation period
unspecified;
Publication date: June
2008

OrCheck
Assignments
checked
with
Turnitin;
Suspicious
documents
inspected
manually

Turnitin flagged 40.6 % of all
documents as suspicious
Manual inspection revealed 26 %
of all documents contained actual
plagiarism

self-report
survey

68.6 % plagiarized by
paraphrasing (23.9 % frequently)
59.7 % copied material literally
from books, articles etc. (24.5 %
frequently)
21.4 % copied from fellow
students (5.7 % frequently)
17.5 % submitted a paper from an
external source, (3.7 %
frequently)

[332]

322 undergraduates
From three Swedish
universities

self-report
survey

61 % copied material literally
from books, articles etc.
55 % copied from fellow students
with their consent, 9 % without
31 % submitted a paper from an
external source

[329]

∼1,300 MA and PhD
thesis
at one Turkish
university
Submissions between
2001 and 2010

Assignments
checked
with
Turnitin

22.3 % of thesis had
21 %<=x<=30 % NOS
(NOS>15 % was considered
suspicious by this study [85] )

I

Studies on Citation-based Similarity
Measures

The following three tables summarize studies, which assessed the applicability of
citation-based similarity measures for different retrieval tasks. Studies commonly
analyzed the suitability of different measures for creating topic-centered clusters
of research articles [4, 38, 39, 166, 167, 200, 244] or web pages [53, 54, 79, 86,
352].
Table 35 lists studies exclusively analyzing citation-based measures, while
Table 36 outlines studies that compared character-based and citation-based
similarity measures side-by-side.
Table 37 highlights studies that also evaluated hybrid measures, which
combined both approaches.
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Table 35: Studies Evaluating Citation-based Similarity Measures
Objective of
Study

Similarity
Measures

Gold Standard

Test collection

[86]: Find relevant
web pages for
given input URLs

Co-citation
(CoCit),
Companion

18 expert
judgments

59 input URLs
selected by
experts, top-10
recommendations
of each approach

[4]: Subject
classification for
research articles

BibCoup, Abstract
keywords

1 expert judgments

43 IR articles

[295]: Perf. of
similarity measures
to identify research
front

BibCoup, CoCit,
Direct Citation

Topological
clustering (defined
criteria)

Articles retrieved
by keyword search
from SCI

[369]: Identify
topically similar
papers

BibCoup, CoCit,
Amsler, Inter
Conn.

Prediction of
reference papers
given in textbook
chapters

DBLP and
reference
information
crawled from MS
Academic Search

I Studies on Citation-based Similarity Measures
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Table 36: Studies Primarily Evaluating Citation-based Similarity Measures
Study,
Objective

Similarity
Measure

Gold Standard

Test collection

Comparison of
similarity measures
for topical
similarity (our own
study [134])

BibCoup, CoCit,
Amsler,
Co-citation
Proximity
Analysis, CoCit,
Lucene

Information
content analysis
derived from
MeSH thesaurus

∼260,000
documents from
the PubMed
Central Open
Access Subset

[39]: Subject
clustering, creation
of topic maps for
research articles

CoCit,
Vector Space
Model (VSM)

1 expert interview
per analyzed
domain

∼3,400 and
∼1,300 articles
from two research
fields

[352]: Web page
clustering

BibCoup, CoCit,
anchor texts

Relevance
judgment by the
authors

200 web pages for
each of 8 topics

[168]: Evaluate
suitability of
similarity measures
to identify research
front

BibCoup and
CoCit combined
with title keyword
clustering

None;
clustering derived
from assumptions
made

∼73,000
environmental
research articles
from SCI
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Table 37: Studies Evaluating Hybrid Measures
Study,
Objective

Similarity
Measures

[166]: Subject
clustering, creation
of topic maps for
research articles

BibCoup, VSM of
titles and abstracts,
chi-square
combination of
both

MeSH

5,188 papers
retrieved by
journal selection,
keyword search
etc.

[53, 54, 79, 80]:
Subject
classification for
web pages

BibCoup,CoCit,
Amsler, Compan.,
kNN with tf/idf
VSM, SVM, Naïve
Bayes classifier

Expert
classifications

[3]: Subject
classification for
research articles

BibCoup, termbased approach,
combination of
both

One expert
clustering

2 sets of manually
pre-classified web
pages;
in [79] further
∼6,600 articles
from ACM DL

[167]: Subject
clustering, creation
of topic maps for
articles

Various citationbased,
tf/idf VSM,
linear
combinations

External:
Thomson Reuters
Essential Science
Indicators

[200, 201]:
Clustering of
research articles

character-based,
various citationbased
LSI of binary
article
cross-citation,
combination of
text- and
citation-based
measures

Gold Standard

Internal:
Mean Silhouette
Value, Modularity

Test collection

43 IR articles

∼6 million papers,
∼8,000 journals
from Web of
Science

J

Overview of Selected PDS

Given the fast-paced changes in the software landscape for plagiarism detection,
this section presents some established systems that are well-maintained and find
widespread use for the comparison of academic documents.
Table 38 presents PDS that focus on collusion detection by employing a
user-defined corpus. PDS that compare documents to external collections are
typically web-based. Major vendors, including Ephorus, SafeAssign, Turnitin,
and Urkund, maintain large indices of the web and exclusive non-publicly
available content, including journal articles, books, and prior works submitted
for inspection. Turnitin calls itself the global leader in PD and claims to
continuously index ∼24 billion web pages, ∼250 million student papers, and

∼100 million books and periodicals [164]. The comparison algorithms of all
commercial PDS are trade secrets. However, given the size of the reference
collection, we conclude that the systems must apply approaches requiring low
computational effort, which suggests commercial PDS most likely use
fingerprinting.
Table 39 summarizes systems that check documents against an external
collection. The last columns in both tables list publications that offer details on
detection procedures and system performance. Information on the exact
algorithms used in commercial tools is not publicly available.
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Table 38: PDS for Document Comparisons within a User-Defined Corpus
System/
Manufacturer

Detection
Approach

License/Costs

AntiPlagiarist
[2]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
word-based string
matching

Commercial
$34.95

CopyCatch
[60]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
string matching

Commercial
individual price

Encoplot
[143]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
fingerprinting
using 16-charactergrams

Freeware;
Open source

Source
[355]

[50, 89, 353]

[142, 143]

Ferret
[186]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
word-3-gram
fingerprinting

[22, 203, 204]

Sherlock
[184]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
word-n-gram
fingerprinting

Freeware;
Open source

[184]

WCopyFind
[35]

client software:
local installation
procedure:
word-based string
matching

Freeware;
Open source

[94, 282, 355]

Freeware

J Overview of Selected PDS
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PDS that compare documents to external collections are typically web-based.
Major vendors, including Ephorus, SafeAssign, Turnitin, and Urkund, maintain
large indices of the web and exclusive non-publicly available content, including
journal articles, books, and prior works submitted for inspection. Turnitin calls
itself the global leader in PD and claims to continuously index ∼24 billion web

pages, ∼250 million student papers, and ∼100 million books and periodicals

[164]. The comparison algorithms of all commercial PDS are trade secrets.
However, given the size of the reference collection, we conclude that the systems
must apply detection approaches with low computational effort, which suggests
commercial PDS most likely use fingerprinting.
Table 39: PDS for Document Comparisons with an External Collection
System/
Manufacturer
Copyscape
[60]

Detection Approach

License/Costs

client software:
web-based system
input: URL or plain text (max.
2,000 words)
procedure: chunking and
selection strategy unknown,
chunks searched with Google

Commercial
$0.05 per scan

Source
[282, 353,
356]
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Docoloc
[93]

client software: web-based
system
input: single or multiple
documents
procedure: selection of
(5-9)-word-grams, which the
system searches with Google

Commercial
€264 p.a.
max 5,000
pages

[145, 251,
282, 355, 356]

Ephorus
[100]

client software: web-based
system
input: single or multiple
documents
procedure: chunking and
selection strategy unknown,
comparison to indexed www
and repository of prior
submissions

Commercial
individual
price

[282, 355,
356]

PlagAware
[207]

client software: web-based
system
input: single document
procedure: chunking and
selection strategy unknown,
web search for chunks, string
matching on retrieved results

Commercial
€0.01–0.03
per 250 words

[355, 356]

Plagiarism
Detector
[300]

client software: local
installation
input: single or multiple
documents
procedure: chunking and
selection strategy unknown,
chunks searched with Google,
Alta Vista and Yahoo

Commercial
$49.99–79.99

[260, 355,
356]

SafeAssign
[34]

client software: web-based
system
input: single or multiple
documents
procedure: chunking and
selection strategy unknown,
comparison to www, exclusive
content, and repositories of
prior submissions

Commercial
individual
price

[282, 353,
354, 356]

Turnitin
[164]
Urkund
[271]

[50, 84, 89,
157, 282, 353,
354, 356]
[282, 355,
356]

Index
academic plagiarism
Amsler Measure
Application Programming Interface (API)
author inspiration trail
Authorship Attribution (AA)
Bibliographic Coupling (BC)
concept
definition
strength
CF-Score
concept
definition
Citation Chunking
concept
definition
citation composition plagiarism
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